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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Overview 

Ameren Illinois Company ("AIC" or "Company") cannot sustain indefinitely safe, 

adequate and reliable service at present gas and electric delivery service rates.  This is not a 

matter of opinion.  It is a matter of math.  Between the Company's 2008 test year in its last rate 

case and the 2012 test year here, operating expenses have increased by $56 million, taxes by $41 

million and cost of capital $30 million.  AIC has invested $355 million in electric infrastructure 

and $121 million in gas infrastructure, none of which is yet reflected in rates.  Another $720 

million in infrastructure replacements and improvements are needed in 2011 and 2012.  Every 

dollar of the combined $88.6 million gas and electric revenue increase is important.  Every dollar 

will make a difference.  

The requested rate increase is necessary despite aggressive belt-tightening by Ameren 

Illinois.  In 2009, the Company’s leadership identified opportunities to reduce the 2010 capital 

budget.  These measures intensified following the Commission’s May 6, 2010 order in the 

Company's last rate case, Docket 09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons.), in order to align spending with the 

allowed revenue requirement.  Among other initiatives, the Company instituted a hiring freeze 

and delayed apprentice programs.  Contractors were let go.  Non-critical projects and activities 

were cancelled or deferred.  Many of these measures were carried forward into 2011.  No one 

can say for certain how much longer Ameren Illinois will be able to sustain these cuts and also 

continue to provide safe, adequate and reliable service.  And no one should want to find out.  It is 

critical that the Commission authorize revenues that are sufficient to enable Ameren Illinois to 

restore expenditures to normal levels.   
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Mindful that no time is a good time to raise rates, the current economic environment 

demands that utilities sharpen their pencils in seeking rate increases.  Ameren Illinois has done 

so.  The rate relief it requests is conservative.  The portion of incentive compensation paid to 

officers and employees based on an earnings-per-share goal has been eliminated from this case. 

Compensation paid to the five highest-paid executive officers, other than the President of 

Ameren Illinois, has also been excluded.  The merger of the Ameren Illinois legacy utilities will 

produce operational savings that will be realized by customers.  Other prudent cost-containment 

efforts will continue.  There is no fat to trim from Ameren Illinois's requested rate increase. 

The ICC Staff responsible for technical and operational issues, by and large, get it.  They 

understand that spending cuts on reliability programs and reduced O&M expense cannot be 

maintained indefinitely.  They agree, for example, that more money needs to be spent on 

vegetation management.  They agree that the Liberty Audit recommendations should be 

implemented.  In fact, Staff has not identified any major programs for which the costs should be 

disallowed.  Contrary to expressing concern that Ameren Illinois plans to spend too much, some 

Staff raise the question of whether perhaps the Company is spending too little. 

There is a disconnect, however, between Staff witnesses who reviewed the Company's 

operational plans and the Staff members who testified on finance issues.  This disconnect is most 

evident with respect to Staff's return on equity recommendation.  AIC is investing substantial 

amounts in its infrastructure and undertaking significant O&M projects that together 

significantly increase AIC’s revenue requirement.  Staff and other parties effectively seek to 

“fund” that investment and those projects by understating the Company’s cost of capital: by 

arbitrarily reducing the amount of equity in the capital structure; using historical interest rates 

instead of test year forecasts; arbitrarily reducing the coupon rates of prudent debt issuances 
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based on imagined rating agency actions that never come to pass; using long-term growth rates 

the Commission has just rejected; and making arbitrary reductions to ROE for (again) imagined 

ratings agency actions that never come to pass. 

The effect of all these efforts would be to manipulate rate of return to create a source of 

funds that simply is not there.  Staff and the other parties are effectively telling the Commission 

that AIC can fund its cost increases from decreases in the cost of capital that those parties have 

simply manufactured.  As investors flee stocks for the relative safety of treasury instruments, 

these parties are telling the Commission that AIC is becoming less risky.  The Commission 

should recognize this for what it is: a transparent effort to fund system improvements by 

squeezing investors.  This is not a strategy that will encourage the investment that AIC needs to 

continue to strengthen and improve its system.  

AG/CUB asks the Commission to disregard the expert testimony of Company and Staff 

witnesses who testified to the necessity of various reliability programs and planned expenditures.  

A $25 million reduction in electric distribution O&M is proposed not because the programs are 

allegedly excessive or imprudent, but under the theory that AIC can “well afford” to fund 

activities not included in rates.  AG/CUB does not dispute that the work identified by AIC needs 

to be performed.  Its attempt to slice and dice historical expenditures and impute them to the 

future does not rebut the evidence of what will be spent on these programs in the test year.  AIC 

has proposed expense levels that reflect the distribution O&M activities necessary in the test year 

to ensure adequate and reliable service.  If AIC does not receive revenues sufficient to recover 

these necessary expenses, more tough choices will have to be made.   

In summary, the issue confronting the Commission is whether it will authorize revenues 

that are sufficient to maintain a plan of operations that ICC Staff who are experts in this area 
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have identified as reasonable and prudent.  This cannot be done if the capital structure and rate of 

return adjustments proposed by the other faction of Staff are accepted.  The choice is between 

artificially lower rates or sustained, reliable service.  The stakeholders in this proceeding cannot 

have both.  And investors will be keenly interested in the Commission's Final Order.  The 

Company's credit rating is on the razor's edge of junk status.  Ratings agencies have made clear 

that they perceive the Company's regulatory risk as increasing.  If an investment-grade credit 

rating is not maintained, the Company's borrowing costs - costs that are ultimately borne by 

ratepayers - will increase.   

Accordingly, as discussed herein, the Commission should authorize a combined gas and 

electric revenue increase of $88,614,000. 

B. Procedural History 

The procedural history in these proceedings is reflected in the Commission’s E-Docket.  

On February 18, 2011, AIC filed new or revised tariff sheets for electric and gas service 

proposing changes in electric and gas rates and certain riders and other tariff changes.  On March 

23, 2011, the Commission entered two Suspension Orders suspending the Proposed Tariffs for 

each electric and gas service to and including July 17, 2011.  Upon suspension, AIC’s electric 

and gas filings became identified as Docket Nos. 11-0279 and 11-0282, respectively.  On July 7, 

2011, the Commission entered Resuspension Orders renewing the suspension of the Proposed 

Tariffs to and including January 17, 2012.  These rate proceedings advanced on the same 

schedule after the Commission granted AIC’s request to consolidate the dockets.   

As required by law, notice of the filing of the proposed rate increases was posted in each 

of AIC’s business offices and was published twice in newspapers of general circulation within 
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each of AIC’s service areas.  In addition, AIC sent notice of the filing to its customers in a bill 

insert. 

The following parties successfully petitioned the Commission to intervene:  the Citizens 

Utility Board (“CUB”); the Grain and Feed Association of Illinois (“GFAI”); the Kroger Co. 

(“Kroger”); the People of the State of Illinois through the Attorney General (“AG”); the Illinois 

Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”); AARP; System Council U-05, International Brotherhood 

of Electrical Workers, AFL-CIO (“IBEW”); Illinois Competitive Energy Association (“ICEA”); 

Best Buy Co., Inc., J.C. Penney Corporation, Inc., Macy’s, Inc., Sam’s West, Inc., and Wal-Mart 

Stores, Inc. (“The Commercial Group”); and Interstate Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) and 

Dominion Retail, Inc. (collectively “Retail Gas Suppliers” or “RGS”). All testimony and 

evidence submitted by these parties (as well as by AIC) is reflected on E-Docket. 

On August 30, 2011, a public forum was held at the Commission’s offices in Springfield 

for the purpose of receiving public comment on AIC’s proposed general increase in electric and 

gas rates.  AIC and Staff participated, and a transcript of the public forum was made and is 

available on the Commission’s e-Docket system. 

Pursuant to due notice, a status hearing was held before Administrative Law Judges of 

the Commission at its offices in Springfield, Illinois on April, 18, 2011.  Thereafter, evidentiary 

hearings were held from September 12, 2011 through September 16, 2011.   

C. Nature of AIC’s Operations 

AIC is a combination gas and electric public utility whose service area is located in 

central and southern Illinois and consists of the former service territories of its three predecessor 

companies - AmerenCILCO, AmerenCIPS, and AmerenIP.  AIC was formed on October 1, 2010, 

when AmerenCILCO and AmerenIP were merged into AmerenCIPS.  Concurrent with the 
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merger, the newly-formed company changed its name to Ameren Illinois Company and began 

doing business as Ameren Illinois. 

Ameren Illinois provides electric delivery service to approximately 1.2 million customers 

and gas delivery service to approximately 840,000 natural gas customers.  AIC has established 

three separate rate zones that correspond to the former service territories.  A brief description of 

each rate zone follows. 

Rate Zone I, formerly AmerenCIPS, currently serves approximately 400,000 electric 

customers and approximately 190,000 natural gas customers in Illinois.  The rate zone’s service 

territory includes, among others, Quincy, Mattoon, Carbondale, and Marion.   

Rate Zone II, formerly AmerenCILCO, currently serves approximately 210,000 electric 

customers over 3,700 square miles and approximately 213,000 natural gas customers over 4,500 

square miles in central and east central Illinois.  Rate Zone II’s service territory includes, among 

others, Peoria, East Peoria, Pekin, Washington, Lincoln, Morton, Tuscola and Springfield 

(natural gas only).   

Rate Zone III, formerly AmerenIP, currently serves approximately 626,000 electric and 

approximately 427,000 natural gas customers across 15,000 square miles of central, east central 

and southern Illinois.  As the largest of the rate zones, it accounts for 8,400 distribution miles of 

gas main and 40,000 circuit miles of electrical line and serves major communities such as 

Decatur, Belleville, Bloomington-Normal (electric only), Champaign-Urbana, Centralia, East St. 

Louis (gas only), Galesburg, Granite City, Hillsboro, Jacksonville, LaSalle, Maryville and Mt. 

Vernon. 
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D. Test Year 

AIC proposed a future test year ending December 31, 2012.  No party has contested the 

use of this test year. 

E. Legal Standard 

Illinois law provides that rates for utility services “should accurately reflect the cost of 

delivering those services and allow utilities to recover the total costs prudently and reasonably 

incurred.”  220 ILCS 5/1-102(a)(iv); 220 ILCS 5/16- 108(c).  “Charges for delivery services 

shall be cost based, and shall allow the electric utility to recover the costs of providing delivery 

services through its charges to its delivery service customers that use the facilities and services 

associated with such costs.”  Citizens Utility Bd. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 166 Ill. 2d 111, 

121 (1995).  With respect to rate design, the Commission has discretion to allocate costs that are 

supported by record evidence.  Id. at 138.  The Commission must favor allocating costs based on 

the concept of cost causation.  See 220 ILCS 5/1-102(a)(iv).  

The evidence submitted by AIC in these proceedings meets the legal requirement to 

approve the requested increase in rates.  When a utility in a rate proceeding provides the requisite 

evidence relating to its prudent expenses, the burden is on the opposing participants to 

successfully move for disallowance is great.  Indeed, the Commission may disallow costs only if 

record evidence establishes unreasonableness or imprudence in the companies’ business 

decisions.  BPI v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 279 Ill. App. 3d 824, 829-830 (1st Dist. 1996).  

Accordingly, many of the disallowances and adjustments proposed by certain parties in these 

proceedings and discussed below are inappropriate and unlawful. 
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II. RATE BASE 

A. Overview 

The proposed rate bases for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II and Rate Zone III electric services 

are shown on Schedule 2 of Appendix A, B, and C, respectively.  The proposed rate bases for 

Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II and Rate Zone III gas services are shown on Schedule 2 of Appendix 

D, E, and F, respectively.   

B. Resolved Issues 

1. Liberty Plant Additions 

In direct testimony, Staff witness Hathhorn recommended an adjustment to disallow 

capital costs to implement three recommendations of the Liberty Audit.  (Ameren Ex. 44.0 (Pate 

Sur.), p. 2.)  Ms. Hathhorn has withdrawn her adjustment based on clarifications in AIC’s 

rebuttal testimony.  (Id; ICC Staff Ex. 20.0, pp. 3-4.)  Staff witness Elsaid specifically reviewed 

all of the proposed Liberty capital projects and concluded AIC’s investments to implement the 

Liberty Audit recommendations are prudent and expected to be used and useful.  (Ameren Ex. 

44.0, p. 2.)  Accordingly, this issue is resolved.  (Id.) 

2. Alton Propane Facility Retirement 

Staff proposed an adjustment to reduce utility plant in service for the retirement of the 

Alton propane plant.  (ICC Staff Ex. 17.0, pp. 6-7.)  Staff also proposed to reduce the materials 

and supplies balance for the propane inventory associated with the plant.  (Id.)  AIC reflected 

both the reduction in utility plant and reduction in inventory for retirement of the Alton propane 

plant in its direct filing and identified where this retirement is reflected in its direct filing during 

discovery.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 31.)  Staff withdrew these adjustments in 
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its rebuttal filing. (Id; ICC Staff Ex. 20.0, p. 3.) This issue is no longer contested.  (Ameren Ex. 

22.0 Rev., p. 31.) 

3. Hillsboro—Used and Useful 

AIC included an adjustment in its direct filing which reduces utility plant in service for 

the value of the Hillsboro Gas Storage Field investment that the Commission deemed to not be 

used or useful in the previous AmerenIP gas rate proceeding.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford 

Dir.), p. 25.)  In accordance with the prior Commission Order, a debt only return was included on 

the disallowed investment component.  (Id.)  AIC also included an adjustment to eliminate 

$10,368,000 base gas inventory based on evidence presented in Docket No. 04-0476 and 

$2,841,000 base gas inventory based on evidence presented in Docket No. 07-0585 – 07-0595 

(cons.).   (Id.)  The Commission has previously determined that these inventory values will be 

recovered when the Hillsboro Storage Field is retired.  (Id.)  In a data request response, Staff 

indicated that it intends to include an adjustment for the debt only return on the portion of the 

Hillsboro Storage that AIC did not include in Rate Base in its rebuttal filing.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 

Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 30-31.)  Based on this response, AIC believes this issue has been 

resolved.  (Id.) 

4. Property Held for Future Use 

Staff proposed an adjustment to reduce AIC’s electric rate base, for Rate Zone I only, for 

allowance for funds used during construction (“AFUDC”) amounts inadvertently charged to 

property held for future use.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R Rev., p. 13.)  The Company stated under AIC’s 

AFUDC policy, AFUDC shall not be charged for the purchase of land that does not provide for 

construction of facilities within a reasonable time period after purchase.  (Id.)  The Company 
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acknowledged it was incorrect to record this AFUDC charge.  (Id.)  This issue is not contested. 

(Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

5. Federal Income Tax ADIT Correction 

Staff witness Hathhorn proposed an adjustment to decrease AIC’s electric and gas federal 

ADIT amounts, thereby increasing rate base, to correct an error identified in Ameren Ex. 16.2, 

Schedule 1.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R Rev., p.9; Schedule 2.03.)  The Company explained that its 

ADIT schedules contained an error related to an incorrect sign on the deferred tax asset related to 

federal net operating loss, and correction of this error results in a net change to property related 

to ADIT.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R Rev., p. 9.)  Staff’s adjustment uses the ADIT amounts included 

in Ameren Ex. 16.2, Schedule 1, page 1, and allocates the increases in ADIT by rate zone, by the 

allocators presented in Ameren Ex. 16.2, Schedule 1, page 2. (Id.)  AIC accepted this adjustment 

and reflected the correction in its rebuttal revenue requirement.  (Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev. 

(Stafford Reb.), p. 7; 16.2, Schedules 1 and 1a.) 

6. State Income Tax ADIT - Bonus Depreciation 

AG/CUB recommended the balances of test year ADIT be adjusted to recognize the 

availability of bonus tax depreciation for Illinois state income tax purposes.  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, 

pp. 6-7.)  AIC accepted this adjustment on rebuttal and noted that AG/CUB's proposed 

adjustment for ADIT-Bonus Depreciation is very similar to that proposed by Staff for State 

Income Tax ADIT.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 7-8.)  Staff proposed an 

adjustment to increase AIC’s electric and gas state ADIT amounts, thereby decreasing rate base, 

since AIC’s proposed amounts did not reflect the effect of federal bonus depreciation on the state 

ADIT liability.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R Rev., p. 8.)  AIC accepted this adjustment and reflected the 

calculation offered by Staff for that adjustment in its rebuttal revenue requirement.  (Id.)  
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7. ADIT-Manufactured Gas 

AG/CUB proposed an adjustment to AIC’s gas rate base to eliminate the deferred tax 

debit balance related to “Manufactured Gas & Other Environmental Cleanup” in the total 

balance of ADIT.  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, pp. 9-10.)  In response, AIC accepted adjustments 

proposed by AG/CUB for amortization of Investment Tax Credits and for ADIT-MGP.  (Ameren 

Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.)  This issue is resolved.  (AG/CUB Ex. 4.0, p. 8.) 

8. Materials and Supplies  

Staff proposed an adjustment to reduce the materials and supplies balance for the propane 

inventory associated with the Alton propane plant. (ICC Staff Exs. 17.0, p. 7; 4.0, pp. 7-8, 

Schedule 4.03.)  AIC reflected the reduction in inventory for retirement of the Alton propane 

plant in its direct filing.  Staff agreed to remove these adjustments in its rebuttal filing. (Ameren 

Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 31.)   

9. Customer Deposits 

In his direct testimony, Staff witness Tolsdorf recommended an adjustment to increase 

customer deposits based on a 7.5% annual growth rate.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 3.)  On rebuttal, 

AIC witnesses Ogden and Stafford presented rationale for why Staff’s calculated growth rate 

would not continue in the future.  (Ameren Exs. 28.0 (Ogden Reb.), p. 3; 22.0 Rev. (Stafford 

Reb.), pp. 24-25.)  Staff accepted this rationale and withdrew this adjustment.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

22.0R2, p. 17.)    

10. Budget Payment Plans 

Staff witness Tolsdorf proposed an adjustment to reduce rate base by the average over-

collection associated with the budget payment plan.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 4.)  According to 

AIC’s calculations, it has over-collected from customers on average from 2007 through 2010.   
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(Id.)  Based on its own forecasts, AIC will over-collect from its customers during the test year. 

(Id.)  This over-collection represents a rate-payer funded source of capital and, as such, should be 

a reduction to rate base.  (Id.)  AIC accepted Staff’s adjustment in its rebuttal testimony.  

(Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

11. Gas in Storage 

Staff proposed an adjustment to the amount of working capital for gas in storage to 

reflect current market prices.  (ICC Staff Ex. 9.0, p. 9.)  As acknowledged by Staff witness Mr. 

Maple in his direct testimony, AIC’s originally projected working capital allowance for gas in 

storage for the test year was based on pricing information from June 2010.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0 

Rev. (Seckler Reb.), p. 9-11.)  The Company provided updates to its requested working capital 

allowance for gas in storage based on more recent May 2011 pricing data for the test year.  (Id.)  

Staff’s adjustment related to gas pricing is based May 2011 pricing information.  (Id.)  On 

rebuttal, Staff also agreed to use AIC’s original proposed volumes of gas in storage as stated in 

the Company’s Schedule F-9.  (Ameren Ex. 52.0 Rev. (Seckler Sur.), p. 2.)    

12. Merger Costs 

Staff proposed to reduce merger costs to remove the capital costs of the merger as 

identified in the Merger Integration and Process Optimization (“MIPO”) study from the test year 

revenue requirement.  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, pp. 14-18, Schedule 3.06.)  On rebuttal, AIC made a 

reduction to labor costs to correct for double counting of the amount of labor capitalized. 

(Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 16.)  AIC then adjusted the amount of capital 

investment related to the merger included in test year rate base related revenue requirements.  

(Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev., pp. 16-17; 22.9.)  Staff witness Pearce withdrew her adjustment to 

merger costs as discussed in Section III.C.4.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, pp. 8-9.)    
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13. Wages and Salaries and Employee Benefits 

Staff proposed a rate base adjustment to reduce AIC’s “Projected 2012 Electric 

Distribution Payroll Charged to Construction and Other” salaries and employee benefits.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 11.)  Staff withdrew these adjustments based on the explanations and 

clarifications provided by AIC witnesses Nelson, Stafford, Getz and Mazurek.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

21.0, p. 16.)  

14. Previously Disallowed Incentive Compensation 

Staff’s proposed adjustment reduced AIC’s rate base for the amount of incentive 

compensation that was disallowed in the previous rate case, Docket Nos. 09-0306 - 09-0311 

(Cons).  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 14.)  AIC accepted this adjustment.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. 

(Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

C. Contested Issues 

1. Capital Additions Adjustment 

Staff proposes a rate base adjustment to disallow approximately $7.2 million for capital 

additions included in AIC's test year forecast, but which have since been cancelled or deferred.  

(Tr. 143.)  Staff's adjustment exhibits a fundamental misunderstanding of ratemaking in a future 

test year.  A future test year, by definition, requires an evaluation of forecasted plant additions 

scheduled to be placed in service in the future.  In any given year (whether a rate case is pending 

or not), projects budgeted for that year may not be completed.  Projects that were not budgeted 

may also need to be completed.  Thus, in a future test year, the plant in service component of rate 

base is determined by examining the overall level of forecasted plant additions.  This is done not 

by looking at individual projects, but by examining the accuracy and reliability of the utility's 

rate case forecast, measured in large part by looking at historical budget-to-actual information.  
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Here, the undisputed evidence is that AIC will actually spend more on capital additions in the 

test year than it originally forecast.  By focusing on specific projects instead of the accuracy and 

reliability of the overall capital budget, Staff misses the forest for the trees.  Staff's adjustment 

should be rejected. 

 a. Whether specific, individual plant additions will be "used 
 and useful" is not the appropriate basis for establishing 
 rate base for a future test year.  

 
Staff witness Mr. Rashid examined AIC's forecasted electric plant additions.  (Tr. 140.)  

He limited his initial review to forty electric projects, the cost of which total approximately $97 

million (compared to a test year capital budget in excess of $300 million).  (Tr. 142-43.)  During 

the course of discovery, AIC revealed that two electric projects totaling approximately $3.1 

million were being deferred until after the test year.  (ICC Staff Ex. 12.0, pp. 8-9.)  Later, in 

rebuttal testimony, AIC explained that fourteen additional electric and gas projects were being 

deferred or cancelled.  Staff argues that the cost of these 16 projects, totaling $7.2 million, should 

be excluded from rate base.  (Tr. 144-45.)  Although discovery also revealed that AIC will 

complete thirteen additional gas and electric projects that were not included in its forecast 

(totaling about $8.8 million), Staff's adjustment does not account for these projects.  (Tr. 145.) 

Staff argues that any project not completed during the test year does not meet the "used 

and useful" standard and therefore cannot be recovered in rates.  (ICC Staff Exs. 12.0, p. 9; 28.0, 

p. 4.)  There are two problems with this argument.  First, Staff does not observe the standard it 

claims AIC should be held to.  Mr. Rashid claims, "[i]t is the Company's duty to provide an 

accurate forecast of test year capital projects expense that may be reviewed to determine whether 

they are prudent and used and useful."  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 5.)  This implies that utilities must 

provide a list of every capital addition planned for a future test year, with a corresponding duty 
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on Staff to review this list and determine whether each project is or will be prudent and used and 

useful.  But Mr. Rashid agreed that the rules for future test years "don't require utilities to list 

every single capital project they plan between the rate filing and the end of the test year . . . ." (Tr. 

141.)  To the contrary, the instructions for Schedule F-4 require utilities to provide information 

only for certain major capital projects above a certain dollar threshold.  See Part 285.6100.  Mr. 

Rashid started with AIC's F-4 Schedule in undertaking his review.  (Tr. 141.)  Since he limited 

his review to forty or fifty projects, he agreed that he does not know whether the projects he did 

not review will be used and useful in the test year.  (Tr. 146.)  If, as Mr. Rashid claims, Staff has 

a duty to review all capital additions to ensure that they will be used and useful during the test, 

that duty was not observed here. 

Staff's "used and useful" argument is a non sequitur.  Mr. Rashid agreed that "no project 

that will be completed in 2012 is presently used and useful as we sit here today."  (Tr. 146.)  In 

future test year cases, determining the appropriate level of capital additions to be included in rate 

base must necessarily focus on the utility's forecast.  This leads to the second problem with 

Staff's focus on individual projects:  in doing so, Staff ignores the overall capital additions 

forecast by AIC and the reliability of that forecast.  As discussed below, the overall level of 

forecasted capital expenditures is what counts, not whether individual projects are or are not 

completed during the test year.    

 b. Staff's adjustment is based on a false distinction between 
 "rate cases" and "operations." 

Staff claims that "[c]onsideration of capital projects expense within a rate case is distinct 

from operations.  It is understandable that Ameren tries to manage its operations in a flexible 

manner by re-prioritizing projects as needed.  However, in a rate case when test year expenses 
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are being reviewed, Ameren should not be allowed to respond to adjustments to its capital 

projects expense by expanding its list of test year capital projects."  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 5.)  

This is another way of suggesting that once a utility locks down its forecast and files a rate case 

using a future test year, the ratemaking process should suspend disbelief and assume every 

capital addition will be placed in service precisely as scheduled and exactly on budget.  This is 

not how the real world works.     

Forecasting which capital additions will be placed in service in the future is an exercise 

of judgment, not clairvoyance.  As Mr. Nelson explained (Ameren Ex. 39.0 (Nelson Sur.), p. 5.), 

if the projects AIC forecasted for 2012 precisely match the projects that will actually be 

completed in 2012, it will only be by coincidence.  Operating the system safely, reliably, and 

efficiently requires AIC to constantly review planned capital projects and re-prioritize when 

necessary.  The fact that AIC must re-prioritize projects does not establish that the level of 

overall capital additions forecasted for the test year is unreasonable or inaccurate.  Mr. Pate 

provides an in-depth discussion of projects planned for the test year, the on-going review of 

operational processes and the manner in which projects are prioritized.  (Ameren Ex. 26.0 (Pate 

Reb.), pp. 5-12.)  He also explains why certain projects have been deferred, and why other 

projects, such as needed distribution system maintenance and/or replacement projects, need to be 

completed in 2012.   (Id.) 

The Commission's rules recognize that setting rates in a future test year requires a focus 

on the overall level of planned capital expenditures, not individual projects.  Thus, the plant in 

service component of AIC's rate base is not based on when individual projects are expected to be 

placed into service.  Plant in service is presented as a simple average of December 31, 2011 and 

December 31, 2012 plant balances.  (Ameren Exhibit 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.), p. 4.)  The plant 
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additions and retirements forecasted during this period are based on the AIC board-approved 

2012 budget.  (Ameren Exhibit 9.0E (Getz Dir.), pp. 2-3.)  The G Schedules submitted in this 

case provide information that can be used to evaluate the reasonableness and accuracy of AIC's 

budget.  Schedules G-1 and G-8, for example, require comparative data of budgeted versus 

actual capital expenditures and plant additions for the most recent three years.  During the 2007-

2009 period, overall electric and gas capital expenditures were 102% of budget.  Electric gross 

plant additions during this period were 8% over budget and gas plant additions 2% over budget.  

(Id., pp. 10-11.)  This information shows that AIC typically spends more on capital projects than 

it has budgeted. 

The G Schedules would not provide meaningful information if they excluded projects not 

originally budgeted, or included budgeted projects that were not completed.  Looking at the 

actual results of operations - not what was budgeted -  allows the Commission to determine the 

reliability and accuracy of the test year forecast.  Staff does not dispute that AIC's overall 

forecasted plant additions are consistent with historical trends, or that the Company historically 

spends more on capital projects than it has budgeted. 

Additionally, and contrary to recognizing any distinction between "rate cases" and 

"operations," Part 287.7015 specifically requires an explanation of whether the forecast for the 

test year uses the same assumptions and methodologies as forecasts prepared for management 

and other entities, such as the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) and ratings agencies.  

Part 285.7020 requires a statement that the accounting treatment for anticipated events in the test 

year forecast is the same treatment that will be applied once the event has occurred.  Not only is 

consideration of capital expenditures within a rate case not distinct from operations; the latter 
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dictates the former.  Staff's false distinction between "rate cases" and "operations" should be 

rejected. 

c. AIC does not propose to "shift dollars" from cancelled or 
deferred projects to  pay for new projects.  

 
In responding to discovery inquiring about projects that have been cancelled or deferred 

beyond the test year, AIC also identified thirteen projects not included in its rate case forecast, 

but which will be placed in service during the test year.  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 4.)  Staff says the 

Company would "like to recover the cost that it initially allotted to projects that it later decided to 

cancel or to defer beyond the test year, to pay for these new projects, which were not formally 

included in rate base."  (Id.)    

Staff's statement further illustrates its misunderstanding of how ratemaking in a future 

test year is supposed to work.  Although the rate case forecast is based on assumptions about 

work that will be completed in the test year, all parties acknowledge that these assumptions will 

change over time based on changes in priorities and resources.  In the words of Mr. Rashid, "[i]t 

is understandable that Ameren tries to manage its operations in a flexible manner by re-

prioritizing projects as needed."  (Id., p. 5.)  Thus, although some (if not most) of the originally-

forecasted projects will be completed in the test year, others may not.  Projects that are 

completed may be over- or under-budget.  Since the test year budget was approved in October 

2010, (see Ameren Ex. 9.0E (Getz Dir.), Schedule G-1(b)(2)), the Company has identified $8.8 

million in new projects that were not included in the case.  As time goes on there may be others.  

The point is that the G schedules reflect a reasonable, reliable and accurate projection of total 

planned capital expenditures.  (See generally Ameren Ex. 9.0E.)  That certain projects are being 

"shifted" does not diminish this fact.     
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Staff's critique of the Company's so-called "late declaration of its decision to implement 

the new projects" is misguided.  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 5.)  The new projects listed in Ameren 

Ex. 26.1 were provided simply to illustrate that "shifting dollars" has no significant or material 

effect on the overall level of capital additions that should be included in rate base.  (Ameren Ex. 

38.0, p. 5.)  AIC is not requesting recovery of the increase in capital expenditures.  (Tr. 145.)  

Moreover, Staff does not seem to appreciate that under Part 287.30, a utility's ability to update 

schedules and workpapers for a future test year is limited.  If an update is even allowed, only one 

update may be filed, and only then according to a schedule established by the Administrative 

Law Judge.  Part 287.30.  In this proceeding, AIC was afforded the opportunity to file an update 

with its rebuttal testimony.  The Company did not do so because it did not identify any changes 

to the forecast "significantly and materially" affecting the revenue requirement, which is a 

condition for filing an update under Part 287.30(b)(1).1  If the Company had filed an update 

based on the changes in capital projects, rate base would increase by approximately $1.6 million, 

as opposed to the $7.2 million decrease proposed by Staff.  (Tr. 145.) 

If the Commission is going to entertain an adjustment based on routine changes in project 

priorities, basic fairness and symmetry dictate that the adjustment include both deferred projects 

and additional projects.  For the reasons discussed above, however, no such adjustment is 

necessary or appropriate. 

2. ADIT - FIN 48 

This issue arises from a dispute between AIC and AG/CUB concerning the appropriate 

rate-making treatment of so-called "FIN 48 liabilities."  AG/CUB believes the Company's FIN 

                                                 

1  An increase of $1.6 million is less than one-half of 1% of the capital budget for 2012.   
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48 liabilities of approximately $34 million are of the same character as ADIT and should 

therefore be deducted from rate base, for the same reason ADIT is deducted from rate base (i.e., 

because ADIT represents a source of cost-free capital to the utility).  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 8.)  

Consistent with the rate-making treatment of FIN 48 liabilities by other regulatory commissions, 

AIC and Staff have not deducted FIN 48 amounts from rate base.  (Ameren Ex. 37.0 Rev. 

(Warren Reb.), p. 4; ICC Staff Ex. 20.0, pp. 10-12.)  The Commission should follow suit and 

reject AG/CUB's proposed adjustment.     

a. Circumstances giving rise to FIN 48 liabilities. 

As explained by AIC witness Mr. James Warren (Ameren Ex. 37.0 Rev., p. 7.), FIN 48 

(an acronym for Financial Accounting Standards Board Interpretation No. 48) is an accounting 

pronouncement issued in 2006 that instructs public companies how to analyze, quantify and 

account for the consequences of tax positions taken by the taxpayer that may be disputed by tax 

authorities.  The amount of tax that AIC and its outside auditors have concluded "more likely 

than not" will eventually be paid to taxing authorities in connection with the uncertain position 

must be reflected on the balance sheet as a tax liability.  Interest and penalties must also be 

accrued.  (Id., p. 9.)2  

Mr. Warren also explained that there are two areas of tax uncertainty that account for the 

Company’s FIN 48 amounts.  The first relates to the tax consequences associated with the 

                                                 

2  As Mr. Warren explained, the FIN 48 evaluation process is extremely rigorous.  Not only does AIC's 
internal tax department analyze the positions and assess the risk levels; its external auditors and auditor’s tax experts 
thoroughly review the results of the Company's process and often challenge its conclusions.  At the end of the 
process, the Company and its external auditors generally reach a consensus as to the amount of tax at risk with 
respect to each uncertain tax position (i.e., how much incremental tax is it likely will be paid or recovered).  
(Ameren Ex. 37.0 Rev., pp. 7-8.)  For his part, Mr. Effron has not performed an independent evaluation or 
calculation of FIN 48 liabilities and does not challenge the Company's calculations.  (AIC Cross Ex. 10 (AIC-
AG/CUB 1.09, 1.10).) 
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Company’s casualties (wind storms, ice storms, etc.).  The second relates to the Company’s 2008 

change in determining the way it determines whether an expenditure is for a repair (in which 

case it is currently deductible) or a capital improvement (in which case it must be depreciated 

over an extended period of time).  The Company and its auditors have concluded that it is more 

likely than not that AIC will not prevail on designated percentages of these tax positions.  (Id., p. 

10.)  Thus, the FIN 48 amounts represent funds that AIC will have to pay to the government with 

respect to previously filed tax returns.   

b. Nature of the dispute. 

On the surface, FIN 48 liabilities share similar characteristics with conventional ADIT 

liabilities.  Both can be considered a "loan" from the government.  The critical distinction, 

however, is that FIN 48 amounts are never interest-free.  Thus, unlike ADIT, FIN 48 liabilities 

cannot be considered a source of cost-free capital.  (Id., p. 11.)   

In describing the loan characteristics of ADIT and FIN 48, Mr. Warren used the example 

of a distribution line built at a cost of $1 million, depreciable over 20 years on an accelerated 

basis.  (Id., p. 4.)  The utility will claim accelerated depreciation on its tax return and, by virtue 

of that fact, reduce its tax liability.  The reduction in the utility’s tax liability will give rise to the 

practical equivalent of a loan from the government – an ADIT loan.  The loan will be paid back 

in the later years of the distribution line’s useful life when no additional tax depreciation is 

available because it has all been claimed.  The mechanism for repaying the loan is embedded in 

the asset.  It will be repaid over a predictable schedule – as the depreciation timing differences 

reverse.  The actual repayment will be accomplished by filing future tax returns that will reflect 

incremental taxable income (because there will be less depreciation).  Moreover, repayment will 

not be due until those tax returns are due.  Because the loan is repaid to the government by the 
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filing of future tax returns, there is no interest associated with it.  It remains interest-free as long 

as it is outstanding.  (Id., p. 5.)   

By contrast, if the utility decides to deduct the entire cost of the distribution line in the 

year it is placed in service, the deduction will reduce its tax liability for that year.  Although this 

would be an incorrect tax position, it would also produce a governmental loan – one larger than 

the loan created by claiming accelerated depreciation.  This can be considered a FIN 48 loan.  

Upon audit, the IRS will disallow the tax deduction to the extent it exceeds the permissible level 

of depreciation and require the utility to pay back a substantial portion of the loan (i.e., the non-

ADIT loan portion) immediately.  Thus, the mechanism for repaying the loan has nothing to do 

with future tax returns.  It depends on an IRS assessment after an audit of an already-filed tax 

return.  And, unlike the ADIT loan where scheduled repayment is triggered by timing difference 

reversals, the repayment of this loan can come at any time.  There is no embedded reversal 

device.  As with all IRS assessments, interest is charged on the amount due.  (Id., pp. 5-6.)   

c. FIN 48 amounts are not a source of cost-free capital and 
should not be deducted from rate base. 

 
The FIN 48 balances should not be added to the balance of ADIT.  Otherwise, ratepayers 

will see a reduction in rate base that the FIN 48 process has concluded is neither real nor 

sustainable.  Adoption of AG/CUB's adjustment would discourage utilities from taking prudently 

aggressive tax positions, to the detriment of both AIC and its ratepayers.  

The detrimental effect of AG/CUB's proposal can be illustrated in the following example.  

Suppose, contrary to the expectations of the Company and its outside experts, that AIC prevails 

in the assertion of its uncertain tax positions.  At that point the FIN 48 "loan" would be re-

characterized as an ADIT loan and customers would enjoy an incremental rate base reduction in 
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a future rate proceeding.  (Id., p. 11.)  But if the Company never asserts its uncertain position, 

this incremental rate base reduction cannot happen.  Consequently, it is in the customers' best 

interests for the Commission to encourage the Company to take prudent, educated and informed 

tax positions.  However, when funds produced by the assertion of an uncertain tax position are 

treated as cost-free capital, as Mr. Effron proposes, it is not in the Company's interests to take 

more aggressive tax positions because a rate base reduction occurs for sums that are likely to be 

repaid with interest when assessed by the government.  The Company would be better off not 

taking the uncertain position.  (Id.)   

While the rate-making treatment of FIN 48 liabilities appears to be an issue of first 

impression before the ICC, other regulatory Commissions have rejected the rate-making 

treatment proposed by AG/CUB.  In In the Matter of Union Electric Company, d/b/a 

AmerenUE's Tariffs to Increase Its Annual Revenues for Electric Service, Case No. ER-2008-

0318 (January 27, 2009), Missouri Staff proposed to treat all FIN 48 liabilities as ADIT and 

reduce rate base accordingly.  Id., p. 54.  AmerenUE argued FIN 48 liabilities should be 

excluded from ADIT.  The Missouri Commission agreed.  "Both ratepayers and shareholders 

benefit when AmerenUE takes an uncertain tax position with the IRS, because saving money on 

taxes benefits the company's bottom line and reduces the amount of expense the ratepayers must 

pay."  Id., p. 55.  The Commission concluded "[t]he best way to encourage AmerenUE to 

continue to take uncertain tax positions is to treat the company fairly in the regulatory process."  

Id.  Treating FIN 48 liabilities as ADIT is unfair to the utility because "[i]f the ultimate outcome 

before the IRS matches the FIN 48 analysis . . . there would be no deferral of tax and no means 

by which AmerenUE would recover the amount that reduced rates, but was not actually realized 

by the company."  Id.  
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Kentucky regulators have cited the rationale of the Missouri Commission to also 

distinguish FIN 48 liabilities from ADIT.  In Application of Kentucky-American Water 

Company For An Adjustment of Rates, Case No. 2010-00036 (December 14, 2010), the 

Kentucky Attorney General argued the utility's FIN 48 liabilities represented a source of zero-

cost capital that should be treated as ADIT and passed through to ratepayers.  Id., pp. 18-19.  The 

Kentucky Commission observed that "[f]ew regulatory commissions have addressed this issue in 

contested proceedings," but those that have "have been reluctant to apply the rate-making 

treatment that the AG proposes."  Id., p. 19.  Citing AmerenUE and a Washington Utilities and 

Transportation Commission decision,3 the Kentucky Commission rejected the AG's adjustment.  

"If the IRS ultimately allows the deduction . . . ratepayers and shareholders will benefit from the 

tax deferral.  If the IRS disallows Kentucky-American's deduction, Kentucky-American has 

stated it will not seek recovery for interest and penalties imposed by the IRS and the ratepayers 

will not be negatively affected."  Id., p. 20. 

Here, as in Kentucky-American, AIC has committed to not seek recovery of interest or 

penalties if it loses its uncertain tax positions.  (See ICC Staff Ex. 20.0, p. 12, Attachment B 

(data request response confirming that AIC will not seek recovery of interest or penalties).)  The 

Company should be encouraged to do exactly what it did.  Mr. Effron’s proposal does exactly the 

opposite, and for this reason should be rejected.   

3. Cash Working Capital 

There is a single issue with respect to the cash working capital (“CWC”) methodology, 

relating to the lag days associated with Energy Assistance Charges (“EAC”) that AIC collects 

                                                 

3  Washington Util. & Transp. Comm'n v. Pugent Sound Energy, Inc., Dockets UE-090704 and UG-09075, 
slip op. at 70 (Wash. UTC April 2, 2010). 
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from its customers and remits to the State of Illinois.  AIC and Staff agree that the EAC funds are, 

on average, available to the Company on the 16th day of each month.  (Ameren Ex. 43.0 (Heintz 

Sur.), p. 3.)  AIC remits the EAC funds as of the 20th day of each month, and thus calculates that 

the funds are available to the Company for four days.  (Id.)  Staff witness Tolsdorf notes that the 

enabling legislation requires funds to be remitted by the 20th day of the following month, and 

thus calculates that the Company has the use of the funds for up to 35 days.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

22.0R2, p. 15.) 

The question is whether the additional month that the Company could hold the funds 

should be imputed for CWC purposes.  If the Company were to change its practices, it would 

mean that it would effectively remit no EAC charges to the State for one month.  Hence, at the 

test year level of EAC charges, in the first year of the change, the Company would remit about 

$2.3 million less to the State than it would under its current practices.  (Ameren Ex. 43.0, p. 4.)  

This could impact the comprehensive low income energy programs administered by the Illinois 

Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity with these funds. 

AIC requests that, in calculating the CWC requirement, the Commission recognize the 

Company’s current and long-standing practice of remitting pass-through taxes.  (Id., p. 5.)  This 

will avoid any negative impacts on the State, low-income customers and the Company.  (Id.) 

4. Accrued OPEB Liability 

Ameren Illinois provides post-employment benefits (“OPEB”) to employees.  Its OPEB 

expense, determined in accordance with FAS 106, represents the accrued cost of providing these 

benefits.  To the extent accruals are greater than cash contributions into the OPEB trust, an 

unfunded liability will exist.  In previous rate cases, including recent AIC rate cases, the 

Commission has deducted the accrued OPEB liability from rate base.  The “theoretical basis” for 
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this adjustment has been that rates have provided AIC with the OPEB dollars to fully fund the 

liability.  AIC just hasn’t placed those dollars in the trust, it has been assumed.  The liability 

arises because of the difference between expense accruals and funding.  The rate base deduction, 

the theory then is, is appropriate because shareholders are not entitled to a return on ratepayer-

supplied funds that have not been spent.  In these cases, the Commission has made this clear: the 

utility must rebut the presumption that the liability represents ratepayer-supplied funds withheld 

from the trust to avoid a rate base deduction.  It is not sufficient to presume that the entire excess 

liability is solely attributable to the utility’s shareholders. 

In this case, Ameren Illinois has rebutted that presumption.  It has identified with 

reasonable certainty the portion of the existing OPEB liability that has been recovered from 

ratepayers.  It has presented that new evidence in its direct case.  And it has made cash 

contributions to the OPEB trust to fund the identified ratepayer portion of the liability.  No party 

has disputed AIC’s evidence that it has under recovered its accrued OPEB expense.  No party 

has challenged the accuracy or scope of AIC’s analysis of ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds.  And 

Staff admits that the Commission has not considered such an analysis in prior cases.  Ameren 

Illinois has demonstrated that the remaining liability has not been covered by ratepayer-supplied 

OPEB funds.  It is unreasonable to deduct the amount of the liability from rate base, simply 

because it exists, as AG/CUB and Staff suggest. 

a. The remaining OPEB liability on Ameren Illinois’s books 
represents expenses accrued in excess of ratepayer-supplied 
OPEB funds. 

 
No party disputes that AIC’s prudent cost of service includes the cost of providing 

OPEBs.  The question is whether, if there is a difference between accrued expense and 

contributions to the OPEB fund, ratepayers previously have provided funds to cover that 
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difference.  In its direct case, Ameren Illinois presented evidence that proves that they most 

certainly have not.  Indeed, the analysis shows that ratepayers have provided only half of the 

dollars required to fully fund the existing OPEB liability.  And Ameren Illinois has funded that 

ratepayer-supplied portion.  No party disputes this evidence.  The remaining liability represents 

expenses accrued in excess of ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds.  The issue then becomes whether 

it is appropriate to deduct the remaining liability from rate base, when ratepayers have not 

funded those dollars.  It is not.   

OPEB expense is accrued according to Accounting Standards Codification (ASC) 715-

60, formerly Financial Accounting Standards (FAS) No. 106.  (Ameren Ex. 8.0E (Lynn Dir.), pp. 

6-8.)  It is the FAS 106 accruals that Ameren Illinois recovers as an annualized expense through 

rates.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.), pp. 35-36.)  As the Commission recognized in 

AIC’s last rate case, accrued pension and OPEB costs are subject to frequent variation.  Order on 

Rehearing, Docket Nos. 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Nov. 4, 2010), pp. 68-69.  AIC, however, 

does not have a mechanism that automatically adjusts OPEB expense in rates to match annual 

FAS 106 accruals.  Thus, AIC records an amount of OPEB expense for any given period that 

will likely, if not always, vary from the amount recovered in rates.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev., p. 

36.)  Its ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds thus will under or over collect its FAS 106 expense in 

almost any given year.  (Ameren Ex. 2.4 (comparing ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds to FAS 106 

expense accruals).) 

Cash contributions into the OPEB trust are discretionary.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev., p. 36.)  

There is no mandate that contributions equal accrued expense.  To the extent a utility accrues 

more expense than it pays out in cash, a liability exists.  The theory behind the OPEB liability 

deduction is that the liability represents dollars collected from ratepayers that have not been 
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placed in the trust, and therefore are available to the utility at zero cost.  The Commission has 

recognized the utility “continues to control the ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds.”  Northern 

Illinois Gas Co., Docket 95-0219, 1996 Ill. PUC LEXIS 204, *23 (Apr. 3, 1996); see also Order, 

Docket 06-0070 – 06-0072 (cons.) (Nov. 21, 2006), p. 27 (“the company continues to control the 

ratepayer supplied OPEB funds”).  A deduction to rate base in the amount of the liability is 

appropriate, they say, because ratepayers have provided the utility with a cost-free source of 

capital.   

Thus, Staff contends the liability “represents a cost-free source of capital that was 

provided by ratepayers.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 4.)  “The Company has the use of cost-free funds 

until the costs have been paid,” so Staff claims.  (Id.)  And “[r]atepayers should not have to pay a 

return on costs that ratepayers have already funded.”  (Id.)   

But if the utility has not recovered enough OPEB dollars to fully fund the liability, the 

entire liability cannot represent “cost-free” funds.  If, for example, a utility’s FAS 106 expense is 

$4 million, it collects $2 million in rates and it pays only $1 million into the trust, the utility’s 

accrued liability may be $3 million, but only $2 million of that liability represents funds from 

ratepayers.   

In the past, utilities have argued in the abstract that the fundamental premise for the 

adjustment is flawed if the utility recovers less OPEB dollars in rates that what it accrues, 

regardless of the cash placed in the trust.  Some portion of the liability in theory must represent 

dollars not collected, they have argued.  The ICC, however, has dismissed such arguments.  The 

“theoretical basis,” the Commission has held, is that “these contributions are ratepayer-funded.”  

North Shore Gas Co. and The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Co., Docket 07-0241 – 07-0242 

(cons.) (Feb. 8, 2008), p. 36.  It is inappropriate to “believe that the excess [liability] is solely 
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attributable to [the utility].”  Order, Docket 06-0070 – 06-0072 (cons.) (Nov. 21, 2006), p. 27; 

see also Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 64 (“because ratepayer-

supplied funds were not tracked, it is erroneous to conclude that these liabilities were funded 

entirely by shareholders”).  The utility has the burden, the Commission has stated, to 

demonstrate that its rate base is reasonable; it must offer something more than unsupported 

assertions that the entire liability should not be deducted.  See Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 

(cons.), p. 64.   

That is what AIC has done here; it has met that burden.  In response to those prior cases, 

Ameren Illinois conducted an analysis of OPEB dollars (i) accrued to expenses, (ii) included in 

AIC rates and (iii) placed in the OPEB trust, since the adoption of FAS 106.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E, 

p. 34.)  The purpose was to determine whether ratepayers have fully funded the existing liability.  

The results showed that they have not.  As of September 30, 2010, the balance of AIC’s OPEB 

liability was approximately $120.515 million.  (Id., p. 33.)  But a review of prior rate orders, 

exhibits and workpapers since the adoption of FAS 106 shows that only $60.253 million of that 

liability has been recovered in rates.  (Id., p. 34; Ameren Ex. 2.4.)  In preparing its filing, AIC 

pledged to contribute additional funds to the trust to cover the ratepayer portion and reflected 

that expected contribution in the latest actuarial forecast.  (Ameren Exs. 1.0E Rev. (Nelson Dir.), 

p. 25; 8.1.)  Since the filing of the case, AIC has fulfilled that pledge.  (Ameren Ex. 39.0 (Nelson 

Sur.), p. 13.)  Thus, the entire remaining liability on its books for the test year is the non-

ratepayer-supplied portion. 

Staff continues to argue that, since OPEB expense has been recovered in rates in all prior 

rate cases, it is necessary to reduce rate base for the unfunded liability because Ameren Illinois 

has not placed in the trust all of the dollars it has collected.  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 4.)  But it is 
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not the amount that has been placed in the trust that is significant, it is the amount that has been 

collected.  If AIC does not place funds equivalent to the ratepayer-supplied amounts into the 

OPEB trust funds, then yes, that amount of the unfunded liability can be reduced from rate base 

according to the Commission’s prior cases.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev., p. 38.)  But the OPEB 

liability represents a cost free source of capital only to the extent that the ratepayers have 

supplied such funds.  (Id.)   

This is the first case in which AIC (or any other utility) has submitted evidence in direct 

analyzing ratepayer OPEB dollars since implementation of FAS 106.  (Id.)  Staff admits that in 

all of the prior Commission orders cited in its testimony, the Commission had not considered an 

analysis of OPEB funds like the one presented by Ameren Illinois here.  (Tr. 123-124.)  Thus, 

this is the first opportunity for the ICC to address historical funding and contribution levels that 

date back to the implementation of FAS 106 to assess whether it is appropriate to deduct the 

remaining OPEB liability from rate base.  Ameren Exhibit 2.4 shows generally that, although 

ratepayer-supplied funds may have exceeded cash contributions for AmerenCIPS since the 

adoption of FAS 106, for both AmerenCILCO and AmerenIP, ratepayer-supplied OPEB funds 

were inadequate to fully fund the liability.  It is thus impossible for AIC to have collected enough 

OPEB dollars from ratepayers to justify the reduction of the entire amount of the liability from 

rate base.  Ameren Exhibit 2.4 also identifies the specific portion of existing liability that 

ratepayers have funded.  This is the amount that would be deducted from rate base under Staff’s 

theory to represent dollars already collected, if it had not been funded.  But it has been funded.  It 

is not appropriate to make a reduction to rate base to reflect an amount of dollars that has never 

been collected in rates. 
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b. It is unreasonable to make a rate base deduction to reflect the 
portion of the OPEB liability never funded by ratepayers. 

 
Neither Staff nor AG/CUB disputes that Ameren Illinois has segregated and funded the 

ratepayer-supplied portion of the OPEB liability.  But even though the “theoretical basis” for 

deducting the remainder of the liability from rate base has been refuted, both parties continue to 

recommend an adjustment removing the non-ratepayer-supplied portion.   

AG/CUB simply argues that the test year balances of accrued OPEB liabilities should be 

deducted from rate base, consistent with the Commission’s treatment in AIC’s prior rate cases.  

(AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 5.)  AG/CUB witness Mr. Effron does not contend that the liability is 

ratepayer funded.  Mr. Effron does not even mention AIC’s analysis demonstrating that the 

remaining liability has not been collected through rates.  His argument that the Commission 

should deduct the balance now just because it did it before should be rejected.  It is not consistent 

with the Commission’s prior cases to deduct the amount of liability from rate base if Ameren 

Illinois has demonstrated that those dollars have never been collected. 

Staff attempts to muddy the waters by raising a number of reasons why the adjustment 

should still be made, none of which are sound.  First, Staff argues that the “corresponding 

employee benefits costs have been continuously reflected in the revenue requirement that is used 

to determine base rates.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 6.)  But AIC does not dispute that its rates have 

reflected some amount of accrued OPEB expense (although AmerenCILCO did not have a 

general increase in electric rates from the time FAS 106 was adopted in 1991 until 2007).  AIC 

disputes that “the corresponding employee benefits costs” reflected in the revenue requirement 

have been enough to fully fund the existing liability.  They have not.   
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Secondly, Staff claims that “[i]t is not possible to go back in time and disaggregate prior 

base rates by line item in order to determine how much has been recovered for each element of 

the revenue requirement.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 5.)  Ameren Ex. 2.4 shows that not to be true.  

And the Commission itself requires utilities to identify the amount of a particular expense 

included in rates in the ongoing implementation of the uncollectibles riders.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 

Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 14.)  There might not be a specific line item on customers’ bills for 

OPEB expense, but the amount of accrued expense collected in rates can be derived from the rate 

orders, exhibits, workpapers, and billing determinants.  (Id., p. 13.)  Nor has Staff identified any 

particular problems with the methodology used in Ameren Illinois’s analysis.   

Third, Staff contends that “after rates are established, they are presumed adequate to 

allow a utility to recover its costs, including a return on rate base.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 5.)  

“When rates are no longer adequate to do this, a utility may request a general increase in rates,” 

Staff suggests.  (Id.)  In other words, if the utility believes that it is under recovering its costs, it 

can file for a rate increase.  But even Staff witness Ms. Pearce admits that electric utilities could 

not seek a general rate increase even if there was a significant increase in an expense item, 

during the 1997-2007 rate freeze period.  (Tr. 119-20.)  Indeed, AmerenCILCO was not able to 

request a general rate increase for ten years, even though the utility experienced a number of 

significant increases to its FAS 106 expense during that decade, as Staff witness Ms. Pearce 

acknowledged.  (Tr. 121-22.)  Even if Staff’s assumption were true and a utility could file a rate 

case whenever it wanted, that the utility could have collected these extra OPEB dollars in rates 

(but did not) is not a reasonable basis for deducting from rate base the dollars never collected.  

How is it reasonable for the Commission to deduct from rate base dollars that Ameren Illinois 

never collected in the first place?  It isn’t. 
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Lastly, Staff points to Mr. Effron’s testimony and argues that “[t]his liability represents 

expenses accrued in excess of actual payments; therefore, it is a proper reduction of rate base.”  

(ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 7.)  But again the fact that the liability exists or the Commission has 

deducted the liability from rate base in prior rate cases is not a justification for making the same 

deduction in this case based on the record evidence Ameren Illinois presented.  The OPEB 

liability rate base deduction is meant to prevent the utility from pocketing OPEB funds collected 

in rates.  That is not the case here.  All ratepayer-supplied funds have been placed in the trust.   

In general, retroactive reductions in rate base are not made to reflect an amount of test 

year expense collected in rates that ultimately was not incurred during the period rates were in 

effect.  The Commission has made such reductions for the OPEB liability in past cases because 

accrual accounting by its nature requires the reporting of the difference between accrued expense 

and actual cash disbursements.  Thus, the dollars accrued but not placed in the trust can be 

tracked.  But unless the entire amount of the liability reflects OPEB dollars collected in rates, a 

reduction is not appropriate based on the reasoning of the Commission’s own prior decisions.  

Accordingly, it is unreasonable to make a rate base deduction for the remaining liability in this 

instance. 

5. Accumulated Provision for Injuries and Damages 

Staff recommends that a reduction to rate base should be made to reflect the accumulated 

reserve liability for injuries and damages.  The Commission rejected this same adjustment the 

last time it was proposed in an AIC rate case.  Order, Docket 07-0585 - 0590 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 

2008), pp. 8-9.  No argument or evidence has been presented in the record to cause the 

Commission to change its decision.  The use of a cash claims basis to adjust the amount of 

injuries and damages expense to recover in rates eliminates the existence of the reserve balance 
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for ratemaking.  The Commission should reject Staff’s adjustment, as it rejected the adjustment 

in AIC’s 2007 rate case. 

The rates established in AIC legacy companies’ last three rate cases have not included 

any accrued expense for injuries and damage.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 23.)  

Pro forma adjustments have eliminated Account 925 expense accruals and added in its place a 

normalized level of cash claims.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev. (Stafford Sur.), p. 15.)  This was the 

approach recommended by AG/CUB and adopted by the Commission in Docket 06-0070 – 06-

0072 (cons.).  Order (Nov. 21, 2006), pp. 45-49.  And it was the approach subsequently approved 

by the Commission in Docket 07-0585 – 07-0590 (cons.) (Order (Sept. 24, 2008), pp. 119-120) 

and Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.). (Order (Apr. 29, 2010), pp. 119-122).  In preparing this 

rate filing, Ameren Illinois again adjusted test year injuries and damages expense to remove the 

test year accrual for claims to be paid.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.), p. 15.)  The 

accrual has been replaced with a historical average of actual claims paid for the five year period 

2006-2010.  (Id.) 

In AIC’s last three rate cases, the Commission has not made a deduction to rate base to 

reflect the amount of the accumulated reserve for injuries and damages.  Staff, however, 

proposes a reduction to rate base in this proceeding, claiming that “[t]he accumulation of these 

reserves represents a no-cost source of capital for the Company.  The Company’s ratepayers 

have supplied these funds through the accrual portion of the injuries and damages expense to 

create the reserves in question.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 9.)  But injuries and damages reserve 

accruals have not been included in rates.  AIC has been recovering a normalized level of actual 

cash claims paid.  Like other normalized expenses, such as storm costs, the level of expense 
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included in rates is based on actual costs incurred by AIC, not on accrued estimates of AIC’s 

future claims expense.   

The distinction between cash and accrual accounting is critical.  Under accrual 

accounting, a liability for future claims exists for financial reporting.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 

17.)  Under cash accounting however, no liability exists.  (Id.)  The use of actual cash claims 

paid rather than expense accruals for ratemaking means that customers are not funding the 

accrued injuries and damages liability.  (Id., p. 18.)  Thus, no liability exists for ratemaking.  (Id.)  

In other words, if accruals have been eliminated in setting injuries and damages expense, they 

are not in the revenue requirement and are not being funded by ratepayers.  (Id., p. 15.)  Staff 

cannot identify any injuries and damages expense accruals that have been included in rates since 

Docket 06-0070 - 0072.  Nor can Staff reconcile its adjustment with the fact that no adjustment 

to reduce rate base for the reserve has occurred in AIC’s last three rate cases.  

Despite the fact that no accruals have been funded by AIC’s ratepayers, Staff contends 

that “[t]he normalized level of cash claims paid is a proxy for what the expense accruals should 

be.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 22.0R2, pp. 7-8.)  But one cannot serve as the proxy for another.  (Ameren 

Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 16.)  One is based on actual cash outlays while the other is based on estimates 

of future claims to be paid.  Accrued expense will not equal cash outlays at any point in time or 

for any averaging period, as Ameren witness Mr. Stafford demonstrated.  (Id., pp. 18-20.)  But 

more importantly, cash outlays did not create the accumulated provision that Staff seeks to 

deduct from rate base.  Indeed, if cash accounting was used for reporting this expense, there 

would be no accumulated provisions for injuries and damages.  For instance, if AIC kept 

accounting for OPEB costs on a cash “pay as you go” basis for ratemaking purposes after the 

adoption of FAS 106, ratepayers would not have funded any portion of accrued OPEB liability 
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recorded for financial reporting purposes.  That a normalized level of actual cash claims is used a 

substitute for ratemaking purposes for accrued expense does not demonstrate that ratepayers 

have provided AIC with funds for future liabilities that AIC has not yet paid.   

Staff cites a number of dockets for other utilities where the Commission has deducted the 

injuries and damages reserve from rate base.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 9-10.)  In none of the cases 

was the adjustment contested.  But more importantly, Staff has failed to identify a single docket 

where an adjustment to rate base has occurred where the accruals have been eliminated from the 

revenue requirement and replaced with actual claims paid.  For instance, it is true that the ICC 

reduced rate base in the amount of the injuries and damages reserve in the past two rate cases for 

North Shore and Peoples.  See Order, Docket 07-0241 - 07-0242 (cons.) (Feb. 5, 2008), p. 37; 

Order, Docket 09-0166 - 09-0167 (cons.) (Jan. 21, 2010), p. 37.  But injuries and damages 

expense in those proceedings was set based on expense accruals, not cash claims.  See Order, 

Docket 07-0241 - 07-0242, pp. 53-57; Order, Docket 09-0166 - 09-0167, pp. 81-85.  Indeed, in 

the 2009 rate case, Staff argued that a normal level of annual operating expense or period cost 

based on historical payments has “no direct corresponding impact on the estimate of the test year 

balance sheet liability or reserve for future payments.”  Order, Docket 09-0166 - 09-0167, p. 84. 

In fact, in the only prior case where this proposed adjustment has been contested, the 

Commission rejected the adjustment because expense for ratemaking was set based on a cash 

accounting basis.  In AIC’s 2007 rate case, AG/CUB recommended that the injuries and damages 

reserve should be deducted from rate base, arguing, as Staff does here, that the reserve 

represented ratepayer-supplied funds.  Order, Docket 07-0585 – 07-0590 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 

2008), p. 8.  The Commission rejected AG/CUB’s proposed adjustment as unwarranted.  Id., p. 

9.  The Commission found that while a reserve balance still existed on AIC’s balance sheet, it 
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was only for reporting, not ratemaking purposes.  Id.  The Commission accepted AIC’s argument 

then that the use of a cash basis eliminates the need for an adjustment to deduct the reserve.  It 

should reject Staff’s proposed adjustment in this proceeding for the same reasons, as long as 

Account 925 accruals are eliminated from the revenue requirement and replaced with an average 

of actual cash claims paid. 

6. PSUP Awards 

Staff proposed an adjustment to remove the cost of AIC’s Performance Share Unit 

Program (PSUP).  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 18.)  The adjustment also reduced rate base for the 

capitalized portion of PSUP costs.  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.07.)  AIC is proposing that it be allowed to 

recover 50% of the PSUP costs, including capital amounts.  This issue is addressed in Section 

III.C.6. 

D. Recommended Rate Base 

1. Electric 

The proposed rate bases for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II and Rate Zone III electric services 

are shown on Schedule 2 of Appendix A, B, and C, respectively. 

2. Gas 

The proposed rate bases for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II and Rate Zone III gas services are 

shown on Schedule 2 of Appendix D, E, and F, respectively. 

III. OPERATING REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

A. Overview 

AIC presented schedules showing, for each rate zone’s gas and electric service, the 

operating revenues, expenses, and income at present and proposed rates for the test year.  Staff 

and other parties’ proposed adjustments to AIC’s proposed operating statements are discussed 
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below.  The proposed operating income statements for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II, and Rate Zone 

III electric services are shown on Schedule 1 of Appendix A, B, and C, respectively.  The 

proposed operating income statements for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II, and Rate Zone III gas 

services are shown on Schedule 1 of Appendix D, E, and F, respectively.   

B. Resolved issues 

1. Storm Expenses 

Staff proposed to calculate test year storm costs based on average expense over a six year 

period from 2005 through 2010.  (Ameren Ex. 46.0 (Getz Sur.), p. 2.)  While AIC still 

considered the amount it originally requested to be a reasonable amount given historical trends 

and current storm expense, the Company agreed that, for purposes of this proceeding, test year 

storm costs be based on the average expense over a six and 1/2 year period from 2005 through 

June 2011.  (Id.)  Staff does not object to use of this normalized period and AIC's recovery of 

this modified amount for purposes of this proceeding.  (Id., p. 3.)    

2. Wages and Salaries and Employee Benefits 

Staff proposed an adjustment to reduce AIC’s “Projected 2012 Electric Distribution 

Payroll Charged to Expense” salaries and employee benefits.  Staff withdrew these adjustments 

based on the explanations and clarifications provided by AIC witnesses Nelson, Stafford, Getz, 

and Mazurek.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 16.)   

3. Investment Tax Credits 

Investment tax credits are credits against taxes payable related to qualifying plant 

additions.  The credits are generally based on a percentage of the qualifying plant.  (AG/CUB Ex. 

1.0, p. 26.)  Regulated public utilities do not treat the decrease to taxes payable as an immediate 

reduction to income tax expense but treat the tax savings as a deferred credit and amortize the tax 
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savings into income over the life of the plant giving rise to the credits.  (Id., p. 27.)  In its direct 

filing, AIC did not include the amortization of investment tax credits in its determination of pro 

forma test year operating income under present rates.   (Id.)  On rebuttal, AIC calculated 

AG/CUB's adjustment to reduce federal income tax expense for amortization of Investment Tax 

Credits for each electric and gas rate zone.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.)  

Therefore, no adjustment to the Company’s rebuttal position is necessary to incorporate the 

amortization of investment tax credits into the calculation of pro forma income tax expense.  

(AG/CUB Ex. 4.0, p. 7.)       

4. Rate Case Expense 

AIC requested recovery of rate case expense of $6,683,517, amortized over two years.  

On direct, Staff proposed an adjustment to adjust rate case expense to benchmark the current rate 

case expense to that approved in the prior rate case Docket Nos. 09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons.).  

(ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 10, Schedule 4.09.)  Staff witness Tolsdorf proposed starting with the 

approved expenses in 09-0306 (cons.) and adjusted for inflation through the proposed test year.  

(Id.)  AIC in rebuttal opposed this adjustment, in part because it did not consider both AIC’s 

evidence supporting the requested amount of rate case expense in the current case nor the actual 

expense incurred in the last case.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p.26.)  On rebuttal, 

Staff revised its approach to reviewing rate case expense, and proposed only an adjustment 

which removed from the revenue requirement certain merger costs that were included with rate 

case expense.  Staff otherwise accepted AIC’s rate case expense estimate as reasonable.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 22.0R2,  p. 10.)  Further, during discovery, rebuttal and surrebuttal testimony, AIC 

presented extensive information in support of its requested level of rate case expense, including 

information regarding amounts expended to compensate attorneys and technical experts.  (See 
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Ameren Exs. 40.0 Rev., p. 22; 40.13.)  Staff recommends, and AIC concurs, that the 

Commission expressly find that the amounts that AIC proposed, as adjusted by Staff, to be 

expended to compensate attorneys and technical experts to prepare and litigate this proceeding 

are just and reasonable pursuant to Section 9-229 of the Public Utilities Act.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

22.0R2,  p. 12; Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 22.)  Therefore, this issue has been resolved, and the 

amount of and amortization period for rate case expense, as shown on Ameren Exhibit 40.8, is 

reasonable and should be approved. 

5. Social and Service Club Dues 

Staff proposed an adjustment to remove all social and service club membership dues 

from AIC’s recoverable operating expenses.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, pp. 7-8, Schedule 4.06.)  During 

discovery, AIC identified and disclosed to Staff that a majority of the expense included in Social 

and Service Club dues should have been classified as Industry Association dues.  (Ameren Ex. 

22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 25.)  On Rebuttal, Staff withdrew its adjustment and accepted 

AIC’s adjustment, which removed all social service club dues, excluding the industry association 

dues, from its proposed revenue requirement.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., p. 25; ICC Staff Ex. 

22.0R2, p. 17-18.)  This issue is no longer contested.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev. (Stafford Sur.), pp. 

5-6.) 

6. Lobbying Costs 

Staff proposed an adjustment to remove all lobbying expenses from AIC’s revenue 

requirement.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, pp 7-8.)  AIC does not oppose this adjustment.  (Ameren Ex. 

22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 
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7. Athletic Events Expense 

Staff proposed an adjustment to remove expenditures for athletic events from the test 

year revenue requirement. (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 11, Schedule 4.10.)  AIC accepted this 

adjustment on rebuttal.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

8. Liberty Substation Painting Expense 

Staff proposed an adjustment to reduce AIC’s operating expenses to normalize the cost of 

substation painting by averaging the 2012 and 2013 expected costs over two years, which is the 

expected life of the rates from this proceeding.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R Rev., p. 12; Schedule 2.05.)  

AIC accepts this adjustment.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

9. NESC Expense 

Staff recommended the Commission disallow 100% of Ameren’s test year NESC-related 

expenditures rather than 87%, as Ameren proposed in its direct filing, which would equate to a 

$328,247 disallowance from AIC’s proposed operating expenses, a $174,483 disallowance from 

AIC’s proposed plant in service, plus associated impacts on depreciation expense, accumulated 

depreciation, and accumulated deferred income taxes.  (ICC Staff Ex. 10.0, p. 2.)  AIC accepted 

this adjustment on rebuttal.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.) 

10. Company Use of Fuels 

Staff proposed an adjustment to the cost of fuels used by AIC for its own purposes.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 6.)  During discovery, AIC updated the cost it expects to pay for gas in the test 

year.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev. (Seckler Reb.), p. 2.)  Staff’s adjustment reflects the updated cost.  

(Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev., p. 2; ICC Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 6.)   
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11. Power Smart Pricing 

Staff presented an adjustment to remove from AIC’s revenue requirement data processing 

costs for the Power Smart Pricing program that are recovered through Rider PSP.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

4.0, p. 11.)  AIC had proposed an adjustment to properly remove from its revenue requirement 

operational costs recovered through Rider PSP but failed to remove the data processing charges 

collected through the Rider.  (Id.)  These costs are collected through a rider and should be 

removed from the Company’s revenue requirement.  (Id.)  This issue is resolved.  (Ameren Ex. 

22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 7.)   

12. Hazardous Materials Adjustment Clause (HMAC) Base Rate 

The HMAC Base Amount, as defined in Rider HMAC, is the amount of HMAC Costs 

reflected in the test year in the most recent electric rate case Commission Order.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

4.0, p. 15.)  This amount is needed to determine the amount to be withdrawn or deposited 

annually into the HMAC Cost Fund.  (Id.)  In his direct testimony, Staff witness Tolsdorf 

proposed utilizing a five-year average to normalize all historical Injuries and Damages expense.  

(Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 22.)  Specifically, he calculated the HMAC expenses 

as a component of the Injuries and Damages expense Account 925.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, p. 15.)  

On rebuttal, Staff witness Tolsdorf changed his calculation of HMAC related injuries and 

damages expense from accruals to cash claims paid.  (ICC Staff Ex. 22.0R2 2nd Rev., pp. 3-4, 

16-17; Schedule 22.01R.)  Accordingly, he recommended the Commission find the HMAC 

reflected in the test year electric revenue requirement for Rate Zone III (formerly AmerenIP) is 

$234,690.  (ICC Staff Ex. 22.0R2, pp. 16-17; Schedule 22.0R Attachment B.)  AIC concurred 

that it is appropriate to use a five-year average for HMAC cash claims.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev. 

(Stafford Sur.), p. 24.)  AIC found Staff’s proposed HMAC Base Amount acceptable.  (Id.)  
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13. Supply Procurement Adjustment 

In its direct filing, AIC proposed an adjustment to recognize continued annual 

amortization of previously authorized, but unrecovered, supply procurement costs over two years.  

(Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.), p. 44.)  Staff agreed that these costs are properly 

recoverable within the Supply Procurement Adjustment (SPA) as part of the Supply Costs 

Adjustments (SCA).  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev. (Stafford Sur.), p. 22.)  Staff proposed an 

adjustment on rebuttal to remove some pension costs for production employees from the AIC-

Electric revenue requirement via the SPA adjustment.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 18.)  This 

correction was reflected in AIC’s surrebuttal testimony.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 22; Ameren 

Exhibit 40.11.) 

C. Contested issues 

1. Uncollectibles Expense 

a. AIC has proposed a reasonable approach to uncollectibles. 

In its direct filing, AIC proposed use of 2012 test year uncollectible expense for the 

calculation of uncollectibles.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.), p. 13.)  After consideration 

of Staff and AG/CUB's alternative proposals, AIC on rebuttal recommended use of Account 904 

uncollectible accounts expense, based on use of a three-year average of actual Account 904 

uncollectible expense for the period 2008-2010, to set the appropriate uncollectibles account 

rates.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 9.)  This approach is also comparable to the 

amortization periods set in AIC’s prior rate cases, Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.) and Docket Nos. 

07-0585 (cons.).  No party disputes the use of the three-year average over the period 2008-2010 

to set uncollectible expense.  The parties only dispute whether the Commission should order a 

switch to net write offs when calculating uncollectible expense.   
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AIC’s proposed treatment of uncollectible expense for purposes of determining both the 

base rate amount and the amounts recovered through Riders EUA and GUA is reasonable.  As 

Mr. Nelson explained, the riders are working well as is.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev. (Nelson 

Reb.), pp. 24-25.)  The Company is recovering its actual uncollectible costs -  no more or no less.  

The rider works both ways – by charging customers when actual costs exceed the cost included 

in rates and by providing credits to customers when actual costs are less than the amounts in 

rates, as is now the case.  (Id.)  Therefore, AIC’s proposal to use a three-year average of Account 

904 expense should be approved. 

b. The Commission should not approve a switch to net write-offs 
for purposes of calculating uncollectible expense. 

 
Staff and AG/CUB witness recommended calculation of uncollectible expense using a 

historical average of net write offs.  Specifically, Staff witness Ms. Pearce recommended the 

Commission should order the Company to prospectively switch from using the balance of 

Account 904 to using net write-offs in the determination of the amount to recover through its 

Riders EUA and GUA, and the Commission should use a three-year average of net write offs for 

the period 2008 through 2010 to determine the percentage of uncollectibles in base rates.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 21.0, pp. 9-10.)  Staff’s recommendation to switch to net write offs should be rejected.  

Although the Commission may, by statute (see 220 ILCS 5/16-111.8(a); 5/19-145), implement a 

switch to net write offs, it is not required to.  Here, no sound reason has been given for making 

the switch.  By contrast, as discussed below, the switch may cause a mismatch between revenues 

and expenses.  As AIC witness Mr. Nelson explained, there is no problem to fix by making the 

switch.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev., p. 24.)  Staff's recommendation is a solution in search of a 

problem. 
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The purpose of establishing rates using a test year is to match revenues with expenses, 

and so ensure that ratepayers are being charged the cost the utility incurs to provide them service.  

(Ameren Ex. 1.0G Rev. (Nelson Dir), pp. 17-18.)  By switching to the net write-off method, 

there is a mismatch between the revenues and the uncollectible expense being recorded.  (Id., pp. 

24-25.)  As Mr. Nelson explained, the uncollectible expense would be based on the write-offs of 

receivables for sales and service related to prior periods, not the current period.  (Id.)  Although 

timing differences may occur with riders or other costs trackers, the use of net write offs causes 

even more lag between the ultimate reconciliation of expense to the related revenue that caused 

the expense.  During years of volatile gas and electric prices, customers could end up paying for 

high write-offs related to years when they were not customers of the Company. 

The sole basis for the proposed switch to net write offs is Staff witness Ms. Pearce’s 

opinion that “net write-offs reflect the Company’s actual experience with uncollectible 

accounts—not an estimate.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 10.)  However, particularly in the case of a 

future test year, as AIC is using in this case, the important determination is not whether actual 

experience trumps estimations, but how to establish a representative amount of an expense for 

the test period so that ratepayers are paying the costs to provide them service.  If Account 904 

provides a better picture of AIC’s uncollectible expense in the time rates are in effect, which it 

does, then it is appropriate to use Account 904 expense to set rates.  No witness has testified that 

use of Account 904 would produce inaccurate results, nor has any witness testified that there 

would be a mismatch between the revenues and the uncollectible expense being recorded.  As 

such, AIC’s position on this issue should be adopted. 
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c. A single uncollectible rate should be utilized. 

Staff witness Ms. Pearce takes the position that uncollectible rates should be determined 

by individual electric and gas rate zone.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 10.)  This position is “based on 

[her] understanding of the Commission’s Order in Docket No. 10-0517.”  (Id.)  The Order in 

Docket 10-0517, however, simply required that (as agreed by Staff and AIC) the following 

language be added to Rider EUA and Rider GUA: 

For the 2010 reporting year, and subsequent reporting years, the annual Account 
904 expense amounts shall be allocated to each Rate Zone based on the relative 
weighting of Account 904 expense by corresponding legacy utility for the period 
January through September 2010.  Order, Docket 10-0517 (Mar. 15, 2011), p. 3 
(emphasis added).   

The Order does not require a separate uncollectible rate be calculated for each rate zone, 

only that Account 904 expense be allocated to each rate zone for purposes of Rider EUA and 

GUA.  Thus, the Docket 10-0517 Order does not support Staff’s position.  Rather, a single 

electric and single gas uncollectible rate should be used as recommended by AIC witness 

Stafford.  (Ameren Exs. 40. Rev. (Stafford Sur.), p. 10; 40.7.)   

2. Charitable Contributions 

The Company has a total of $2 million in charitable contributions in the test year for 

electric and gas operations.  This represents a reasonable, if not conservative, amount to recover 

in rates.  (Ameren Ex. 53.0 (Ogden Sur.), p. 2.)  AIC’s 2012 budgeted amount is roughly 

proportional to the $6.1 million that the Commission recently approved for Commonwealth 

Edison Company.  (Id., p. 3.) 

IIEC witness Gorman proposed removing all charitable contributions from the test year.   

(IIEC Ex. 3.0, p. 74.)  IIEC’s proposal should be rejected.  Recovery of charitable contributions 
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that are reasonable in amount is expressly allowed by Section 227 of the Illinois Public Utilities 

Act.  220 ILCO 5/9-227.   

Staff witness Tolsdorf agrees that the charitable contributions should be included in the 

test year, but proposes to limit them to the 2011 amount, plus a 2% increase.  (ICC Staff Ex. 4.0, 

pp. 6-7.)  As AIC witness Ogden explained, however, AIC was simply unable to budget a higher 

amount in 2011 due to economic and budgetary conditions.  (Ameren Ex. 28.0 (Ogden Dir.), p. 

4.)  AIC serves many communities across the State, and in those communities it is one of the 

largest businesses with a local presence.  (Id.)  Charitable organizations expect and depend upon 

companies like AIC to support their much-needed efforts.  (Id.) 

 Further, the effect on customers is not significant.  As Staff acknowledged, the effect of 

the Company’s proposed contributions on a residential customer’s bill is less than 5 cents per 

month.  (Tr. 263-65.)  This is not unreasonable or unduly burdensome.  Staff, which seeks to 

exclude over half of the Company’s proposed expenditures, effectively proposes to deny funds to 

charitable organizations in AIC’s territory, while reducing a residential customer’s bill by 

pennies per month.  This does not seem a reasonable trade. 

In light of the amount approved for ComEd, the amount requested by the Company is 

proportionally appropriate, given the number of customers and size of AIC’s service territory.  

Moreover, AIC is a combination utility, whereas ComEd only provides electric service.  

(Ameren Ex. 28.0, p. 6.)  Presumably, NICOR and Peoples Gas also donate to charities operating 

in the ComEd service territory.  AIC’s proposed charitable contributions are reasonable, if not 

conservative.  (Id.) 
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3. Injuries and Damages Expense 

Staff, AG/CUB and Ameren Illinois agree that test year injuries and damages expense 

should be adjusted to remove the test year accrual for claims to be paid.  Staff, AG/CUB and 

Ameren Illinois also agree that the accrual should be replaced with a historical average of actual 

claims paid for the five year period 2006-2010.  This is consistent with the approach approved by 

the Commission in AIC’s last three rate cases.  Where the position of AG/CUB and AIC deviates 

from that of Staff is whether the non-accrual portions of injuries and damages expense should be 

normalized.  The Commission has not normalized the non-accrual portion of this expense in any 

of the past three AIC rate cases.  And Staff has not demonstrated that the non-accrual portion is 

an expense that should be normalized.  Staff’s adjustment to normalize the entire amount of the 

expense in Account 925 should be rejected.  The Commission should use the amount of injuries 

and damages expense agreed to by AG/CUB and reflected in AIC’s schedules as presented on 

rebuttal. 

In recent Commission orders setting electric and gas rates for AIC dating back to at least 

the order in Docket Nos. 06-0070 – 06-0072, the Commission has normalized only the cash 

claims portion of injuries and damage expense after elimination of the Account 925 expense 

accruals.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 21.)  As both Staff and AIC recognized in 

the 2006 rate case, because cash payments can fluctuate greatly from year to year, it is 

appropriate to use a normal level of annual claims paid as the substitute for the expense accrual.  

Order, Docket 06-0070 – 06-0072 (cons.) (Nov. 1, 2006), p. 46.  Both the reserve accruals and 

the corresponding cash claims paid have continued to fluctuate dramatically in the past five 

years.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., p. 21.)  In contrast, the second largest component of injuries and 

damages expense (liability and workers compensation insurance expense) historically is not a 
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volatile expense.  (Id.)  Without evidence of volatility for a particular expense item, there is no 

basis to normalize.  AIC and AG’s approach replaces the highly volatile expense accruals with a 

normalized level of cash claims paid to develop the overall level of injuries and damages 

expense recorded to Account 925.  Staff’s approach, on the other hand, normalizes the entire 

account and changes the test year expense for the entire account to a historical average.  

Although there is a basis (and agreement amongst the parties) to normalize the accrual portion of 

Account 925 based on the volatility of cash claims paid, there is no such basis to normalize all 

expense booked to this account. 

Despite the lack of evidence that the non-accrual portion of Account 925 is volatile, Staff 

suggests that AIC  has not justified the increase in projected test year injuries and damages 

expense less the expense accruals.  (ICC Staff Ex. 22.0R2, p. 5.)  But Staff has not pointed to any 

evidence other than the percentage change for projected non-accrual expense for Account 925 in 

support of its normalization proposal.  More importantly, as Ameren witness Mr. Stafford 

pointed out, Staff’s calculation of the electric percentage increase and gas percentage decrease 

for non-accrual Account 925 expense does not take into account the corrections Ameren Illinois 

made to the allocation of injuries and damages expense to gas and electric operations made in 

supplemental testimony.  (Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev. (Stafford Sur.), p. 14.)  Rather, Staff’s 

calculation used the original test year forecast for electric injuries and damages expense (which 

was overstated) and the original test year forecast for gas injuries and damages expense (which 

was understated).  Thus, there is not even any record evidence of the actual percentage change in 

projected non-accrual Account 925 expense. 

The fact that an expense is projected to increase or decrease in the test year - even if the 

Commission knew what the correct percentage change was - is not by itself a proper basis for 
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normalizing an expense.  Without evidence of volatility, it is not appropriate to normalize the 

projected expense for a particular account simply because the utility believes that the expense 

will rise (or fall) in the test year.  The Commission should approve AG/CUB and AIC’s 

adjustment to test year injuries and damages. 

4. Merger Costs 

a. AIC has proposed recovery of a reasonable test year level of 
merger O&M costs, as Staff agrees. 

 
On October 1, 2010, the legacy Ameren Illinois Utilities, (AmerenCIPS, AmerenCILCO 

and AmerenIP) merged into a single company; Ameren Illinois Company.  AIC has included in 

the test year revenue requirement approximately $7 million of O&M savings and $2.4 million of 

O&M costs related to the merger (Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 16-17; 21.9; 

22.10), as determined through a comprehensive and detailed study of merger costs and benefits, 

the Merger Integration/Process Optimization study (MIPO) (see Ameren Exs. 12.0E (Mazurek 

Dir.), pp. 5-7; 12.1E; 30.0 (Mazurek Reb.), pp. 2-6; 30.1- 30.5.)  In addition, AIC has included in 

test year rate base approximately $2.6 million of capital cost savings and $942,000 of capital 

costs related to the merger integration/process optimization study.  (Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev., p. 

16; 22.9; 21.10.) (These capital amounts are not contested, as indicated in Section II.B.12 above.)  

The Commission should approve recovery of these amounts. 

AIC’s rate-making treatment reflects the amortization over a four-year period for the 

merger costs, in the amount of $2.4 million per year, which recognizes that savings from these 

initiatives will continue to accrue to ratepayers in future rates.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford 

Dir.), p. 43.)  AIC has reflected estimated test year savings from 2011 and 2012 merger 

initiatives in the 2012 test year forecast and proposes that future savings from merger initiatives 
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would accrue to ratepayers in subsequent rate cases, net of related costs incurred to realize such 

savings.  (Ameren Exs. 2.0E Rev., p. 44; 21.10.)  These amounts also reflect a correction to 

remove from the merger costs certain internal labor amounts, made by AIC on rebuttal.  (Ameren 

Exs. 22.0, p. 16; 21.7.)   

On direct, Staff proposed a disallowance of all test year merger costs, asserting these 

costs exceed merger savings during the test year.  Based on revised information and explanations 

provided by AIC witnesses Mr. Nelson (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev., pp. 17-24), Mr. Stafford 

(Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., pp. 15-17) and Mr. Mazurek (Ameren Ex.30.0, pp. 5-6), regarding 

merger costs and savings, Staff withdrew the adjustment.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 16.)  Thus, 

Staff and AIC are in agreement with respect to AIC’s recovery of test year merger costs.  

AG/CUB witness Mr. Effron and IIEC witness Mr. Stephens, however still question AIC’s 

merger cost recovery amounts.  As discussed below, however, their positions should be rejected.   

b. IIEC’s possible “adjustment” to merger costs Is not needed. 

IIEC witness Mr. Stephens asserted AIC’s projected increase in PURA tax amounts 

following the merger of the legacy Ameren Illinois utilities into one company (thereby triggering 

a higher PURA tax rate under 35 ILCS 620/1a), in the amount of $2.6 million, “is a form of 

merger cost, one that will be ongoing in nature.”  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, p. 28)  He then claimed it should 

be considered when determining if merger costs exceed savings for purposes of allowing merger 

cost recovery per 220 ILCS 5/16-111(l).  However, Mr. Stephens states if “Ameren can 

document test year and subsequent net savings attributable to the merger, including the cost 

effect of the $2.6 million additional PURA Tax cost in the test year,” then an adjustment is not 

necessary.  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, p. 29.)  AIC has documented such savings (as Staff agrees), so no 

adjustment is needed. 
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To begin with, the PURA tax increment is not a merger cost because it is not the type of 

cost identified as a merger cost under Section 16-111(l) the Public Utilities Act.  This section of 

the law allows recovery of certain costs, such as “the cost of restructuring, combining, or 

integrating debt, assets, or systems.”  220 ILCS 5/16-11(l).  Federal, state and local taxes are not 

identified as such costs and, by their very nature, do not fall into the category of merger 

implementation costs.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev., p. 10.)  Further, such costs are imposed by 

statute, and so are outside AIC’s control.  However, as discussed below, even if this tax 

increment amount were considered a merger cost, AIC has demonstrated that merger benefits 

exceed merger costs (including the tax increment), and so these costs are recoverable pursuant to 

220 ILCS 5/16-11(l).  (Ameren Ex. 30.0, p.7.) 

Even including the $2.6 million tax increment, merger benefits exceed costs and so the 

costs are properly recoverable.  (Ameren Exs. 21.0 2nd Rev., p. 10; 22.0 Rev., p. 16; 30.0, p. 8.)  

This is true irrespective of: (i) whether the original (corrected) merger costs and savings are used, 

or the restated business case costs and savings; or (ii) whether the 2012 test year revenue 

requirement is considered or the longer term (2011-2015); or (iii) whether Mr. Stephen’s 

purported PURA tax increment merger cost is included with the revised business case amounts 

for 2012.  (Ameren Exs. 2.0E Rev., p. 43; 21.8 – 21.10; 30.4.)  As Mr. Nelson explained 

(Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev., pp. 19-23.), AIC would pass the statutory test for merger cost 

recovery under any scenario.  In particular, with respect to the PURA tax increment: 

• Test year savings would exceed costs even with Mr. Stephen’s $2.6 million 
claimed incremental PURA tax effect. $7.4 million of merger savings exceeds the 
sum of $2.5 million of costs plus Mr. Stephen’s $2.6 million of incremental 
PURA tax, or a total of $5.1 million of costs.  

• Similarly, inclusion of an assumed incremental PURA tax for the 5-year period 
2011-2015 of $13 million ($2.6 million x 5 years) would still result in O&M 
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savings exceeding O&M costs by approximately $15 million (the $28 million 
above less $13 million) over that period. 

Staff witness Pearce agrees that “the analyses provided by the Company reflect savings in 

excess of costs for the 2012 test year and beyond.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 17.)  Accordingly, the 

“benefits of the merger are reasonably likely to exceed the additional $2.6 million PURA tax 

cost,” and so, under Mr. Stephens position, no adjustment to merger costs is required.” (Ameren 

Ex. 47.0 (Mazurek Sur.), p. 4.)  Therefore, Mr. Stephen’s concerns have been addressed and 

AIC’s merger costs are recoverable.   

 c. AG/CUB’s witness Mr. Effron’s merger cost adjustment 
 should be rejected. 

AG/CUB witness Mr. Effron proposes an adjustment in the amount of approximately 

$1.65 million to remove merger O&M costs from the test year.  (AG/CUB Ex. 4.1.)  The basis 

for his adjustment is the merger costs are entirely estimates of costs that Ameren expects to incur 

in 2011 and 2012, and so it is not appropriate to reflect the amortization of the costs in the 

revenue requirement before those costs are actually known.  (AG/CUB Ex. 4.0, p. 6.)  Mr. 

Effron’s position appears to ignore AIC’s use of a future test year, and so should be rejected.   

Because AIC is utilizing a future test year, its costs are based on a projection or forecast 

of the future period. Thus, use of projected savings for merger costs and benefits is appropriate. 

Staff agrees, stating: “Given that the Company has used a future test year … not all of the merger 

costs will be based on amounts that are known at this time.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 17.)  Further, 

the MIPO represents a detailed study of projected merger costs and benefits that support the 

projected future costs and benefits of the merger. (See Ameren Exs. 30.0, p.7; 30.1- 30.5; 12.1.)  

Given this detailed study supporting the merger costs, Mr. Effron’s assertions should be 

disregarded.  
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Finally, even if the Commission were to agree with Mr. Effron (which it should not) that 

merger costs and savings should not be recovered “until actual costs are known and actual 

savings are realized” (AG/CUB Ex. 4.0, p. 6.), Mr. Effron’s adjustment has ignored the savings 

side of the equation.  If costs and savings are unknown, the appropriate remedy would be to 

remove from the revenue requirement both the test year merger costs ($1.65 million, as proposed 

by Mr. Effron) and the test year merger savings of $7 million (as also too indefinite under his 

analysis).  This would results in an increase to AIC’s revenue requirement of approximately 

$5.35 million.   

5. State Income Tax Expense - Regulatory Asset 

Effective January 1, 2011, the State of Illinois significantly increased the state corporate 

income tax rate.  AIC proposed to reflect the increase prospectively in utility rates set in this 

proceeding, and to recover the effect of the tax rate increase experienced before new utility rates 

go into effect (essentially, the increased 2011 liability) by amortizing that amount over the 

expected life of the new rates.  Specifically, AIC seeks to recognize a regulatory asset of $4.3 

million, which would be amortized over a two-year period beginning January 1, 2012.  (Ameren 

Ex. 10.E Rev. (Menke Dir.), p. 3.)  Staff agrees that the state tax rate increase should be 

recovered prospectively, but opposes the Company’s request to recover the impact of the tax 

hike experienced before new utility rates go into effect. 

 Staff’s position is inconsistent with what the Commission has done when income tax 

rates decrease.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev. (Nelson Reb.), p. 4.)  Pursuant to the Tax Reform 

Act of 1986 (TRA), the federal corporate income tax rate decreased from 46% to 34%.  (Id.)  

The Commission took action almost immediately, requiring utilities to either file new tariffs 

reducing base rates, file TRA rate riders that would collect rates subject to refund to reflect the 
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reduced tax rate or face rate reduction proceedings.  (Id.)  All utilities complied with the 

Commission’s directive in one form or another, and one of AIC’s predecessor companies, 

Central Illinois Public Service Company, ultimately refunded tens of millions of dollars to 

customers pursuant to its electric and gas TRA riders.  (Id.)   

All AIC is seeking here is regulatory treatment that is symmetrical with the 

Commission’s prior practice regarding a change in tax rates.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev. 

(Nelson Dir.), p. 3.)  When the federal tax rate decreased, the Commission moved quickly to 

capture the benefit of the change for customers.  (Id.)   Fairness demands that where a tax rate 

increases that the Commission act to allow the utility to collect the incremental amount from 

customers.  AIC had no opportunity to alter utility rates before the change in tax rate went into 

effect.  (Id.)   

Staff’s position means that where tax rates decrease, the Commission should act to 

capture the impact, but where they go up, the Commission should not allow the effect to be 

flowed through to customers.  One of the Commission’s important roles is to assure that rates 

fairly reflect the interests of utilities and customers alike.  A policy that always favors customers 

is not symmetrical, fair or reasonable, and is unlikely to be viewed favorably by investors, upon 

whom the utility companies (and by extension, their customers) rely.  Accordingly, AIC should 

be permitted to set up and recover a regulatory asset of $4.3 million over a two-year period 

beginning January 1, 2012. 

6. PSUP Awards 

AIC requests recovery of 50% of the test year cost of the Company’s Performance Share 

Unit Program (“PSUP”).  The requested amount is $1,284,000 in operating expenses and 

$841,000 in utility plant.  (Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 17; 22.10.)  The PSUP is 
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an integral component of AIC’s executive compensation, and awards certain executives the right 

to receive a share of Ameren common stock, a “Performance Share Unit.”  PSUP awards are 

based on achievement of performance criteria relating to Ameren’s total shareholder return 

relative to a utility peer group and the Company’s earnings per share over a set number of years.  

The stock amount, however, does not vest for three years, and will not vest at all in the event of 

termination for cause.  (Ameren Ex. 27.0 (Bauer Reb.), p. 3.)  As AIC witness Krista G. Bauer 

testified, the primary objective of the PSUP is to encourage AIC’s executives to remain with the 

Company and focus their efforts on its long-term success.  (Id., p. 4.)  Moreover, the multi-year 

time frame and stock award distinguish the PSUP from AIC’s annual, short-term, cash incentive 

compensation plan.  (Id., pp. 3-4; Tr. 126-27.)  Further, as discussed below, the PSUP benefits 

ratepayers (as Staff admits).  Therefore, recovery of a portion of the PSUP cost is appropriate.   

The PSUP benefits Illinois ratepayers in several ways.  First, encouraging AIC’s 

executives to remain with the Company benefits both AIC, and in turn, its customers.  That is, in 

a technical and knowledge-based industry, such as the utility industry, employees need time to 

master their responsibilities.  Employee longevity allows them to do this, and to enhance their 

knowledge of the industry in general and of the Company specifically, and it promotes efficiency 

and effectiveness in employees’ particular lines of work.  (Ameren Ex. 27.0, pp. 4-5.)  Thus, by 

encouraging longevity, the PSUP promotes competency.  Further, the program ensures AIC 

retains skilled employees, fostering even greater tenure with the Company and further enhancing 

their knowledge of the Company and the industry.  (Id.)   

In addition to promoting executives’ longevity with AIC, the PSUP improves AIC’s 

ability to recruit capable employees.  (Ameren Ex. 27.0, p. 5.)  As Ms. Bauer testified, long-term 

stock award programs are common among AIC’s utility peers and are accepted in the industry as 
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an important tool in acquiring top executive talent.  (Id.)  Without a plan with the design of the 

PSUP, executive positions within AIC would be less attractive to candidates.  (Id.)  In sum, by 

attracting top executives and promoting their tenure with AIC, the PSUP ensures a skilled and 

capable management. This benefits the Company and, in turn, its customers.  (Id., pp. 4-5.) 

The PSUP also ensures that AIC executives remain focused on the long-term success of 

the Company.  Notably, to achieve long-term success, executives must support cost management 

and cost control measures.  (Ameren Ex. 27.0, p. 5.)  The Company and its ratepayers 

unquestionably benefit from that objective as well.  In AIC’s last rate case, Docket Nos. 09-0306 

– 0311 (cons.), the Commission instructed AIC to consider the benefits to both ratepayers and 

shareholders resulting from cost management and cost control measures with respect to AIC’s 

short-term incentive compensation plan.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 

2010), p. 85.  In this regard, the Order stated: “AIC should consider the benefits that accrue to 

shareholders as well under cost management/cost control measures and is expected to reflect 

such considerations in future rate cases.”  Id.  Because the PSUP benefits both AIC and its 

customers and necessarily encourages consideration of cost management and cost control 

measures, AIC proposes partial recovery—50%—of its PSUP cost.  In other words, given the 

PSUP benefits both ratepayers and shareholders, it is appropriate for both parties to share equally 

the cost of the program. 

Staff agrees the PSUP provides some ratepayer benefits.  Staff witness Ms. Pearce 

testified one “direct benefit to AIC ratepayers [is] the incentive to stay with Ameren that is 

created by the relatively longer vesting period.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 3.0, p. 19.)  She also admitted, 

“the PSUP may provide some tangential ratepayer benefits as described by Ms. Bauer . . . .” 

(ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 14.)   
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Yet, Staff opposes AIC’s 50/50 sharing proposal on the grounds that the program aligns 

employee interests with those of shareholders and allegedly provides no “direct ratepayer 

benefit”—the standard applicable to recovery of short-term incentive compensation plan expense.  

Staff argues the Company is not entitled to recover any portion of the cost of the PSUP.  (ICC 

Staff Exs. 3.0, pp. 18-19; 21.0, p. 13.)  The reasoning underlying Staff’s argument is flawed.  

First, and significantly, the PSUP is not a short-term incentive compensation plan.  As 

such, the “direct ratepayer benefit” standard (applicable to short-term incentive compensation 

plans) that Staff witness Ms. Pearce refers to is not the appropriate standard under which to 

consider the PSUP.  Rather, as Ms. Bauer explained, apart from the most apparent distinction—

awards are made in stock, and not in cash—the PSUP differs from short-term incentive 

compensation plans, in myriad respects.  (Ameren Ex. 27.0, pp. 3-4.)  Unlike short-term 

incentive compensation plans, the primary objective of the PSUP is to attract, motivate and retain 

AIC leaders by providing a competitive total compensation package that serves as a 

counterbalance to short-term incentive compensation offered by the Company.  (Id., p. 3.)  

Further, unlike short-term incentive compensation plans, under which cash compensation is 

distributed annually, the PSUP entails a three-year vesting period which encourages AIC 

executives to remain with the Company.  (Id.)  Moreover, the 2008 PSUP incorporates an 

additional two-year holding period—Performance Share Units are awarded five years before the 

award of any common stock.  (Id.)  These features of the PSUP ensure that AIC executives have 

an on-going stake in the long-term success of the Company.  (Id., p. 4.)  In sum, the PSUP is 

wholly different from the short-term incentive compensation plans utilized by AIC to 

compensate its executives.  
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Indeed, Ms. Pearce concedes the PSUP is unlike any short-term incentive compensation 

plan.  At the hearing, she agreed the PSUP is long-term and entitles employees to an award of 

AIC common stock, rather than of cash, and so the program is distinguishable from the 

Company’s short-term incentive compensation programs.  (Tr. 125-27.)  As a result, the standard 

Staff advocates for evaluating the PSUP is not applicable.  Even if it were, as stated, Staff agrees 

the program provides some ratepayer benefits.  (ICC Staff Exs. 3.0, p. 19; 21.0, p. 14.)  Under 

Ms. Pearce’s own analysis, AIC’s PSUP cost benefits Illinois ratepayers and, therefore, is 

recoverable.   

Moreover, even considering the PSUP under the same standard as short-term incentive 

compensation (which it should not be), it is appropriate to include in rates a portion of incentive 

compensation programs that provide benefits to Illinois ratepayers.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-

0311 (cons.), p. 83.  Staff ignores the Commission’s instruction in Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 

(cons.) requiring consideration of the sharing of incentive compensation costs which benefit both 

ratepayers and shareholders.  See Id., pp. 83, 85.   

Staff contends the Commission’s July 26, 2006 Order in Docket 05-0597 supports that 

shareholders alone should bear the cost of AIC’s PSUP.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, pp. 14-15.)  In that 

Order, the Commission disallowed recovery of the expense of the portion of Commonwealth 

Edison Company’s incentive compensation plan related to an earnings per share metric.  

Commonwealth Edison Co., Order, Docket 05-0597 (July 26, 2006), p. 96.  That Order is 

distinguishable.  Not only was the plan at issue in Docket No. 05-0597 a short-term incentive 

(cash) compensation plan, unlike AIC’s PSUP here, but also that Order did not concern a 50/50 

sharing proposal.  Id., pp. 90-97.  (See also Tr. 127-28.)  Rather, the utility sought complete 

recovery of its incentive compensation plan, including the EPS funding metric, through rates.  
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Order, Docket No. 05-0597, pp. 90-94.  AIC is not seeking recovery of the portion of its 

incentive compensation plan tied to an earnings per share metric.  (See Ameren Ex. 1.0G Rev. 

(Nelson Dir.), p. 13.)  Ms. Pearce agrees.  (Tr. 127-28.)  Put simply, the Commission’s findings 

in the Docket No. 05-0597 Order are not applicable to AIC’s request for recovery of 50% of the 

cost of its PSUP. 

AIC and Staff agree the PSUP benefits Illinois ratepayers.  The dispute is to what extent.  

In light of its long-term nature, and other differences of the program from those of AIC’s and 

other utilities’ incentive compensation plans, and the Commission’s Order in AIC’s last rate case, 

it is appropriate for the cost of the PSUP, which benefits both AIC’s customers and its 

shareholders alike, to be shared equally by those parties.  AIC’s 50/50 sharing proposal should 

be approved. 

7. Electric Distribution O&M Expense 

 Providing safe, adequate and reliable electric service requires significant O&M expense.  

Workers and contractors must be paid; materials and supplies replenished; projects properly 

administered. Test year electric O&M is approximately $230.50 million, compared to about $190 

million incurred in 2009.  (Ameren Ex. 6.0E Rev. (Pate Dir.), p 53.)  As AIC witness Mr. Ronald 

Pate explained, most of this increase is attributable to necessary expenditures in four areas: (1) 

substation maintenance, (2) circuit maintenance, (3) vegetation management and (4) 

implementation of Liberty Audit recommendations.  (Ameren Ex. 6.0E 2nd Rev., pp. 54-64.) 

 AG/CUB and Staff attack test year O&M expense from different angles.  AG/CUB 

argues that the Company is spending too much, and that the Commission should cut over $25 

million from AIC’s revenue requirement.  (AG/CUB Ex. 10, p. 18.)  Staff, on the other hand, 

suggests that the Company is spending too little, which requires (in Staff's view) language in the 
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Final Order "ordering Ameren to maintain consistent O&M spending levels regardless of the 

outcome of the Commission's order."  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 11.)  There is no evidentiary basis 

for either proposal.  AG/CUB's proposal rests largely on the fiction that work scheduled for 2012 

could or should have been performed sooner.  And on the witness stand Staff more or less 

recanted its recommendation concerning "consistent spending levels."  The Commission should 

approve the test year level of electric distribution O&M recommended by the Company.  

 a. AG/CUB does not dispute that the O&M activities 
 identified in the test year need to be performed. 

 
 AG/CUB witness Mr. David Effron acknowledges that most of the incremental increase 

in test year O&M is attributable to the four activities identified by Mr. Pate.  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, 

p. 11-12.)  Importantly, "Mr. Effron does not dispute the Company's evidence that the work 

needs to be performed."  (AIC Cross Ex. 1.01, (AIC-AG/CUB 1.01).)  This admission is fatal to 

AG/CUB's proposed adjustment.  If the work needs to be performed, the cost to perform it must 

be recovered in rates. 

 Mr. Effron claims that "there is little evidence that the level of distribution O&M expense 

is increasing to the level forecasted by the Company for 2012.  The Company has not presented 

any plausible reason why the actual 2010 O&M expenses would be depressed below what was 

necessary or, if increased expenditures are really necessary, why the increases are not taking 

place in 2011."  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, p. 16.)  He finds it "highly unlikely that the increased level of 

spending forecasted by the Company is going to materialize instantaneously on January 1, 2012."  

(Id.) 

 Saying that there is "little evidence" that test year O&M will increase does not make it so.  

AIC has presented evidence explaining why costs are increasing and what is driving the increase.  
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As explained in the direct testimony of AIC witness Mr. Craig Nelson (Ameren Ex. 1.0E Rev., 

pp. 14-16), the Company initially reduced its 2010 capital budget in June 2009, and further 

reduced its operating and capital budgets following the Commission's Final Order in AIC's last 

rate case.  Many of these spending cuts were carried forward into the 2011 operating budget.  

But as Mr. Nelson also made clear, "the Company cannot continue to sustain all of the cuts made 

if it is to continue to provide adequate, safe and reliable service."  (Ameren Ex. 1.0E Rev., p. 16.)  

Notably, Staff agrees that reliability could be detrimentally affected if O&M spending is not 

restored.  (ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 9.)   

As for the four areas where spending needs to increase, "Mr. Effron does not dispute the 

Company's evidence that the work needs to be performed."  (AIC Cross Ex. 10, (AIC-AG/CUB 

1.01).)  His suggestion that this work can be performed for $25 million less than what the 

Company proposes is meritless.  Below is a chart showing what Ameren proposes to spend in the 

test year and AG/CUB's proposal:  

Category AIC Proposal AG/CUB Proposal 

Substation Maintenance $2.9 million $0 

Circuit Maintenance $6.4 million $2.4 million 

Vegetation Management $52.965 million $50.149 million 

Liberty Audit $15.7 million $0 

 

AIC has thoroughly explained and documented the spending levels for each category.   

Substation maintenance. 

As Mr. Pate explained in direct and rebuttal testimony, the $2.9 million incremental 

increase in O&M expense is necessary to accomplish planned work in the Company’s Substation 
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Maintenance Program.  (Ameren Exs. 6.0E 2nd Rev., p. 55; 26.0, p. 14-15.)  Most of the increase 

is for electrician staffing.  To complete timely repairs of failed equipment and operate the 

substation facilities, AIC will require 135 full-time electricians.  That headcount has not yet 

increased does not mean that the work does not have to be done and that apprentices will not be 

hired.  (Ameren Ex. 26.0, p. 14.)  Indeed, Mr. Nelson explained the Company's plans to hire 

these additional personnel.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 Rev. (Nelson Sur.), p. 16-17.)  Mr. Effron agrees 

that the substation work needs to be done, and he "has not rendered an opinion concerning the 

number of FTEs necessary to perform substation maintenance during 2012."  (Ameren Cross Ex. 

10, (AIC-AG/CUB 1.12).)   

AG/CUB has not and cannot rebut AIC's evidence that 135 FTEs are needed to perform 

necessary substation work during the test year.  These employees cannot be hired if the 

Commission adopts AG/CUB's adjustment.  And if the additional employees cannot be hired, 

necessary work cannot be performed. 

Circuit maintenance. 

 The record does not support Mr. Effron's claim that necessary circuit maintenance work 

can be performed for $4 million less than what AIC has proposed.  (AG/Cub Ex. 1.0, p. 17.) 

Mr. Effron is correct that the balance of identified circuit maintenance work at the end of 2010 

was approximately $12 million, but his suggestion that this backlog can be worked down over 

five years fails to consider that circuit inspections are constant, as Mr. Pate explained.  (Ameren 

Ex. 26.0, p. 15-16.)  Without additional funding, the backlog will continue to grow.  The last 

year of the current four-year circuit inspection cycle is 2011.  During this final year of 

inspections for the first cycle, the Company estimates that it will add an additional $4.7 million 

to the work queue.  Additional hardware issues will be identified as circuits are inspected in the 
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2012-2015 cycle that will cost $2-$2.5 million per year to address.  The incremental $6.4 million 

added to the base year spend of $920k will allow the Company to mitigate the majority of the 

issues by the end of 2014.  The outstanding balance of previously identified issues plus the 

additional issues expected to be found cannot be corrected in a timely manner without additional 

funding.  (Id., p. 15.) 

Vegetation Management. 

 The Company and Staff have agreed that test year vegetation management expense is 

approximately $53 million.  (Ameren Ex. 6.0E 2nd Rev. (Pate Dir.), p. 62.)  Mr. Effron 

acknowledges that this expense has steadily increased since 2009.  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, pp. 17-18.)  

The problem with his adjustment is that it is based on a mathematical average increase in 

vegetation management costs since 2009, rather than actual work identified for the test year.  As 

Mr. Pate explained, AIC's projected 2012 vegetation management expense contains incremental 

dollars for a number of trimming and reliability initiatives.  (Ameren Ex. 26.0, pp. 16-17.)  Test 

year distribution tree trimming expense covers estimated costs for the number of miles scheduled 

to be trimmed by 2012 based on the average cost per mile.  It also includes the costs for 

supervisory and planning personnel.  In addition, the 2012 budget includes incremental dollars to 

cover some miles to be trimmed by 2013 in 2012 to stay on the 48 month trim cycle, given that 

2012 has the fewest circuit miles to be trimmed in the four year cycle.  The 2012 budget also 

includes incremental dollars to reduce the amount of overhang to improve reliability.  In 

addition, incremental dollars were added to the 2012 budget to reflect necessary work for 

additional sub transmission cycle trimming and mid cycle vegetation management trimming.  

Because of the amount of trimming planned for 2012 and the extra dollars budgeted for tree 
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trimming reliability initiatives in the test year, AIC's 2012 vegetation management budget 

exceeds the annual increase that the Company has incurred in recent years. (Id.) 

 In short, AIC has provided evidentiary support for the requested level of test year tree 

trimming expense.  AG/CUB has not. 

Liberty Audit. 

 Staff's position on implementation of the Liberty Audit recommendations is clear:  

"Because AIC's implementation plans/projects are responses to the recommendations of the 

Commission's consultant (Liberty), were adopted by the Commission in a Bench Meeting, and 

are expected to be used and useful in the time of completion, [Staff] conclude[s] that the AIC 

investments to implement the Liberty Audit recommendations are prudent."  (ICC Staff Ex. 11.0, 

p. 10.)  On the other hand, "Mr. Effron does not have an opinion concerning the prudence of the 

Liberty Audit recommendations."  (AIC Cross Ex. 10, (AIC-AG/CUB 1.15).)4  The sole basis for 

his adjustment is that "to the extent that implementation of those recommendations requires 

expense increases, there is no plausible explanation of why the expenses are not increasing in 

2011 to implement the recommendations."  (AG/CUB Ex. 1.0, p 18.) 

 Mr. Nelson's explanation of why Liberty Audit recommendations are not being 

implemented until 2012 is unrebutted.  (Ameren Ex. 39.0, pp. 11-12.)  In a nutshell, it would be 

irresponsible for AIC to undertake expenditures of this magnitude without the Commission's 

blessing that the Liberty recommendations should be implemented.  Even then, before AIC can 

perform the work associated with the Liberty Audit recommendations, it needs to hire additional 

personnel and acquire the necessary materials and equipment.  (Ameren Ex. 26.0 (Pate Reb.), pp. 

                                                 

4  This may be because although he skimmed the Liberty Audit report at some indentified point in history, he 
"did not read all the sections in great detail."  (Id.)   
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17-18.)  Mr. Effron admits that he "has not rendered an opinion concerning the number of FTEs 

necessary to perform Liberty Audit work in 2012."  (Id.; AIC Cross Ex. 10, (AIC-AG/CUB 

1.13).)  The reality is that AIC does not currently have the sufficient number of available man 

hours to implement Liberty's recommendations.  (Ameren Ex. 26.0, p. 18.) 

As there is no evidentiary support for any of Mr. Effron's electric distribution O&M 

adjustments, the Commission must reject them. 

 b.   The Final Order need not address whether there is a 
 correlation between O&M expenditures and reliability.  
 Staff admits there isn't. 

 
 In direct testimony, Staff Witness Mr. Rashid expressed concern that AIC "has the 

tendency to spend disproportionately more during a test year than it does under normal 

circumstances."  (ICC Staff Ex. 12.0, p. 13.)  Later, in response to Mr. Getz's testimony 

concerning the effect of storm costs on overall O&M, he acknowledged that "Mr. Getz's 

explanation regarding Ameren's O&M expenses between 2006 and 2008 may have been valid."  

(ICC Staff Ex. 28.0, p. 7.)  Mr. Rashid then shifted gears and began to question whether the 

Company has been spending enough to maintain a safe and reliable system, as well as take the 

Company to task for its "dangerous" policy of reducing O&M expenditures "because it finds the 

revenues granted by a Commission's order in a rate case to be 'inadequate'."  (Id., pp. 10-11.)  His 

rebuttal testimony asked the Company to address "[t]he effects of reduced O&M spending in 

2009, 2010, and 2011 on the reliability of Ameren's distribution system."  (Id., p. 11.) 

Mr. Nelson addressed Mr. Rashid's concerns in rebuttal by pointing out that no witness in 

this case has provided any evidence that AIC's O&M expenditures, although reduced due to 

revenue constraints, have not been sufficient to maintain safe, reliable service.  (Ameren Ex. 39.0, 

p. 9.)  Indeed, when asked at hearing, "Do you have any information which leads you to believe 
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that Ameren's system currently is not running in a safe, efficient and reliable manner?", Mr. 

Rashid responded, "I don't."  (Tr. 151.)5  Mr. Rashid went on to admit that there is no correlation 

between O&M expenditures and reliability: 

 
Q. Well, you have asked the Company to explain 

whether and to what extent its spending in 2009, 2010 and 2011 
affected reliability.  My question is couldn't we just look at the 
reliability reports6 filed for those years and draw inferences or 
conclusions about whether there is a correlation between what the 
Company is spending and its performance with respect to 
reliability. 

 
A.   No, we cannot. 
 
Q. We can't? 
 
A. We cannot. 
 
Q. Okay. Did you make any attempt to do that? 
 
A. I tried to.  It is not part of this, not part of any other 

issue relating to this case.  But my personal research about the 
correlation between spending and reliability does not support that 
there is a correlation between reliability and spending for many 
factors. 

Q. There is no correlation? 
 
A. There is no correlation. (Tr. 153:9 - 154:6.) 
 

 This line of questioning establishes that it is not possible to do what Mr. Rashid asked the 

Company to do:  draw conclusions concerning "[t]he effects of reduced O&M spending in 2009, 

2010, and 2011 on the reliability of Ameren's distribution system." To the extent the 

Commission wishes to monitor potential trends or relationships between spending and reliability, 
                                                 

5  Mr. Rashid went on to comment that he was aware of the Liberty Audit report and its findings concerning 
pole inspections back in 2006 and 2007,  but that he was not familiar with AIC's implementation plan to address the 
Liberty recommendations.  (Tr. 151-52.) 
6  This is in reference to the annual reports required under Part 411.  (Tr. 148-49; Ameren Cross Ex. 4.) 
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it has this information at its disposal in the Part 411 reports that electric utilities file annually.  

During the course of this proceeding Staff issued its assessment of AmerenIP's 2009 reliability.  

(AIC Cross Ex. 4.)  AIC also filed its 2010 Part 411 Report.  (Tr. 156.)  Mr. Rashid agrees that 

"to the extent the Commission is concerned about programs or spending, it has the opportunity to 

act on the information provided in the [Part 411] reports."  (Tr. 157.)  Thus, apart from the fact 

that no evidence has been presented that AIC's spending has detrimentally affected reliability, 

there is no basis to further delve into this issue in the Final Order.   

 c. Staff's request that the Final Order direct AIC to 
 maintain consistent O&M spending is unnecessary and 
 unwarranted.  And the Commission certainly cannot 
 order AIC to maintain reliability programs but deny cost 
 recovery. 

 
 Despite his admission that there is no correlation between spending and reliability, Mr. 

Rashid recommends that "the Commission include language, ordering Ameren to maintain 

consistent O&M spending levels regardless of the outcome of the Commission's order."  (Id.)  

The Commission need not act on this recommendation because Mr. Rashid recanted it during 

cross examination. 

A fair reading of the recommendation contained in Mr. Rashid's rebuttal testimony is that 

AIC should be ordered to spend consistently from year-to-year.  He says as much at lines 222-23:  

"Ameren should spend towards its O&M activities in a consistent fashion year after year."  But 

on cross examination it became clear that Mr. Rashid did not really mean this: 

Q. [I]s it your testimony the Company should be 
ordered to spend consistent levels of O&M every year? 

 
A. Yes.  And by consistent I don’t mean the same 

amount of money.  When I talk about consistency, I mean if there is 
a program like a circuitry station program, for example, that 
program has to be maintained.  The cost of that program from year 
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to year does not have to be the same.  So when I talk about 
consistency, I am talking about performance.  I am not talking 
about numbers.  (Tr. 154) (emphasis added.) 

 

Further cross examination revealed that Mr. Rashid actually shares AIC's philosophy 

about what the Company should spend annually to maintain reliability: 

Q. And can we agree that ultimately operational requirements 
dictate what the Company should spend in any given year? 

*** 
A. What do you mean by that question? 
 
Q. That the Company should spend whatever is necessary to 
maintain safe and reliable service, regardless of what it spent the 
year before or what it intends to spend the next year? 
 
A. Correct.  (Tr. 165.) 
 

Mr. Rashid has no opinion about how much AIC should spend annually on O&M.  (Tr. 162.)  He 

can't say whether the Company is currently spending too little or too much.  (See Tr. 161-62.)  

When asked, "If we have done all of the necessary jobs but we haven't spent the full budget, it is 

okay not to spend the full budget?", Mr. Rashid confirmed, "As long as you maintain reliability, I 

am fine with that."  (Tr. 165.) 

In light of Mr. Rashid's cross examination testimony, there is no basis to order the 

Company to "maintain consistent O&M spending levels."  The Company and Staff agree that 

operational requirements - not what was spent the year before or what is budgeted for the future - 

should dictate O&M spending levels.  Indeed, adopting the recommendation in Mr. Rashid's 

rebuttal testimony would be directly at odds with his testimony on the witness stand. 

As Mr. Nelson explains, the Order in AIC's last rate case required the Company to re-

focus its priorities.  (Ameren Ex. 1.0, pp. 14-17.)  Providing reliable service with the revenues 
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available in recent years has required many tough choices.  Contractors have been let go; vacant 

employee positions left unfilled; discretionary projects deferred or delayed.  Despite these cuts, 

reliability has been maintained, and no party has presented evidence to the contrary.  But the 

current situation cannot be allowed to persist indefinitely; reliability will eventually be negatively 

impacted if revenues are not restored to normal levels.  The Company, in this proceeding, is 

recommending an appropriate revenue requirement reflecting its cost of service for the test year.  

If revenues are not restored, more tough choices will have to be made.  (Ameren Ex. 39.0, p. 9.) 

The Commission cannot, as Staff suggests, dictate that the Company spend money on 

reliability programs and also disallow rate recovery for the cost of those programs.  Mr. Rashid's 

suggestion to the contrary should be firmly and explicitly rejected: 

Q.  At line 236 you say, "I recommend that the Commission 
include language ordering Ameren to maintain consistent O&M 
spending levels regardless of the outcome of the Commission's 
Order," is that correct? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. Are you saying here, for example, that if the Commission 
disallowed costs associated with the Liberty Audit projects, that 
the Company should do those projects anyway? 

*** 

A. Yes. 

Q. What if the Company doesn't have enough money to 
maintain consistent O&M spending? 

A. That's beyond my area of expertise.   

Q. Well, what projects and activities should the Company cut 
first in order to do Liberty's? 
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A. My position is the Company has to maintain programs that 
insure reliability. That is my position.  So if you are telling me 
what the Company should cut, I think the Company should not cut 
any.  (Tr. 159.) 

 

"The Commission is charged by the legislature with setting rates which are 'just and 

reasonable' not only to the ratepayers but to the utility and its stockholders."  Business & Prof. 

People for the Public Interest v. Illinois Commerce Comm'n, 146 Ill.2d 175, 208 (1991).  Rates 

are not "just and reasonable" if they are insufficient to allow a utility to recover its prudent and 

reasonable costs.  Citizens Utility Bd. v. Illinois Commerce Comm'n, 166 Ill.2d 111 (1995).  

Where the Commission orders a utility to incur costs, it must allow full recovery in rates.  Id., at 

122, 126 (legally mandated coal-tar cleanup costs benefit ratepayers and are therefore 

recoverable in rates; rejecting as unsupported a requirement that such costs be shared between 

ratepayers and shareholders).  The Commission simply lacks authority to disallow full recovery 

of prudent and reasonable costs.   

Ameren has fully documented and supported test year electric distribution O&M.  

AG/CUBs proposed adjustments should be rejected, as should Staff's recommended Final Order 

language.   

D. Recommended Operating Income/Revenue Requirement 

1. Electric 

The proposed operating income statements for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II, and Rate Zone 

III electric services are shown on Schedule 1 of Appendix A, B, and C, respectively.    

2. Gas 
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The proposed operating income statements for Rate Zone I, Rate Zone II, and Rate Zone 

III gas services are shown on Schedule 1 of Appendix D, E, and F, respectively. 

IV. COST OF CAPITAL/RATE OF RETURN 

A. Overview 

As demonstrated in the preceding sections of this Initial Brief, AIC is investing 

substantial amounts in its infrastructure and undertaking significant O&M projects that together 

significantly increase AIC’s revenue requirement.  Staff and other parties effectively seek to 

“fund” that investment and those projects by understating the Company’s cost of capital: by 

arbitrarily reducing the amount of equity in the capital structure; using historical interest rates 

instead of test year forecasts; arbitrarily reducing the coupon rates of prudent debt issuances 

based on imagined rating agency actions that never come to pass; using long-term growth rates 

the Commission has just rejected; and making arbitrary reductions to ROE for (again) imagined 

ratings agency actions that never come to pass. 

The effect of all these efforts would be to manipulate rate of return to create a source of 

funds that simply is not there.  Staff and the other parties are effectively telling the Commission 

that AIC can fund its cost increases from decreases in the cost of capital that those parties have 

simply manufactured.  As investors flee stocks for the relative safety of treasury instruments, 

these parties are telling the Commission that AIC is becoming less risky.   

The Commission should recognize this for what it is: a transparent effort to fund system 

improvements by squeezing investors.  This is not a strategy that will encourage the investment 

that AIC needs to continue to strengthen and improve its system.  

AIC sits one notch above a junk rating.  The Commission should be setting rates in a way 

that allows AIC put some breathing room between it and sub-investment grade status.  The 
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Commission should not, as the other parties advocate, manipulate rate of return to keep AIC 

right where it is now, especially when AIC needs to raise capital for so many projects in coming 

years. 

B. Resolved Issues and Immaterial Differences—Cost of Capital/Capital 
Structure 

1. Remaining CWIP accruing AFUDC Adjustment 

Staff witness Ms. Rochelle Phipps proposes to adjust the capital structure to remove the 

remaining Construction Work in Progress accruing an Allowance for Funds Used During 

Construction.  (ICC Staff Exs. 24.0, p. 2; 7.0, p. 3-4.)  For the purposes of this docket, AIC does 

not object to the results of the proposed adjustment. 

2. Preferred Stock Balance 

Ameren Illinois recommended balance of preferred stock for both gas and electric at the 

conclusion of the evidentiary phase is equal to 1.720% of the capital structure, whereas Staff 

recommends 1.683%.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.1; Ameren Ex. 24.4.) The difference is primarily 

attributable to Staff’s CWIP accruing AFUDC adjustment discussed under item  no. 1 above.   

3. Short-Term Debt Balance 

At the conclusion of the evidentiary phase of the case, AIC proposed a short term debt 

balance of .188%, whereas Staff proposes .184%.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.1; Ameren Ex. 24.4.)  The 

difference is immaterial and primarily attributable to item no. 1 above.  

4. Long-Term Debt Balance 

At the conclusion of the evidentiary phase of the case, the AIC proposed a long term debt 

balance of 45.264%, whereas Staff proposes 46.276 %.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.1; Ameren Ex. 24.4.)  

The difference is material, however the difference in balance is largely attributable to 
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rebalancing implications of Staff’s Purchase Accounting/Goodwill adjustment discussed as a 

Contested Issue herein.  The remainder of the difference being attributable to immaterial 

calculation differences including the CWIP accruing AFUDC adjustment discussed above.   

5. Common Equity Balance (other than Purchase Accounting/Goodwill) 

The Company proposes a Common Equity balance equal to 52.868% of the capital 

structure, whereas Staff recommends 51.816%.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.1; Ameren Ex. 24.4.)  The 

difference is material, however, the difference is largely attributable Staff’s Purchase 

Accounting/Goodwill adjustment discussed as a Contested Issue herein.  The remainder of the 

difference being primarily related to CWIP accruing AFUDC adjustment discussed under item 

no. 1 above. 

6. Cost of Preferred Stock 

The Company and Staff has presented almost identical cost of preferred stock as a 

weighted cost component of AIC’s overall cost of capital.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.1; Ameren Ex. 

24.4.)  The difference is attributable to the slightly differentially weighted associated with the 

cost of capital described above under items no. 1 through 5 above.   

C. Contested Issues 

1. Common Equity Balance 

a. Purchase Accounting/Goodwill 

When Ameren Corporation acquired Illinois Power Company (“Illinois Power” or 

“AmerenIP”), generally accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”) as then in effect required 

Ameren Corporation to “push down” certain items to Illinois Power’s books.  So that a mere 

change in control did not change Illinois Power’s balance sheet for ratemaking purposes, the 

Commission required, as a condition of approving the change in control, that those “push down” 
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effects be reversed for ratemaking purposes. Order, Docket 04-0294 (Sept. 22, 2004), p. 32-34.   

In other words, the Commission required that rates be set as if the accounting “push down” had 

never occurred. 

The Company and Staff disagree as to the proper adjustments required to effectuate the 

Commission’s requirement in Docket 04-0294.  AIC proposes to remove all effects of the 

accounting entries related to purchase accounting consistent with the Commission’s Final Order 

in Docket No. 04-0294.  (Ameren Exhibit 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), p. 34)  Staff proposes only 

to remove the entire goodwill balance, while leaving other purchase accounting entries in place 

that are directly related to the Illinois Power Company acquisition.   (Id., p. 35; ICC Staff Ex. 

24.0, p. 24.)  The crux of the issue pertains to the proper means of excluding the purchase 

accounting on Illinois Power’s books.  (Tr. 907.)    

Contrary to Staff’s position, all effects of purchase accounting should be adjusted out of 

the capital structure, including eliminating the effects of amortizations created by virtue of fair 

market value purchase accounting entries made at the time Ameren acquired Illinois Power 

Company.  (Ameren Exs.  22.0 Rev., pp. 34-35.; 40.0 Rev, (Stafford Sur.), pp. 24-31.)  To state 

it simply, it is unfair to cherry-pick adjustments going one way and ignore off-setting 

adjustments going the other way, as Staff has done with regard to the purchase accounting effects 

on AIC’s capital structure. 

When Ameren Corporation acquired Illinois Power, financial accounting standards 

required that the Company “push-down” its investment to the newly acquired subsidiary’s books 

and re-examine the book value of assets and liabilities and reset those book values based upon 

the fair market value of the acquired assets, including the effect of the premium that Ameren 

Corporation paid, which was reflected as goodwill.  (See Tr. 908; 912-13; Order, Docket 04-
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0294, pp. 32-34.)  The resulting accounting entries are referred to generally as “push-down 

accounting” or “purchase accounting,”  one significant effect of which was to alter AmerenIP’s 

capital structure by changing the balance of common equity.  Hence, in Docket No. 04-0294, 

Staff recommended, and the Company and Commission agreed, that the effects of the purchase 

accounting should be reversed for ratemaking purposes.  Order, Docket 04-0294, pp. 32-33.  

This was necessary and appropriate because the Commission sets rates based upon a rate base 

that is valued at book.  (Tr. 908; Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., pp. 38-39.)  It would not be appropriate 

to change rates to reflect a change in the cost of service that occurred simply because Illinois 

Power had a new corporate owner.  Reversing all the push down adjustments means the push 

down accounting under GAAP has a neutral effect on the cost of service.  

Since Docket 04-0294, the Commission has followed through and consistently followed 

the principle of neutrality reflected in its approval conditions in Docket No. 04-0294. (Ameren 

Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 25).  Thereafter, the Commission approved capital structures in the last three 

Ameren Illinois rate cases that reflected reversal of all push down accounting adjustments.  (Id.; 

Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., p. 34.) 

Essentially, what Staff wants to do now is reverse just one of the push down adjustments 

and leave the others in place, meaning that push down accounting would not have a neutral effect 

on cost of service, as was intended, but in fact would serve to lower the cost of service.  There is 

no justification for this result.  The items that Staff wants to leave in place came about only 

because Ameren Corporation paid the premium that produced the goodwill.  Staff wants to 

exclude the goodwill, but leave the off-setting effects in place. 

Staff’s position in this proceeding is inconsistent with the Order in Docket 04-0294, 

sound ratemaking principles and without evidentiary support.  In this case, Staff appears to at 
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times accept the concept of reversing purchase accounting entries, but at other times disagrees 

that purchase accounting adjustments should be made.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 3, fn. 7; Tr. 917-

18; Ameren Cross Exs. 12, 13, 14, 17.)  Clearly, Ms. Phipps recognizes that multiple accounting 

entries are made as related to “purchase accounting” but also disagrees with reversing any entry 

other than the cumulative total of goodwill as recorded in Uniform System of Accounts 

(“USoA”) No. 114 (“Account 114”).  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 3-4; Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 28-

29; Ameren Cross Ex. 17.)  As pointed out by Mr. Stafford, there are accounting entries 

intertwined with the balance relied upon by Ms. Phipps as a result of purchase accounting.  

(Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev., p. 36-37; 40.0, p. 27.) 

Moreover, it is apparent that Ms. Phipps, who is not a certified public accountant, was not 

familiar with either the financial accounting standard referenced in Docket 04-0294 (Tr. 907, 

908-9), or the account entries filed by AmerenIP in compliance with the Final Order issued in 

that docket.  (Tr. 915.)  Additionally, Ms. Phipps essentially recommends accounting treatment 

at odds with the manner in which Ameren Illinois is directed to comply with its annual reporting 

requirements (Form 21 ILCC).  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., p. 36.)  

Staff also relies upon the direction in the Docket 04-0294 Final Order, indicating the 

impact of the purchase accounting should be collapsed into Account 114 for regulatory purposes.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, pp. 2-3; Order, Docket 04-0294, pp. 33-34.)  Account 114 contains the $411 

million goodwill balance that Ms. Phipps removes.  However, she does not “collapse” the other 

purchase accounting entries into that account balance, as Ameren Illinois does in its Form 21 

ILCC, or otherwise net them against goodwill.  Hence, Staff misses the point that Ameren 

Illinois is collapsing all adjustments into that account entry for regulatory purposes by netting all 

purchase accounting adjustments against that entry and reporting the same to the Commission 
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annually.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev., pp. 36-37.)  This is precisely how Ameren Illinois complies 

with the Final Order issued in Docket No. 04-0294.  The Company’s reduction of goodwill is a 

single collapsed adjustment made in lieu of adjusting other accounts in piecemeal fashion to fully 

reverse the purchase accounting entries.  This treatment is squarely consistent with what the 

Commission approved in Docket 04-0294 with regard to both ratemaking and Form 21 ILCC 

reporting.  Order, Docket 04-0294, pp. 32-34.   

Further, Mr. Stafford notes that subsequent to the Final Order in Docket 04-0294, FAS 

standards changed as of 2006 pertaining to how certain purchase account entries are made, and 

the recordation process for those entries had to be adjusted, specifically regarding Account 219.  

(Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 25.)  Therefore, it cannot be said that Ameren’s present accounting 

entries justify a departure from the Commission’s decision in Docket No. 04-0294.    

Staff simply does not justify why the Commission should asymmetrically reverse the 

goodwill entry, yet leave other purchase accounting entries in place for the purpose of 

developing a capital structure.  Proper treatment is accomplished by reversing all of the purchase 

accounting entries to accounts resulting from the AmerenIP acquisition as they impact test year 

accounts. (See Ameren Ex. 40.0 Rev., p. 26.)  The Company has done so for the past three rate 

cases by netting the purchase accounting amortized entries against the goodwill asset.  (See 

Ameren Exs. 22.0 Rev., p. 34; 40.0 Rev., p. 25.) 

The Commission should affirm its regulatory treatment of the purchase accounting 

related to the AmerenIP acquisition in this case and accept AIC’s proposed accounting thereof 

for the purpose of establishing AIC’s capital structure. 
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2. Cost of Short-Term Debt 

a. Short-Term Debt Interest Rate 

Staff’s adjustment to the 2012 cost of short term debt, as well a 2012 planned long term 

debt issuance, is premised upon the use of historically low interest rates present immediately 

preceding its direct testimony.  (Ameren Exs. 24.0, (Martin Reb.), p. 3-4; 42.0 (Martin Sur.), p. 

2-3.)  In contrast, Mr. Martin utilized Blue Chip Financial Forecasts dated December 1, 2010 to 

develop a forecast of interest rates applicable.  (Id.)  On behalf of Staff, Ms. Phipps opposes the 

Company’s position citing her belief that current interest rates are appropriate for use in 2012.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, pp. 4-5.)  In a future test year, it is appropriate for a utility to use recognized 

financial industry forecasts to test year interest rates as Mr. Martin did in this docket. (Ameren 

Ex. 42.0, p. 2-3.)  The Commission should therefore approve Mr. Martin’s proposal as set forth 

in his direct testimony. 

b. Credit Facility Commitment Fees 

 (i)  Positions of the Parties and Applicable Law. 

Ameren Illinois requires liquidity provided by short term debt in order to ensure a source 

of cash is available if needed to support operations.  (Tr., 893-94; See Ameren Ex. 4.0E Rev., 

4.0G Rev., pp. 11-12)  In order to establish the facilities and lines of credit with participating 

banks, Ameren Illinois is required to pay an upfront fee.  (See Id.; Ameren Ex. 24.0, pp. 4-7).  

For the purposes of ratemaking, the fee is expressed as a basis point equivalent value, and then 

blended within the overall cost of capital in proper proportion to the approved capital structure.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 7.0, p. 11).  The Company and Staff disagree on the amount of fees recoverable in 

rates.  No other parties have taken a position on the issue.  The disagreement stems from Staff 

witness Ms. Phipps’s proposal to adjust credit facility commitment fees based upon a 
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misapplication of Section 9-230 of the Act.  Staff recommends recovery only to the extent of 

fees equivalent to 25 basis points.  (Ameren Ex. 24.0, p. 6.)  The Company proposes recovery of 

the actual fees paid equal to 66.5 basis points.  (Id., p. 5.)  Further, Ms. Phipps has not adequately 

supported the reasonableness of the resulting fees she proposes to be recoverable in rates.  Staff’s 

adjustment should not be approved and, accordingly, a full 10 basis points should be added to 

overall weighted average cost of capital (Ameren Ex. 4.0E Rev., p. 11.) 

As a matter of constitutional law, utilities are entitled to ask for a fair return upon the 

value it employs in providing public service.  Bluefield Water Works & Improvement Co. v. 

Public Service Comm’n of West Virginia, 262 U.S. 679, 694 (1923).  Further, Illinois utilities 

are entitled as a matter of state law to fully recover the costs of providing distribution service.  

Commonwealth Edison Company vs. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 405 Ill.App.3d, 389, 394 (2nd 

Dist. 2010); 220 ILCS 5/16-108.  Staff’s adjustment is premised upon an errant application of 

Section 9-230 of the Act.  (Staff Exs. 7.0; 24.0, p. 17; Tr. 895.)  Section 9-230 is a relatively 

short statute, providing as follows: 

§ 9-230. Rate of return; financial involvement with nonutility or unregulated 
companies. In determining a reasonable rate of return upon investment for any 
public utility in any proceeding to establish rates or charges, the Commission 
shall not include any (i) incremental risk, (ii) increased cost of capital, or (iii) after 
May 31, 2003, revenue or expense attributed to telephone directory operations, 
which is the direct or indirect result of the public utility's affiliation with 
unregulated or nonutility companies.  

220 ILCS 5/9-230. 

The statue is clear; for the purpose of setting rates, the Commission should not allow any 

incremental risk or cost of capital to be passed onto customers to the extent such risk or cost is 

the result of affiliation with non-regulated or unregulated affiliate businesses.  
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The question for the Commission is therefore two-fold:  (1) In light of the evidence has 

AIC established a record to support its entitlement to a full recovery of credit facility fees; and (2) 

does a reasonable application of Section 9-230 warrant an adjustment in this case? 

As discussed below, the full weight of the evidence supports recovery of the actual costs 

incurred, and no Section 9-230 adjustment is warranted with regard to AIC’s short term credit 

facility.  

(ii) The record supports full recovery of fees proposed by AIC. 

The Company provided substantial evidence in support of the bank facility fees it paid 

and the allocable portion thereof that it requests recovery of in this proceeding.  AIC witness Mr. 

Martin testified that he developed a facility for AIC separate and distinct from the affiliate 

facilities developed for Union Electric Company d/b/a “Ameren Missouri” (“UE”) and AIC’s 

unregulated generation affiliates (referred to as “Genco”).  (Ameren Ex. 24.0, pp. 4-5.)  Mr. 

Martin provided proof of the three distinct facilities by attaching the three distinct Arrangers Fee 

Letters to his Rebuttal Testimony.  (Ameren Ex. 24.3.)  Mr. Martin also provided a copy of the 

invoice showing that each facility was billed as a separate itemized amount.  (Ameren Ex. 24.2.)    

Mr. Martin further testified that he developed a facility that included lower cost modest 

commitments as well as commitments from “larger, more stable lenders capable of making more 

meaningful commitments, ” and he provided a breakdown demonstrating the diversity of 

commitments made to the AIC by participating lenders and the associated fees.  (Ameren Exs. 

42.0, p. 10; 24.1.)  Additionally, Mr. Martin provided an exhibit showing comparable fees paid 

during 2010 by other utilities with similar credit ratings.  (Ameren Ex. 24.5.)  That exhibit 

included both Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company (“Peoples”) as well as Commonwealth 

Edison Company (“ComEd”).  These two Illinois utilities paid fees comparable to Ameren 
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Illinois.  Ameren Illinois paid a fee equivalent of 66.5 basis points, whereas ComEd paid 60.5 

and Peoples, together with its affiliates, paid an approximate range of 65-70 basis points.  

Additionally, it should be noted that the Company voluntarily reduced the fees for the portion of 

the total credit commitment available under the facility that could be called upon by Ameren 

Corp., AIC’s parent holding company.  (Ameren Ex. 4.0E Rev., p. 12.) 

(iii) No Section 9-230 adjustment is warranted. 

Staff misapplies Section 9-230 and proposes an unsustainable adjustment in three 

important ways.  First, Staff inappropriately suggests that the facilities be pooled into a 

hypothetical single facility and further assumes escalating fees as a result of a hypothesized 

single line of credit.  Second, Staff improperly includes in its combined analysis the fees 

associated with a regulated utility, Union Electric Company.  Affiliations with regulated utilities 

by definition cannot give rise to a Section 9-230 adjustment.  Finally, Staff failed to establish in 

the record any basis in fact or expert opinion that the Company could realistically obtain a 

reliable credit facility for the fee equivalent as low as 25 basis points.   

Staff argues that the Commission should consider all three Ameren facilities, including 

the facilities arranged for UE, Genco, and AIC, under one single progressive fee structure, and 

quotes from an Ameren response to a Staff data request response in support of this theory.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 13.)  However, Staff takes the explanation provided in Mr. Martin’s response 

entirely out of context, failing to note that Staff specifically requested a comparison of affiliate 

bank facilities.  Ms. Phipps attached the quoted data request responses and another related 

request to her testimony as Attachment 1 and 2 respectively.  Clearly, those requests asked Mr. 

Martin to provide a comparison of the three separate facilities.  It was in fact Ms. Phipps that 

requested the information be provided on a unified basis.  (Tr. 901-02.)   
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As established above, the facilities were separate and distinct from one other, and AIC 

has only requested recovery of the specific fees associated with the AIC facility according to the 

invoice received.  (Tr. 904.)  If anything is demonstrable by virtue of the analysis Mr. Martin 

provided in the responses contained in Attachment 1 and 2, it is that no preferential treatment 

was given or subsidy afforded to any AIC affiliate in the development of the three separate credit 

facilities.  Thus, the data request responses actually support a finding that there was no adverse 

impact on AIC’s costs that would be excluded from rates under Section 9-230.  

Staff did not offer any opinion or provide any market-based analysis in support of the 

availability of a facility of comparable composition and quality to AIC for the fee equivalent to 

the 25 basis points recommended by Ms. Phipps.  Mr. Martin testified that he could not line up 

key lenders for such a fee.  (Ameren Ex. 24.0, p. 6.)  He further stated “it would be impossible to 

procure a stable, reliable facility of the size required by AIC by offering all lenders a 

commitment fee of 25 basis points.” (Ameren Ex. 42.0, p. 10.)  Mr. Martin’s statements are left 

unrebutted by Staff in the record.  At hearing, Mr. Phipps admitted she had no opinion to offer as 

to the availability of an $800 min dollar facility to Ameren Illinois for 25 basis points, and 

further admitted that she did no market research to test the validity of such a fee.  (Tr. 900, 906.) 

 Both weight of the evidence and the law favor AIC’s position with regard to credit 

facility commitment fees, and, accordingly, AIC’s filed position should be approved.  

3. Cost of Long-Term Debt 

a. Forecast 2012 Short-Term Debt Interest Rate 

See Section IV.C.2a above.  The same argument concerning the use of forecasted vs. 

present interest rates controls the outcome of this contested issue. 
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b. AmerenIP October 2008 Debt Issuance 

In 2008, AmerenIP issued $400 million of debt with a coupon rate of 9.75%.  (ICC Staff 

Ex. 7.0, p. 12.)  In the last Ameren Illinois rate case, the Commission approved Staff adjustments 

to the cost of capital associated with this debt issuance.  (See id.; Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-

0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 143.)  In the present docket, Staff proposes a new adjustment to 

replace $50 million worth of the 9.75% debt issuance with debt having a hypothetical coupon 

rate equal to the overall weighted cost of capital.  (ICC Staff Ex. 7.0, pp. 12-13.)  On behalf of 

AIC, Mr. Martin testified that he cannot accept Ms. Phipps’ adjustment to AmerenIP’s debt 

issuance, citing unfairness and lack of empirical analysis or other support. (Ameren Ex. 24.0, p. 

7; Ameren Ex. 42.0 (Martin Sur.), p. 16.) 

Staff’s position as advanced in this case is simply not legally tenable.  The law could not 

be more clear:  AIC is entitled to recovery of its prudently incurred costs in providing service. 

Bluefield, 262 U.S. 679,  692 (1923) ; Business and Professional People for the Public Interest vs. 

Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 279 Ill.App.3d 824, 831-32 (1st App. Dist. 1996); 220 ILCS 5/16-

108; See also Order, Docket 84-0395, 1987 WL 1377200, p. 9.  In determining whether a 

management decision was imprudent, the Commission has held that hindsight review is 

impermissible and a finding of imprudence cannot be sustained by substituting one person’s 

judgment for that of another.  Order, Docket 84-0395, 1987 WL 1377200, p. 9.   

Mr. Martin had personal knowledge of the undertaking of the 2008 debt issuance, and 

testified that it was prudently undertaken based on “careful consideration of relevant and 

observable facts and circumstances during a period of near global financial catastrophe.”  

(Ameren Ex. 24.0, (Martin Reb.) p. 7)  Ms. Phipps claims that the debt was issued in an amount 

“more than it required”, but stated unequivocally at hearing that Staff was not alleging 
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imprudence. (Tr. 941-42.)  She also clarified her adjustment was not based upon any Section 9-

230 analysis. (Tr. 941.)  Specifically referring to the collapse of Lehman Brothers, Ms. Phipps 

even acknowledged the validity of Mr. Martin’s stated position that at the time of the issuance 

financial markets were distressed.  (Tr. 946-47.)   

Staff has simply failed to articulate any facts or expert analysis that would support its 

proposed adjustment pursuant to an applicable legal standard.  If Staff alleges no imprudence in 

the actions of management in this case or other legally sustainable basis for a disallowance, then 

Staff is simply substituting its judgment for that of the AIC’s management in hindsight fashion.  

A disallowance cannot be sustained upon such testimony.   

c. AmerenCILCO December 2008 Debt Issuance 

Staff proposes an adjustment to AIC’s 2008 debt issuance by AmerenCILCO bearing a 

coupon rate of 8.875%.  Staff believes that reducing the coupon rate is necessary in order to 

comply with Section 9-230 of the Act, alleging that AIC’s cost of capital is higher due to 

AmerenCILCO’s affiliation with Ameren Energy Resources Generating (“AERG”) in 2008.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 7.0, p. 13.)  A similar adjustment was proposed by Staff in Docket 09-0306 – 09-

0311 (cons.) and was ultimately approved by the Commission in that docket.  Order, Docket 09-

0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 150.  Staff proposes a similar adjustment in this 

proceeding, Ms. Phipps having revised her adjusted coupon rate higher to 6.76% from 6.24%.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 8.)   

No adjustment is warranted and AIC fundamentally disagrees with the methodology used 

to support it.  New facts have emerged since the last rate case, casting doubt on Staff’s 

methodology.  Staff’s analysis, even as revised in this case, is deficient, and the cost of the debt 

should be valued at its issued coupon rate of 8.875% (Ameren Ex. 42.0 (Martin Sur.), p. 3-5.)   
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Section 9-230 of the Act and the Issue before the Commission.  

Section 9-230 is quoted in full in Section IV.C.1.a herein.  The statute directs the 

Commission to exclude increased risk or increased cost of capital in determination of a rate of 

return.  Illinois Bell Telephone Co. v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 283 Ill.App.3d 188, 206-207 

(2nd Dist. 1996).  Where it is shown that affiliation with an unregulated business has no effect on 

a utility’s cost of capital, no adjustment is warranted.  See Central Illinois Public Service Co. v. 

Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 243 Ill.App.3d 421, pp. 443-444 (4th Dist. 1993).   

The weight of the record evidence resolves the matter firmly in the favor of AIC; AERG 

did not give rise to increased risk, or additional interest cost paid by AmerenCILCO, due to its 

then existing affiliation with AERG, or parent holding company, CILCORP. 

 In Docket 09-0306 (cons.), Staff proposed a disallowance based upon a methodology 

designed to replicate how credit ratings agencies would have perceived AmerenCILCO as a 

“stand alone” utility.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.), p. 148-150.  Ms. Phipps 

employs the same methodology in support of her adjustment in the present case.  (Tr. 920-22.)  

She continues to recommend a significant adjustment that lowers coupon rate by almost 220 

basis points.  (Ameren Ex. 42.0, (Martin Sur.) p. 3; ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, 8.)  She continues to 

believe such an adjustment is warranted by relying upon a hypothetical Moody’s analysis that 

would surmise had AmerenCILCO been a “stand alone” utility, it would have been the highest 

rated utility in the United States by Moody’s.  (Ameren Ex. 42.0, p. 9.) 

Facts not present in Docket No. 09-0306 (cons.) benefit the record in this proceeding.  

Specifically, the hypothetical conditions that Ms. Phipps attempted to model in support of a 

“stand-alone” analysis have come to fruition.  In 2010, AmerenCILCO divested itself of AERG 

after the Order was issued in Docket Nos. 09-0306 (cons.) and prior to the closing of the Ameren 
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Illinois Utilities merger creating AIC. (Tr. 933; Ameren Exs. 4.0E Rev. (Martin Dir.), p.14-15; 

24.6;42.0, p. 4.)  Further, Fitch Ratings issued a report downgrading AmerenCILCO’s credit 

rating on May 20, 2010, citing expressly the transfer of AERG from AmerenCILCO and the loss 

of the associated margins as rationale supporting the downgrade. (Ameren Ex. 24.6.)  Fitch is a 

credit ratings agency and, as Ms. Phipps agreed at hearing, it is recognized by the financial 

industry alongside S&P and Moody’s.  (Tr. 934.)   

The fact that Fitch would explicitly cite the divestiture of AERG as a reason supporting a 

downgrade would bode contrary to Ms. Phipps underlying premise, and the specific comment by 

Fitch regarding the “loss of electric gross margins” reveals the primary fault with Ms. Phipps’ 

analysis.  Fitch recognized that AERG contributed to AmerenCILCO’s credit quality rather than 

detracted from it, specifically by generating substantial cash flow.  (Ameren Ex. 42.0, p. 4-5.)  

Ms. Phipps’ failure to consider the import of significant cash flows generated by AERG 

erroneously led her to believe AmerenCILCO would have been substantially better situated as a 

“stand alone” utility from a credit ratings standpoint.  Her asymmetrical approach caused her to 

remove business risk without consideration of business return in her attempt to replicate credit 

rating analytics. (Id., p. 5-6; See Ameren Ex. 24.0, p. 10.)  Her own testimony provides 

illustration of the magnitude of the AERG cash flows in comparison to regulated operations.  (Id.; 

ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 12.)  

Ms. Phipps failure to include the cash and net income contributions of AERG in her 

analysis is exacerbated by her improper use of rating metrics and methodological guidance.  As 

explained by Mr. Martin, Ms. Phipps assigned a “strong” S&P business risk profile to 

AmerenCILCO.  (Ameren Ex. 24.0, p. 11)  However, a “strong” business risk profile does not 

lead automatically to a BBB+ issuer rating as Ms. Phipps’ analysis would tend to suggest  (Id.)  
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On average a utility would need to have a user profile of “excellent,” which is higher than 

“strong,” to receive a BBB+ issuer rating from S&P.  For her Moody’s analysis, which led to the 

development of her “Implied” Moody’s credit rating of A1, Ms. Phipps utilized a ratings 

guidance framework that did not even exist in 2008.  (Id., pp. 11-12.)  She appears to have 

applied credit metrics in 2008 using a 2009 ratings model mixed with a previously established 

2005 model.  (Id., p. 12.)  The resulting analysis offered by Ms. Phipps in direct testimony was 

staggering – she proposed disallowing over 263.5 basis points of interest costs, leading to a 

proposed revenue requirement reduction totaling almost $3 million.  (Id., p. 13.)   

While Ms. Phipps ultimately did revise her adjustment upward by approximately 50 basis 

points in response to the criticism made by Mr. Martin, Staff continues to rely upon the same 

hypothetical Moody’s “stand alone” analysis to support a substantial disallowance against the 

Company of almost 220 basis points.  (Tr. 920; Ameren Ex. 42.0, p. 3.)  Ms. Phipps dismisses 

the Fitch report, reasoning that since many factors contributed to the Fitch downgrade, a citation 

to the transfer of AERG does not warrant reconsideration of her analysis.  (ICC Staff Ex. 7.0, p. 

15.)    

However, a plain reading of the Fitch report contained in Ameren Ex. 24.6 reveals that 

the AERG transfer was a significant consideration, if not a primary driver, of the agency’s 

ratings downgrade.  Moreover, the fact that Ms. Phipps would note that many factors contribute 

to the overall credit picture belies the foundation of the analysis she employs in support of her 

adjustment.   

Ms. Phipps took Moody’s comments concerning the business risk imposed upon 

AmerenCILCO by AERG out of the context of a broader ratings report in developing her 

analysis.  (Ameren Cross Ex. 16.)  Ms. Phipps agrees that a rating agency would look at many 
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factors when it develops ratings.  (Tr. 930, 940-41.)  However, her own “stand-alone” analysis 

focuses on one predominant factor: relative business risk associated with AmerenCILCO’s 

affiliation with AERG.  (ICC Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 13-15; Tr. 924-33; Ameren Cross Exs. 15 (AIC-

Staff 15.23), 16.)  Specifically, while acknowledging the existence of several “ratings drivers,” 

she focuses on several comments appearing in a Moody’s ratings report from 2009, under the 

heading “detailed ratings considerations,” and more specifically, under the sub-heading entitled 

“Environmental Capital Expenditures at AERG.”  (Tr. 931 (Ameren Cross Exs. 15, 16.)  The 

purpose of this section of the report was to highlight specific risks associated with the merchant 

business, not to make any statement regarding whether the merchant business improved or 

weakened AmerenCILCO’s overall creditworthiness.   

AIC does not dispute that Moody’s did comment on the relative business risk of the 

AERG merchant generating units in its report.  However, those considerations were clearly made 

within the context of environmental capital expenditures, as the heading suggests.  Many other 

factors were presented in the report including the legislative activity associated with the Illinois 

electric rate freeze and limited financial flexibility due the expiration of a revolving credit 

facility, as well as more detailed considerations.  (Tr. 929-30; Ameren Cross Ex. 16.)  Further, 

Ms. Phipps acknowledges that while Moody’s did make recommendations in a section of its 

report entitled “What Could Change the Ratings Up,” the particular section makes no mention of 

the divestiture or transfer of AERG.  (Tr. 932-33.)  It would seem that if Ms. Phipps logic were 

valid, and a “stand alone” AmerenCILCO unaffiliated with AERG would have been the highest 

rated utility in the United States by Moody’s, the ratings agency would have made at least 

passing mention of the possible transfer, divestiture, sale or other similar action in its section 

entitled “What Could Change the Ratings Up.”   
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Ms. Phipps did what she held out to oppose, taking in isolation one consideration from 

the context of broader considerations in a ratings agency report.  As detailed above, the most 

glaring consideration that Ms. Phipps did not include in her analysis are the cash and income 

contributions of AERG – contributions that were considered by ratings agencies evaluating credit 

worthiness of AmerenCILCO.  (See Tr. 940-41.)   

In rebuttal, Ms. Phipps asserts that she did not rely solely upon the affiliation with AERG 

as the basis for her adjustment, but also the debt associated with AmerenCILCO’s parent holding 

company CILCORP.  (Staff Ex. 24.0, p. 11.)  However, her own table demonstrates that for the 

years 2007 and 2008, the “Net Income” from AERG greatly exceeded CILCORP’s “Interest 

Expense.”  Even net of CILCORP interest expense, AERG net income exceeded what her tables 

identifies as “Illinois Regulated Income.”  Ms. Phipps’s table does contain AERG net income 

amounts for 2005 and 2006 that are less than the CILCORP debt expense for the same respective 

period.  However, Ms. Phipps also agreed that both of those years were prior to the lifting of the 

Illinois rate freeze, and she further acknowledged that Moody’s and other credit ratings agencies 

would have been aware of that fact.  (Tr. 937-38.)  AIC does not dispute that a credit ratings 

agency would look favorably upon reduced debt of a utility or its holding company, but it is 

equally clear a credit ratings agency would also give consideration to the cash contributions of 

business lines.  With regard to AmerenCILCO’s 2008 debt issuance, AERG earnings greatly 

exceeded debt expense in the relevant period immediately preceding issuance.  It is asymmetrical 

to consider debt without associated revenue.  While Ms. Phipps appears to argue that CILCORP 

debt is some separate factor she considered in addition to AERG income and cash flows, the 

asymmetrical analysis remains; Ms. Phipps considered non-regulated risk and debt, while at the 

same time ignoring the offsetting impact of non-regulated earnings and cash flows.   
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It is simply illogical and unfair to assume that had AmerenCILCO not been affiliated 

with AERG and CILCORP it would have been the highest rated utility in the United States, 

affording it the ability to obtain debt at a rate approximately 220 basis points below what was 

actually paid.  The record cannot support such an analysis, nor can it sustain the resulting 

adjustment.  The Commission should establish a cost of long term debt for AIC at a weighted 

average cost inclusive of AmerenCILCO’s 2008 debt issuance at its issued coupon rate of 

8.875%. 

4. Cost of Common Equity  

a. Overview of Recommended Returns 

The issue with the greatest revenue impact in this case – by far – is return on equity 

(“ROE”).  It is not surprising that this is so.  ROE is the revenue that is available to shareholders 

after all other costs incurred to provide service to customers are met.  (Tr. 464.)  It is also not 

surprising that it is a highly contested issue because ROE is not as easily measured as, say, labor 

expense or investment in distribution plant.  The determination of ROE – even where experts are 

using comparable models – requires the use of judgment both as to the inputs and as to what the 

results mean.  (Ameren Ex. 3.0E (Hevert Dir.), p. 21.) 

That said, there is no justification for the low-balling recommendations of Staff and other 

parties in this case.  As noted at the outset of this Initial Brief, the ROE recommendations of the 

other parties are nothing less than an effort to subsidize utility service at the expense of 

shareholders by understating the cost of equity.  This is not a sustainable regulatory strategy, 

especially where prior legislative and regulatory actions have already weakened AIC’s financial 

strength. 
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AIC will not attempt to address every disagreement regarding ROE in this Initial Brief.  

There are a few core disputes that overshadow and overwhelm all others.  AIC does not wish to 

distract attention from those disputes by drowning them in the customarily lengthy and turgid 

discussion of ROE.  These core disputes go directly to the Commission’s credibility and 

effectiveness as a regulatory body. 

The three most significant differences among the parties’ means of arriving at ROE 

recommendations are: the third stage – or “steady state” or “terminal” – growth rate used in the 

Multi-Stage Discounted Cash Flow (“DCF”) analysis; the use of spot prices at one moment in 

time (instead of more sensible averages); and the punitive ROE deduction proposed by Staff 

because AIC uses the uncollectibles expense rider authorized by the General Assembly.  Were 

the Commission to follow the decisions it has made recently involving other utilities, none of 

these would be an issue.  Only the possibility of an arbitrary departure from the Commission’s 

recent practice keeps these issues alive. 

AIC’s credit ratings, as noted at the outset of this Initial Brief, sit a single notch above 

sub-investment grade – or “junk” – status, as Staff readily acknowledges.  (Tr. 475.)  The Staff 

and Interveners appear determined to keep AIC right where it is – a single, significant adverse 

event away from limiting or losing access to the funds its requires to operate.  In effect, these 

parties are urging the Commission to play chicken with the ratings agencies and capital markets, 

keeping AIC on the precipice of a “junk bond” credit rating. 

This sort of daredevil, tightrope-walking regulation is not sound policy.  No one can win 

this game.  If the Staff and Interveners convince the Commission to hold AIC just above junk 

status by understating ROE, it is just a question of when we all lose, not if. 
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The evidence shows that AIC requires an ROE of no less than 10.75% for electric 

operations and 10.5% for gas operations,7 Staff, however, contends that AIC should operate with 

historically low ROEs, just 9.72% for electric operations and 8.9% for gas operations, lower than 

nearly all authorized ROEs nationwide during the last three years.  Staff can arrive at its 

recommendations only through a disregard for what the Commission has been doing in other 

cases.  Simply treating AIC comparably to other companies on the third stage growth rate would 

increase Staff’s recommendations by over 50 basis points, or roughly half the difference between 

the Staff and AIC recommendations.  Treating AIC fairly (i.e., comparably with Commonwealth 

Edison Company) regarding the uncollectibles rider would increase ROE another 16.25 basis 

points.  Using sensible average data instead of prices at the closing bell on the randomly selected 

date of June 3, 2011 would also increase ROE. 

The Commission must avoid the appearance of arbitrariness and randomness in its orders.  

If the Commission overlooks or contradicts in one case what it has said and done in another, the 

Commission will appear arbitrary instead of reliable, and ROE results will appear random 

instead of reasoned.  As evidenced by statements made by the rating agencies, acceptance of the 

Staff’s recommendations has made the Commission look unpredictable and unreliable, to the 

detriment of the Commission, the utilities that it regulates and the customers those utilities serve.  

No one wins that game either. 

AIC deserves fair treatment.  The Commission cannot have one means of determining 

ROE for one company and a different set of rules for another.  The Commission should develop 

ROEs in a coherent, consistent manner.  The Commission should adopt AIC’s requested ROEs 

                                                 

7  These are the low ends of the ranges developed by Mr. Robert Hevert, AIC’s ROE witness.  (Ameren Ex.  
41.0, p. 3.) 
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that are supported by its expert, Mr. Robert Hevert.  At the very least, the Commission should 

adjust the Staff’s recommendations to reflect a proper third stage growth rate, the use of sensible 

averages for data inputs and the rejection of Staff’s arbitrary and unjustified deduction for the 

uncollectibles rider. 

b. DCF Model Estimates 

Based on the Commission’s decision in Docket Nos. 09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons.), Mr. 

Hevert relied on the Multi-Stage DCF model and the CAPM as his primary analytical 

approaches.8  He also considered an alternative Risk Premium approach as a corroborating 

methodology.  Mr. Hevert’s CAPM and Risk Premium approaches are discussed later in this 

section of the Initial Brief. 

DCF models are widely used in regulatory proceedings and have sound theoretical bases, 

although neither the DCF model nor any other model can be applied without considerable 

judgment in the selection of data and the interpretation of results.  In its simplest form, the DCF 

model expresses the cost of equity as the sum of the expected dividend yield and long-term 

growth rate.  (Ameren Ex. 3.0E (Hevert Dir.), p. 28.) 

The multi-stage DCF model sets the subject company’s stock price equal to the present 

value of future cash flows received over three “stages”.  In the first two stages, “cash flows” are 

defined as projected dividends.  In the third stage, “cash flows” equal both dividends and the 

expected price at which the stock will be sold at the end of the period (i.e., the “terminal price”).  

                                                 

8  In Docket 09-0306(cons.), the Commission noted that while it has historically relied on the Constant 
Growth DCF model, the Commission relied on Staff’s non-constant DCF analysis, using an estimate of U.S. GDP 
growth as the long-term growth rate.  In addition, the Commission relied on the Staff’s CAPM model that used a 
forward-looking estimate of the market risk premium based on a DCF analysis of the S&P 500.  See Order, Docket 
09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons.) (April 29, 2010), pp. 214, 219. 
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In each of the three stages, the dividend is the product of the projected earnings per share and the 

expected dividend payout ratio.  (Id., pp. 28-29.)  

Before addressing the flaws in Staff’s DCF approach. AIC notes that IIEC and AG/CUB 

proposed deeply flawed DCF analyses.  IIEC witness Gorman submitted a constant growth DCF 

analysis that was of no relevance.  (Ameren Ex. 23.0 Rev. (Hevert Reb.), pp. 66-75.)  He also 

submitted a multi-stage DCF model that used inappropriate values for the terminal stage growth 

rate, dividend payout ratios and stock price.  (Id., pp. 75-81.)  AG/CUB witness Thomas 

proposes inappropriate and misguided adjustments to Mr. Hevert’s multi-stage DCF.  (Id., pp. 

90-102.) 

(i) Proxy Groups 

The cost of equity for a given enterprise depends on the risks attendant to the business in 

which the company is engaged.  (Ameren Ex. 3.0E (Hevert Dir.), p. 19.)  According to financial 

theory, the value of a given company is equal to the aggregate market value of its constituent 

business units.  The value of the individual business units reflects the risks and opportunities 

inherent in the business sectors in which those units operate.  In this proceeding, we are focused 

on estimating the cost of equity for the electric utility operations and the natural gas operations of 

AIC, a rate-regulated, wholly-owned subsidiary of Ameren Corporation.  Since the cost of equity 

is a market-based concept, and given the fact that AIC is not publicly traded, it is necessary to 

establish a group of companies that are both publicly traded and comparable to AIC in certain 

fundamental business and financial respects to serve as their “proxy” for purposes of the ROE 

estimation process.  (Id., pp. 19-20.) 

Mr. Hevert engaged in a rigorous screening process that produced an electric proxy group 

of 11 companies and a natural gas utility proxy group of eight companies.  (Id., pp. 24-25; 
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Ameren Ex. 3.2G.)  Ms. Freetly developed an electric proxy group of 16 companies and a natural 

gas proxy group of eight companies (ICC Staff Ex. 8.0, p. 3.)  While AIC demonstrated that Ms. 

Freetly’s electric proxy group contains companies that should not have been included, this does 

not significantly affect the outcome of her analysis relative to the three issues AIC is focusing on 

in this Initial Brief.  Accordingly, AIC will not fully brief this issue. 

There was no issue with respect to the make-up of the gas proxy group. 

(ii) Spot Prices versus Average Prices 

Mr. Hevert relied on average stock prices over 30, 90, and 180 trading days.  (Ameren Ex. 

3.0E, p. 34.)  He explained that this approach balances the need to reflect current information 

with the need to consider the volatility that may occur in stock prices on any given day.  

(Ameren Ex. 41.0 (Hevert Sur.), p. 29.) 

Ms. Freetly did the opposite – she used a single stock price in her model – the closing 

price on June 3, 2011, which she admitted is a price at a “one moment in time”.  (Tr. 484.)  She 

asserts that the most recent stock price reflects the market’s current perspective on a particular 

company given all the information that is known by investors on that particular date.  (ICC Staff 

Ex. 8.0, p. 10.)  

The most significant flaw in Ms. Freetly’s approach is that it fails to account for aberrant 

behavior in stock prices, which tend to fluctuate from day-to-day based on changes not only in 

investors’ assessments of fundamental factors such as earnings growth rates and projected 

interest rates, but also due to anomalous events that may affect stock prices on any given trading 

day.  (Ameren Ex. 23.0 Rev. (Hevert Reb.), p. 38.)  For example, on May 6, 2010, the market 

sustained what has come to be known as the “flash crash”, in which stock prices moved 

significantly during the course of the trading day without any specific information that would 
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support such erratic movement.  (Id.)  While that is an extreme example, there is little question 

that events and information affect securities prices every day; at times, those effects can be due 

to unusual, extraneous factors.  (Id.) 

Mr. Hevert demonstrated at length and in detail that the use of spot prices on a particular 

day may cause the DCF results to be susceptible to volatile market movements that may not 

reflect the general market trends, whereas average prices are more insulated from aberrant or 

anomalous events.  (Id., pp. 37-39.) 

Notably, in its Order in Docket No. 10-0467, the Commission noted that it had “recently 

rejected use of such a pure ‘spot date’ approach in its North Shore decision…and notes the 

problems that can result from using such data.”  The Commission went on to note that the Staff 

witness “improperly employ[ed] a ‘spot date’ approach”.  That position is consistent with the 

Commission’s Order in Docket No. 07-0241, which stated that: 

Staff is also concerned about the use of historical data in calculating forward-
looking ROEs, since all historical data is outdated and may reflect conditions that 
will not continue in the future. Yet the problems cited by Staff are compounded 
by short-term vagaries of the market…that can affect stock prices and yields on 
any given trading day, which Staff proposes as a starting point on its DCF 
analysis. The use of price and yield averages, as the utilities propose, will tend to 
smooth out any exogenous short term price and yield inefficiencies that can occur 
on a single trading day. Thus, Staff‘s single data point for use in its DCF is 
unsatisfactory for the intended purpose in these dockets.9   

Moreover, there is nothing in the record to indicate that there was anything special about 

June 3, 2011.  It was just a date roughly one month before Staff’s testimony was due.  Staff did 

not make any effort to explain why this was a particularly representative date (or, more 

accurately, moment). 

                                                 

9  Order, Docket 07-0241 – 07-0242 (cons.) (Feb. 5, 2008), p. 92 (clarification added). 
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Accordingly, Staff’s approach fails to address volatility or randomness, Staff has not 

justified the use of this particular date, and the Commission is skeptical of spot prices. 

Consequently, there is nothing to justify Staff’s approach and it should be rejected in favor of Mr. 

Hevert’s averaging approach. 

(iii) Growth Rates 

As noted at the outset, the single most significant way in which Staff and the other parties 

have skewed their ROE recommendations downward is with respect to the third stage or “steady 

state” or “terminal” growth rate.  This bias in their analyses is particularly inappropriate given 

the Commission’s unequivocal rejection of a comparable approach to calculating the steady state 

growth rate in its May 24, 2011 Order in the ComEd rate case, issued over a month before the 

Staff and Interveners submitted their direct testimony in this case.  The Commission could not 

have been clearer in its statement – long-term growth rates that reflect GDP growth materially 

below historical GDP growth rates are nonsensical.  They are no less nonsensical in this 

proceeding. 

The third stage in a multi-stage DCF analysis begins after the 10th year and continues in 

perpetuity.  There are two components to this steady state growth rate: real (i.e., not reflecting 

inflation) GDP growth and inflation.  (Tr. 481-82.)  It is with respect to the real GDP growth rate 

that most of the difference between AIC and the other parties lies. 

Mr. Hevert calculated a long-term growth rate of 5.66 percent based on the real GDP 

growth rate of 3.27 percent from 1929 through 2009, and an inflation rate of 2.31 percent, 

revised to 5.64 percent [((1+3.26%)*(1+2.31%))-1].  (Ameren Exs. 23.0 Rev., p. 28; 41.0, p. 3.)  

Thus, in determining the future real GDP growth rate, Mr. Hevert used a historical value – the 

GDP growth rate experienced by the United States over an 80 year period.  There is no better 
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indicator of GDP growth beginning in Year 11 and beyond than the “actual historical growth” – 

to use the Commission’s own words – that the country has experienced over a meaningful period 

of time. 

This is exactly what the Commission said just a few months ago in the ComEd rate case. 

The Commission’s Order in Docket No. 10-0467 states: 

The Commission finds problems with how [the Staff witness’s] GDP growth rate 
forecast is calculated because it is based on assumptions that are inconsistent with 
actual historical growth for the U.S. economy.  For example, Mr. McNally’s 2.4% 
inflation rate compares to historical GDP inflation rates that have averaged 3.5% 
and his real GDP growth rate of 2.5% is much lower than the actual historical 
growth rate of 3.4%.  It is reasonable to believe that future real growth and 
inflation will both be 3% and therefore a 6% growth rate is a more reasonable 
proxy for investor’s long-term expectations.  

Order, Docket 10-0467 (May 24, 2011), p. 153 (clarification added). 

One month after the ComEd Order was issued, the Staff filed its testimony in this 

proceeding, relying on the very same sources, for essentially the same future period, that the 

Commission rejected in the ComEd case in response to essentially the same historical growth 

rate.  Ms. Freetly admitted that she did not take the ComEd order into account, and her only 

rebut of it was confined to a footnote.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 25.0R, p. 6.)  The point, however, is that 

the Commission rejected the sources she uses in favor of an historical growth rate, and when 

AIC proposed virtually the same historical growth rate to apply to the virtually the same future 

period, Ms. Freetly simply offered once again what the Staff unsuccessfully presented in the 

ComEd case.  She admitted that the Commission’s rejection of the Staff’s position in the ComEd 

case did not cause her to alter her analysis “in any respect”.  (Tr. 486.)  

This is not an instance of utilities being in different circumstances.  This is an instance 

involving general data applicable to the U.S. economy as a whole.  This is an instance in which: 
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1)  ComEd presented a 3.4% real GDP growth rate based on historical data to apply to a terminal 

stage beginning in 2020; 2)  AIC has presented a 3.3% real GDP growth based on historical data 

to apply to a terminal stage beginning in 2021; and 3) the Staff is arbitrarily recommending that 

AIC receive materially different treatment, without any explanation, much less justification.  

There is utterly no reasonable basis for such disparate treatment and the growth rates of Staff and 

the other parties should be rejected in favor of Mr. Hevert’s terminal stage GDP growth rate. 

 Mr. Hevert’s third stage rate of inflation of 2.31 percent is based on the average of the 

long-term projected growth rate in the Consumer Price Index (CPI), as reported by Blue Chip 

Financial Forecast and the compound annual CPI growth rate projected by the Energy 

Information Administration (EIA) in the 2010 Annual Energy Outlook.  Ms. Freetly’s projected 

inflation rate is higher, but the real problem is her overall nominal growth rate.  Ms. Freetly’s 

estimate of long-term nominal GDP growth of 4.80 percent is 120 basis points lower than the 

Commission’s May, 2011 Order in the ComEd case, as the table below shows.  

Ms. Freetly estimated a long-term inflation rate of 2.50 percent.  (ICC Staff Ex. 8.0, p. 8.) 

In addition, Ms. Freetly noted that both EIA and Global Insights estimate that real GDP will 

average 2.60 percent over the long-term.  (Id., pp. 7-8.)  Combining the projected real GDP 

growth rate of 2.60 percent and the expected inflation rate of 2.50 percent produces a 5.20 

percent projected nominal GDP growth rate.  (Id., p. 9.)  Ms. Freetly also considered the average 

nominal GDP growth rate forecasts by EIA and Global Insight of 4.50 percent and 4.40 percent, 

respectively.  In establishing her estimate of 4.80 percent, Ms. Freetly averaged (1) the estimated 

nominal GDP growth rate of 5.20 percent and (2) the average of the EIA and Global Insights 

forecasts of economic growth of 4.50 percent and 4.40 percent.  
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Long Term Growth Estimates – Real GDP and Inflation 

 Commission Order, 
Docket No. 10-
0467 

Freetly Assumption 
 
 

Hevert Rebuttal 
Testimony 
 

Real GDP 
Growth Rate of 
Inflation 

3.00% 
3.00% 

2.60% 
2.50% 

3.27% 
2.31% 

Nominal GDP 
Growth 6.00% 4.80% 5.64% 

Changing the long-term growth rate in the terminal stage from 4.80 percent to 6.00 

percent, using Ms. Freetly’s electric and natural gas proxy groups, and holding all else constant 

would cause Ms. Freetly’s Multi-Stage DCF results to increase from 9.55 percent to 10.47 

percent for electric operations, and from 8.63 percent to 9.59 percent for natural gas operations.  

(Ameren Ex. 23.0, p. 33.) 

There is another basis for finding Mr. Hevert’s nominal GDP growth rate to be 

reasonable.  The June 2011 edition of the Blue Chip Financial Forecast, which represents a 

consensus forecast of approximately 50 economists, projects the 30-year Treasury yield to 

average 5.70 percent for the period 2018-2022.  (Id., p. 97.)  It is important to note that none of 

the other sources cited by Ms. Freetly (i.e., EIA’s Annual Energy Outlook, Global Insights 1st 

Quarter 2011 projections, or the Survey of Professional Forecasters) provides such projections.  

(Id.) 

If Ms. Freetly is correct that the 30-year Treasury yield is a proxy for expected long-term 

nominal GDP growth, the Blue Chip Financial Forecast projection of 5.70 percent is six basis 

points greater than Mr. Hevert’s 5.64 percent projection.  (Id.)  In sharp contrast, the Blue Chip 

projection is 90 basis points above Ms. Freetly’s 4.80 percent long-term growth estimate.  
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Consequently, Ms. Freetly’s position that long-term Treasury yields are a proxy for expected 

macroeconomic growth fully supports Mr. Hevert’s 5.64 percent estimate.  (Id.) 

The Commission should adopt Mr. Hevert’s DCF analysis, especially the third stage 

growth rate. 

c. CAPM Model Estimates 

Mr. Hevert and Ms. Freetly agree on the general construct of the CAPM whereby a risk 

premium is added to a risk-free rate to determine the required rate of return.  The risk premium is 

calculated by multiplying the proxy group’s average Beta coefficient by the overall market risk 

premium.  They also agree on the use of a prospective or ex-ante market risk premium, rather 

than a historical or ex-post risk premium.   

The major areas of disagreement between AIC and the Staff regarding application of the 

CAPM are: (1) the use of a “spot” risk-free rate; (2) the appropriate Beta coefficient; and (3) the 

calculation of the expected return on the overall market, which is used to determine the ex-ante 

market risk premium. 

As noted above, in prior orders the Commission has rejected the use of spot prices.  In the 

recent ComEd rate case, Docket No. 10-0467, the Commission expressly rejected Staff witness 

McNally’s use of “spot” risk-free rates.  Order, Docket 10-0467, p.152.  The Commission found 

that the use of a “spot” risk-free rate was unfair to the utility and lower than the risk-free rate 

investors demanded throughout the entire year (2010) at issue.  Id., pp. 126, 153. 

Ms. Freetly’s  decision to use a “spot” risk-free rate as of June 3, 2011 is inappropriate 

for the same reason as using “spot” stock prices to calculate the stock price component of her 

Multi-Stage DCF analysis.  Here again, the use of a “spot” risk-free rate fails to smooth out the 

effects of daily trading behavior and market anomalies.  The yield on 30-year U.S. Treasury 
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securities ranged from 4.15 percent to 4.76 percent between January 1, 2011 and June 30, 2011.  

By using a “spot” interest rate, the CAPM result during the first six months of 2011 would vary 

substantially depending on the specific day the analysis was performed. 

The use of long-term, historical Beta coefficients, such as the ones relied upon by Ms. 

Freetly is unreasonable.  Value Line and Zack’s both calculate Beta coefficients based on five 

years of data, which includes the period of the credit crisis and financial market dislocation.  

During the credit crisis, the relationship between the broader market, as measured by the S&P 

500, and utility stock returns was significantly different than during the period prior to the 

market dislocation.  (See Ameren Exs. 3.0E, p. 40; 3.0G, p. 42.)  By relying on a five-year period, 

Value Line and Zack’s Beta coefficients underestimate the “systematic” risk that investors are 

compensated for in the CAPM analyses. 

In short, Ms. Freetly’s approach yields the lowest Beta coefficients.  The effect on the 

CAPM results of Staff’s approach would be substantial.  Assuming Ms. Freetly’s 8.41 percent 

market risk premium, the difference in Beta coefficients (electric) calculated using weekly 

returns with the S&P 500 Index (.81) and monthly returns with the NYSE index (.70) results in a 

difference in CAPM estimates of approximately 93 basis points ((.81 - .70) x .0841 = .00925). 

While Mr. Hevert and Ms. Freetly agree that it is important to use forward-looking 

market risk premia rather than historical risk premia, and that the DCF model is a reasonable 

means of calculating the expected market return, in the CAPM, they disagree as to the 

appropriate methodology to estimate the expected return for the overall market, which is used to 

derive the market risk premium.  Specifically, Ms. Freetly begins with the companies in the S&P 

500 and excludes those companies that do not pay dividends.  (See ICC Staff Ex. 8.0, pp. 18-19.)  
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While the calculation of the market risk premium that Mr. Hevert relies on is similar to Ms. 

Freetly’s, he includes companies that do not pay dividends. 

Ms. Freetly states that the “inclusion of non-dividend paying companies in a constant 

growth DCF analysis exasperates (sic) the upward bias resulting from the unsustainable growth 

rates used to estimate the market return.”  (Id., p. 40.)  The purpose of that analysis, however, is 

to estimate the expected return for the overall market.  As such, it is appropriate to include as 

many companies as possible for which growth rate estimates are available, whether or not the 

company pays dividends.  By doing so, it is possible to gauge equity investors’ return 

expectations for the entire universe of large capitalization companies. Moreover, the Constant 

Growth DCF model (relied upon by Ms. Freetly in her calculation of the Market Risk Premium) 

assumes constant payout and Price/Earnings ratios in perpetuity.  Consequently, the return to 

investors comes in the form of dividends and/or price appreciation.  In that regard, it makes no 

difference whether or not a given company pays dividends.  

As shown in Schedule 8.07 to Ms. Freetly’s direct testimony, her estimated market return 

is 12.67 percent, which is only 10 basis points different than Mr. Hevert’s updated 12.77 percent 

estimate (see Ameren Ex. 23.4.). 

Mr. Hevert also calculated the market risk premium using all 1,560 companies in the 

Value Line universe (which Ms. Freetly relies upon in several aspects of her analyses, such as 

Beta coefficients, payout ratios, and the yield on A rated utility debt) for which total return 

estimates are available.  As shown in Ameren Exhibit 23.12, the market risk premium for the 

Value Line universe of companies ranges from 9.49 percent (simple average) to 10.51 percent 

(market-capitalization weighted average).  Based on the results of that analysis, their respective 

8.41 percent and 8.53 percent estimates are reasonable, if not conservative. 
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In his CAPM analysis, IIEC witness Gorman employs an inappropriate Market Risk 

Premium and improperly relies on Value Line as his sole source of beta coefficients.  (Ameren 

Ex. 23.0 Rev., pp. 82-84.) 

AG/CUB witness Thomas also proposes a number of inappropriate adjustments to Mr. 

Hevert’s CAPM study.  (Id., pp. 102-05.) 

For all these reasons, the Commission should adopt Mr. Hevert’s CAPM analysis. 

d. Other ROE Estimates 

Mr. Hevert performed additional modeling – the Bond Yield Plus Risk Premium 

approach - to confirm his ROE results.  He explained that, in general terms, this  approach is 

based on the fundamental principle that equity investors bear the residual risk associated with 

ownership and therefore require a premium over the return they would have earned as a 

bondholder.  (Ameren Ex. 3.0E, p. 43.)  That is, since returns to equity holders are more risky 

than returns to bondholders, equity investors must be compensated for bearing that risk.  (Id.)  

Risk premium approaches, therefore, estimate the cost of equity as the sum of the equity risk 

premium and the yield on a particular class of bonds.  Since the equity risk premium is not 

directly observable, it typically is estimated using a variety of approaches.  (Id.)  One alternative 

approach is to use actual authorized returns for electric utilities as the measure of the cost of 

equity to determine the Equity Risk Premium.  (Id.) 

Mr. Hevert examined data regarding allowed ROEs that as derived from 483 electric 

utility rate cases from 1992 through December 31, 2010.  (Id., p. 44.)  His analysis showed that, 

based on the 30-day average of the 30-year Treasury bond yield and the near and long term 

projections of the 30-year Treasury bond yields, the range of ROE results is from 10.56 percent 
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to 10.99 percent, not including the effect of the Company’s specific risk factors.  (Id., pp. 44-45; 

Ameren Ex. 3.5.)  This fully confirms the results of his DCF and CAPM analyses.  

e. Proposed Adjustments to Cost of Equity 

(i) Uncollectibles Rider Adjustment 

AIC employs a rider to smooth out recovery of its uncollectibles expense.  (Ameren Ex. 

21.0 2nd Rev. (Nelson Reb.), p. 5.)  The rider assures that the Company recovers no more or less 

than its actual costs.  Staff contends that the presence of the rider reduces regulatory risk by 

reducing the likelihood that the Company will earn less than its approved return, and proposes 

that the Company’s ROE be reduced by 16.25 basis points to reflect the effect of the rider on 

investor expectations.  Staff purports to “calculate” this risk by predicting the effect of the rider 

on the Company’s rating from Moody’s.  (Id.) 

Staff’s proposed adjustment is unreasonable and inappropriate.  There is no empirical 

basis for the Staff’s assertion that the rider reduces risk.  Moreover, even if the rider does reduce 

risk, Staff’s adjustment is not properly calculated.  And Staff’s proposed deduction would be far 

out of line with the treatment that other Illinois utilities have received.  It would be 50% larger 

than the next largest adjustment.  (Id.)  Accordingly, Staff’s adjustment should be rejected. 

The rider does not reduce risk relative to other utilities.  Staff itself argued in AIC’s last 

rate proceeding that, historically, AIC under-recovered its uncollectibles expenses through base 

rates.  (Id.)  This was so because, until the last two years, the level included in the test year by 

the Commission was significantly below AIC’s actual experience.  The reasons for the under-

recoveries varied, and included sharp commodity price changes and the impacts of a slumping 

economy, and are not relevant to this issue.  What does matter is that, generally, where an 
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expense is increasing (as uncollectibles expenses have), the use of historical average data will 

understate the amount of expense to be incurred in the future.  (Id., pp. 5-6.)   

When a utility under-recovers its costs, it follows that, all other things being equal, the 

utility will not earn its authorized rate of return.  (Id., p. 6.)  The under-recovered expenses will 

reduce earnings to shareholders, dollar for dollar.  In addition, under recovery puts pressure on 

future O&M and capital expenditures (since a company cannot continue to spend more than it 

recovers) and it tends to increase the cost of future financings (since the market views such 

situations as increasing risk to investors).  (Id.) 

To address the difficulty of predicting uncollectibles expenses and accurately reflecting 

them in rates, the General Assembly adopted P.A. 96-0033, which authorizes the use of a rider to 

recover this expense.  (Id.)  A rider ensures that the utility will recover its actual uncollectibles 

expense – no more, no less.  This means that the utility’s actual uncollectibles experience will 

not cause the utility to exceed or fall short of its authorized rate of return.  (Id.)   

AIC could not be unlucky forever, and in the last two years the level of uncollectibles 

expense collected through base rates has exceeded actual costs.  This means that AIC has made 

refunds under the uncollectibles rider.  (Id., p. 7.)  Thus, the rider has not served to provide a 

means of covering a shortfall in base rates; rather, it has acted effectively to reduce base rates.  

(Id.)  This is exactly what AIC said in the last case:  the rider does not favor either the Company 

or customers.  Rather, it assures only that the Company will neither over-collect nor under-

recover uncollectibles expense, which should be equally likely in normal circumstances.  (Id.)  

Staff, however, erroneously acts as if the rider works only one way. 

Moreover, the adjustment is not properly calculated.  The adjustment, which flows from 

Staff’s position in AIC’s last rate case, is based solely on Staff’s estimate of the effect the 
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adoption of the riders would have on AIC’s Moody’s credit ratings, and particularly the effect on 

the utilities’ ability to recover costs and earn returns.  (Id., p. 7; Ameren Ex. 23.0 Rev., p. 53-54.)  

Staff improperly assumes that approval of the uncollectibles rider would cause Moody’s to 

increase AIC’s credit rating by a full letter grade.  However, there are many elements that 

influence the score assigned by Moody’s for the Cost Recovery factor, which accounts for 25% 

of the overall credit rating, and there is no evidence that the implementation of a single rider such 

as the EUA or GUA would cause Moody’s to increase AIC’s credit rating from Baa3 to A3, as 

Staff has assumed.  (Ameren Ex. 23.0 Rev., p. 59.)  As AIC explained in the last case, an 

“improved political and regulatory climate in Illinois” – which included the legislation providing 

Illinois utilities with a bad debt rider – cited by Moody’s in 2009 resulted in only a one-notch 

upgrade by Moody’s in AIC’s credit ratings in 2009; thus, the underlying assumption that 

Moody’s would change both the “regulatory framework” and “sustainable profitability” factors 

by a full credit rating for the adoption of the riders alone was without merit.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 

2nd Rev., p. 8.)  Moody’s already had acknowledged the legislation and factored it into its 

decision to upgrade AIC to investment grade, so the actual adoption of the riders is unlikely to 

result in a full credit rating improvement in both regulatory framework and sustainable 

profitability.  Staff simply ignores this development, and others, since the Final Order in the last 

case.  (Id.)   

 Ms. Freetly’s proposed adjustment necessarily will be inexact, given that yields to 

maturity of utility debt issuances are highly variable, even after controlling for credit rating, 

collateral type and approximate years to maturity.  (Ameren Ex. 23.0 Rev., pp. 60-61.)  As 

shown in Ameren Exhibit 23.15, Mr. Hevert conducted a search using the Bloomberg 

Professional Service for senior, unsecured utility bonds carrying an A- rating by one of the three 
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major ratings agencies.  He then calculated the approximate years to maturity of those utility 

bond issuances.  Based on that analysis, unsecured utility bonds show a wide variation in yields 

as of the most recent pricing date, even at the same credit rating.  (Id., p. 61.)  For example, for 

bonds that have approximately five years remaining to maturity, from a group of 15 individual 

bond issuances, the minimum yield to maturity was approximately 2.03 percent and the 

maximum yield was approximately 3.25 percent, a difference of approximately 122 basis points.  

(Id.)  Similarly, that range is between 3.77 percent and 5.11 percent (134 basis points) for the 

five bonds with approximately 10 years to maturity, while 30-year bond yields diverge by 

approximately 84 basis points.  Given that Ms. Freetly’s adjustment attributes 65 basis points to 

the difference between two letter grades, the fact that greater variation exists within one ratings 

notch demonstrates the imprecision inherent in her approach.  (Id.)  

Therefore, Ms. Freetly’s proposed adjustment of 16.25 basis points, which assumes that 

the implementation of a tracker would result in a multiple notch credit upgrade, is 

unsubstantiated by Moody’s ratings actions in the cases of the Illinois companies that have 

already implemented similar tracking mechanisms and is not supported by current utility bond 

market information.  

Mr. Hevert also performed an “event study” – detailed at length in his testimony and 

exhibits – that demonstrates that the implementation of a rider like the EUA or GUA does not 

have the effect that Staff attributes to it.  (Ameren Ex. 3.0E, pp. 60-61.) 

Lastly, Staff’s recommended ROE adjustment is also inconsistent with recent treatment 

received by, or recommended by Staff for, other utilities.  In its recent rate case, concluded 

earlier this year, ComEd received no ROE deduction for its Rider UF, which tracks 

uncollectibles.  Staff and Interveners did not even propose an ROE deduction in that case.  Staff 
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offers no justification in its testimony in this case for AIC being treated differently from ComEd.  

If Staff’s rationale is correct (i.e., that the use of a rider reduces risk that the utility will not earn 

its approved return), one would think it should apply equally to ComEd.  In its most recent rate 

case (Docket No. 08-0363), concluded in 2009, Northern Illinois Gas Company’s (Nicor) ROE 

was reduced by 6.5 basis points for use of an uncollectibles rider.  This is less than half the 

adjustment Staff proposes for AIC.  Again, Staff offers no justification for the disparate 

treatment received by Nicor.  And Staff is currently proposing a 10 basis point ROE deduction 

for Peoples Gas in its pending rate case (Docket No. 10-0467), which is just two-thirds of the 

adjustment that Staff is recommending in this case for AIC.  Staff again offers no justification for 

its differing proposals. 

The Commission should treat AIC fairly and reject Staff’s proposed ROE deduction. 

(ii) Financial Risk Adjustment 

(iii) Flotation Cost Adjustment 

As shown on Ameren Exhibit 3.7E, Ameren issued 21.85 million shares of common 

stock priced at $25.25 per share on September 15, 2009.  That offering raised net proceeds of 

slightly more than $534.7 million, and the Company incurred flotation costs of $17,001,375 (or 

3.082 percent of gross proceeds) associated with the issuance, which have not been recovered 

through rates. 

Ms. Freetly opposes recovery of flotation costs, citing a 1994 Commission Order in 

Docket No. 94-0065, which states that “the Commission has traditionally approved [flotation 

cost] adjustments only when the utility anticipates that it will issue stock in the test year or when 

it has been demonstrated that costs incurred prior to the test year have not been recovered 

previously through rates.”  (Id., p. 42.)  In addition, Ms. Freetly is concerned that AIC’s 
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calculation of flotation costs is not based on actual issuance costs that the Company has incurred 

but not previously recovered through rates, but on the average costs of issuing equity that were 

incurred by Ameren Corporation (Ameren) and the proxy group companies in their two most 

recent equity issuances. 

Flotation costs are part of the invested costs of the utility, which are properly reflected on 

the balance sheet under “paid in capital.”  They are not current expenses, and therefore are not 

reflected on the income statement.  Rather, like investments in rate base or issuance costs of 

long-term debt, flotation costs are incurred over time, but remain part of the cost structure that 

exists during the test year and beyond.  (See Ameren Exs. 3.0E, pp. 51-52; 3.0G, p. 57.)   

Although AIC does not issue common stock, it still must compete for equity capital with other 

Ameren affiliates.  The common stock which has been issued by Ameren, the parent holding 

company, includes flotation costs, which are passed through to AIC.  AIC’s calculation of 

flotation costs includes the last two equity issuances for Ameren, and as such the Company has 

met it burden of proof to demonstrate that it has incurred actual flotation costs that have not been 

previously recovered through rates.  (Ameren Ex. 23.0, pp. 63-64.)  For that reason, it is 

appropriate to consider flotation costs in the determination of where the Company’s ROE falls 

within the range of results. 
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D. Recommended Overall Rate of Return 

AIC’s respective capital structure and cost of capital are summarized in the Tables below: 

1. Electric 

Per Rate Zone (See Appendices A-F) (in thousands): 

CAPITAL 
COMPONENT 

AMOUNT PERCENT 
OF TOTAL 

COST WEIGHTED 
COST 

Long-Term Debt  $1,591,759 45.264%  7.591%  3.436%  
Short-Term Debt  $6,473  0.184%  3.850%  0.007%  
Preferred Stock  $59,195 1.683%  4.979%  0.084%  
Common Equity  $1,859,154 52.868%  11.000%  5.816%  
Bank Facility 
Fees  

   0.100%  

TOTAL  $3,516,581  100.000%   9.443%  
 

2. Gas 

Per Rate Zone (See Appendices A-F) (in thousands): 

CAPITAL 
COMPONENT 

AMOUNT PERCENT 
OF TOTAL 

COST WEIGHTED 
COST 

Long-Term Debt  $1,591,759  45.264%  7.591%  3.436%  

Short-Term Debt  $6,473  0.184%  3.850%  0.007%  

Preferred Stock  $59,195 1.683%  4.979%  0.084%  

Common Equity  $1,859,154 52.868%  10.750%  5.683%  

Bank Facility 
Fees  

   0.100%  

TOTAL  $3,516,581  100.000%   9.310%  
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V. COST OF SERVICE 

A. Overview 

B. Resolved issues 

1. Electric 

a. Substation Costs Allocated to DS-4 100+ kV Customers 

 In prior rate cases, AIC’s Electric Embedded Class Cost of Service studies (ECOSSs) 

did not include complete cost data by “subclass” for DS3 and DS4 classes.   (Ameren Ex. 32.0 

Rev. (Schonhoff Reb.), p. 22.)  To add more transparency to the Electric ECOSSs, AIC included 

Supply Voltage level subclasses (Primary, High Voltage and +100 kV) in the cost model for the 

DS-3 and DS-4 classes.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0E Rev. (Schonhoff Dir.), p. 16.)  In direct testimony, 

IIEC argued that AIC’s initial Electric ECOSS overstated the cost of serving the DS-4 100+ kV 

customers because it directly assigned nearly $9.5 million in net plant for substation facilities 

dedicated to serve this subclass that have an actual book value of $3.7 million.  (Ameren Ex. 

32.0 Rev., p. 22.)  AIC did not directly assign plant costs to a particular subclass; rather, it used 

an allocation methodology that determined relative percentages of substation costs for each of 

three categories of substation equipment, and then applied these percentages to test year costs.  

(Id.)  In response to IIEC’s direct testimony, AIC determined that it had the detailed plant 

accounting records necessary and that an adjustment to the ECOSS was inappropriate in this 

instance.  (Id., pp. 24-25.)  Adjustments to the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs were made to reduce 

the amount of substation costs allocated to this subclass to reflect the actual net book value of the 

dedicated equipment.  (Id.) 
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b. Supply vs. Service Voltage Allocations 

In Docket 09-0306 (cons.), the Commission directed AIC to use supply voltage as the 

allocator of distribution assets to DS-4 customers in future electric rate filings unless more 

persuasive evidence was provided.  Order (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 232.  The issue concerned the 

appropriate allocation of distribution assets to DS-4 customers with a supply voltage of +100 kV 

and above.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0E Rev. (Schonhoff Dir.), p. 13.)  In this proceeding, AIC proposed 

a new cost allocation approach using Supply Voltage and Service Voltage designations.  (Id., p. 

14.)  “Supply Voltage” is considered the voltage level of distribution facilities connecting a 

customer’s load before final transformation.  (Id., p. 15.)  “Service Voltage” is the final voltage 

at the point at which a customer utilizes AIC assets and connects to their assets.  (Id.)  In 

preparing its rate filing, AIC created Supply Voltage subclasses in its Electric ECOSSs for the 

DS-3 and DS-4 classes.  (Id., p. 16.)  The class demand at each class’s Service Voltage becomes 

the appropriate allocator.  (Id.)  This approach further refines AIC’s electric ECOSS and leads to 

a more transparent and accurate allocation of costs at the subclass level.  (Id., pp. 17-18; Ameren 

Ex. 32.0 Rev. (Schonhoff Reb.), pp. 22-23.)  No party has proposed a different allocator or 

recommended that AIC continue to allocate assets based solely on Supply Voltage.  The 

Commission should approve AIC’s cost allocation approach using Supply and Service Voltage 

designations as used in AIC's cost of service studies. 

2. Gas 

a. Allocation of Rider TBS Costs to Customer Classes 

Staff witness Rukosuev recommended that Rider TBS be approved for the following 

reasons: (1) his primary concerns with the gas Rate Zone ECOSSs have been addressed (supra 

Section V.C.1.a.) (2) the allocation of costs to the customer classes are based upon various 
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allocation methodologies Staff finds acceptable; and (3) AIC’s customers want alternative 

banking services.  (ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 23.)  AIC agrees with his recommendation as it regards 

to cost of service.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0 (Althoff Sur.), p. 6.)  Rider TBS is discussed in more detail 

in Section VIII.C.1.b.  However, with respect to the allocation of costs to the customer classes 

under Rider TBS, this issue is resolved. 

C. Contested Issues 

1. Electric/Gas 

a. Use of Embedded Class Cost of Service Studies 

In their review of AIC’s rate filing submitted in this proceeding, Staff witnesses reviewed 

the Rate Zone embedded class cost of service studies (ECOSSs) submitted in response to the 

ALJs’ deficiency letter.  They found acceptable AIC’s customer class allocators.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

14.0, p. 9.)  They found the Rate Zone ECOSSs consistent at the functional level and a sufficient 

basis for assessing Rate Zone costs overall.  (Id., p. 15.)  But they expressed concern with the 

accuracy of the Rate Zone allocations of FERC account and subfunction balances for plant and 

reserve.  (Id., pp. 10-14.)  AIC adjusted the inputs for the allocated FERC balances on rebuttal 

and, by Staff’s own admission, made an “improvement” to the Rate Zone ECOSS from a “cost 

causation standpoint.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, pp. 4-5.)   

Staff, however, claims that this improvement came too late.  (Id.)  Staff agrees that the 

rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs “provide a more reasonable foundation for ratemaking.”  (Id., p. 11.)  

But Staff contends that it didn’t have enough time to figure out if they “provide a reasonable cost 

foundation.”  (Id.)  Thus, Staff rejects any use of the improved rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs for 

establishing revenue targets for AIC’s customer classes.  No other party agrees with Staff’s 
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recommendation that the cost-based Rate Zone ECOSSs, though apparently reasonable for 

ratemaking, must be abandoned as unreasonable for assessing Rate Zone class costs. 

Staff’s recommendation that the Commission essentially throw the baby out with the 

bathwater should be rejected.  AIC’s rate design and pricing methodology did not change. 

(Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), pp. 3-4.)  Staff approved AIC’s choice of allocators in its direct.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 9.)  Staff’s concern lay solely with the Rate Zone allocators of FERC 

balances, and the resulting costs allocated to individual customer classes. (Id.; Ameren Ex. 32.0 

Rev. (Schonhoff Reb.), p. 10.)  The only changes were to the Rate Zone inputs or amounts for 

the individual FERC accounts in the models themselves.  (Tr. 661.)  As a result of those changes, 

the revised FERC account data more closely aligned with the legacy utilities’ historical costs, 

which was Staff’s principal concern.  (Ameren Ex. 32.0 Rev., p. 4.)  The end result of the 

adjustments to the Rate Zone allocations of FERC account data are minor changes in the revenue 

required from and allocated to the classes and subclasses within each Rate Zone.  (Id., p. 10; 

Ameren Ex. 48.0, pp. 3-4.)   

Staff had ample time to review the Rate Zone ECOSSs initially submitted before it filed 

its direct case –  and did review them in detail.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0, pp. 3-4.)  Staff’s review raised 

concerns with the Rate Zone allocations of FERC account detail, to which AIC responded on 

rebuttal.  (Id.)  The incremental review during Staff’s rebuttal period gave Staff sufficient time to 

examine the FERC input changes – and Staff did examine and was satisfied by those changes.  

(Id.)  Indeed, Staff believes that the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs are a “significant improvement” 

from ECOSSs initially submitted.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, p. 4.)  And Staff agrees that the rebuttal 

Rate Zone ECOSSs now use consistent data to derive rate zone balances at the functional and 

FERC account levels and address discrepancies at the subfunctional level within individual 
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FERC accounts.  (Id.)  Any other specific class cost or revenue allocation issues –  beyond the 

FERC account Rate Zone adjustments –  could have been identified by Staff on direct or even 

rebuttal.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0, pp. 3-4.)  None were. Staff complains it had a “truncated timeframe” 

to review the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs, but what cost or revenue allocations, if any, exactly 

require additional review by Staff remain unknown.  (Id.)    

Staff criticizes Ameren Illinois for not presenting changes to its ratemaking proposals in 

its deficiency response and then presenting a revised set of cost studies and ratemaking proposals 

on rebuttal.  But Staff’s criticism makes a mountain out of a mole hill.  Yes, AIC provided a 

revised set of Rate Zone ECOSSs on rebuttal, in response to the very concerns that Mr. Lazare 

expressed on direct.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0, pp. 4-6.)  And yes, AIC adjusted its revenue allocation 

on rebuttal, in part to adopt the first step of Mr. Lazare’s own revenue allocation methodology, 

and in other part to reflect the results of the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs.  (Id.)  But the pricing 

and rate design methodology remains unchanged from the foundation set forth in Ameren 

Illinois’s direct filing.  (Id.)  Changes to customer class revenue allocation methodologies are 

common during the course of rate cases.  (Id.)  The fine tuning of the product to an improved and 

more accurate cost model should be encouraged, not disparaged.  (Id.)  A utility’s rate case does 

not end after Staff’s direct.  Ameren Illinois did not scrap its ratemaking proposals on rebuttal.  

Nor was Staff placed in a position where it had to start anew its review again from scratch.   

The cost studies and allocation methodologies submitted in this proceeding by Ameren 

Illinois have been thoroughly vetted by Staff.  Staff’s review and concerns resulted in significant 

improvement to the Rate Zone ECOSSs from a cost causation standpoint, as Staff admits.  The 

rebuttal ECOSSs provide a reasonable and sound foundation for establishing class revenue 

allocation targets.  All other parties to this proceeding agree.  To disregard this evidence, as Staff 
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suggests, is to discard a work product that can help the ICC set cost-based rates.  To disregard 

this evidence is to signify that AIC could have done nothing on rebuttal to timely satisfy Staff’s 

concerns.  But that is not true.  Those concerns were satisfied.  The Commission should reject 

Staff’s recommendation that the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs cannot be relied upon as untimely. 

2. Electric 

a. Allocation of Public Utilities Revenue (“PURA”)/Electric 
Distribution Tax Expense 

In conjunction with the restructuring of the electric power industry, Illinois revised the 

Public Utilities Revenue Act (PURA) Tax to replace the invested capital tax on electric utilities 

with a “new tax based on the quantity of electricity delivered” in the State.  35 ILCS 620/1a.  In 

AIC’s last rate case, the Commission approved the allocation of the PURA Tax (otherwise 

known as the Electric Distribution Tax) to customers based on kWh sales.  Order, Docket 09-

0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), pp. 243-44.  The Commission subsequently approved 

that same allocation methodology in Commonwealth Edison’s most recent rate case, Docket No. 

10-0467, finding that “since the [tax] was related to usage, cost principles would argue for 

recovery through a per-kWh charge from all customers.”  Order (May 24, 2011), p. 285.  In each 

case, the Commission rejected IIEC’s proposal to allocate PURA Tax expense based in whole or 

part on distribution plant.  These decisions were consistent with ComEd’s allocation of the tax 

expense first approved by the Commission in Docket No. 99 -0117 more than a decade earlier.  

Order, Docket 99-0117, 1999 Ill. PUC LEXIS 647, *90-91 (Aug. 25, 1999).   

In this proceeding, IIEC again proposes the Commission allocate the lion share of the tax 

expense based on distribution plant.  AIC and Staff propose to continue to allocate the expense 

based on kWh sales.  The Commission should approve AIC and Staff’s allocation method for the 
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same reasons it approved the method in prior cases.  The tax should be recovered in the same 

manner in which it is imposed – on the basis of total kilowatt-hours delivered. 

IIEC recognizes that the PURA Tax is now assessed using a tiered structure of rates 

based on kWh delivered.  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, p. 19.)  But although the current tax is assessed based 

on kWh sales, IIEC claims the current tax is not caused by kWh sales.  (Id., p. 21.)  Rather, IIEC 

continues to argue – as it did in AIC’s last rate case – that the tax is a function of the legacy 

utilities’ 1997 levels of plant assets.  (Id., p. 22.)  Since the current tax structure was designed to 

replicate the level of tax imposed on invested capital, IIEC contends, the tax’s true “cause” is the 

continuation of invested capital tax.  (Id.)  In other words, IIEC says, “the level of the tax caused 

the tiered kWh calculation scheme, not vice versa.”  (Id.)  As a result, IIEC proposes (once again) 

to allocate the tax expense largely on the basis of distribution utility plant.  (Id., pp. 30-31.)   

IIEC’s apparent “chicken or the egg” dilemma, however, ignores that Illinois 

fundamentally altered the basis for tax assessment because restructuring of the electric utility 

industry threatened the amount of tax revenue the State would receive.  Thus, it “replace[d]” the 

invested capital tax with a “new tax based on the quantity of electricity delivered in this State.”  

§35 ILCS 620/1a (emphasis added).  It could be no clearer that the State substituted one method 

of tax assessment for another so as not to “lose any tax revenue.”  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-

0311 (cons.), p. 244.  The amendatory act was not meant to preserve the same tax; it was meant 

to preserve the same level of revenue by replacing one tax with another.  It does not matter what 

came first or what former factors may have caused the old tax; it only matters what new factors 

would maintain the same level of tax revenue.   

It is undisputed that, had the State not amended PURA and kept utility plant as the basis 

for the tax, the overall assessment on the industry now would have been much lower, with 
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generation and transmission plant unbundled.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), pp. 17-18.)  That 

is the essential “disconnect” between utility plant and the cause of the tax that the Commission 

recognized had occurred when PURA was amended.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.), 

p. 244.  That is the essential “break” from historical plant balances that needed to occur to 

maintain the same level of tax revenue.  Id.  That the new tax assessment based on kWH sales 

replicated or embedded the level of tax assessed on utilities at the time PURA was amended does 

not demonstrate that current assessments are still caused by legacy utilities’ historical plant 

balances.  Indeed, if AIC’s distribution plant increased dramatically, it would have no impact on 

the level of tax assessed; but if AIC’s energy deliveries increased dramatically, its assessment 

would go up (all other variables held constant).  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), pp. 34-35.)  

That other factors impact the amount of tax assessed above 1997 levels (e.g., the utility-specific 

tax rates, tax payments of other Illinois utilities and statewide cap on PURA Tax collection) does 

not demonstrate that distribution plant is the more appropriate allocator.  Indeed, if these other 

factors were anything other than “red herrings,” one would presume that IIEC would not have 

proposed to allocate “Post-1997 PURA Tax” solely based on kWh sales.   

Ameren Illinois’s annual PURA tax is assessed based on kWh sales delivered.  The 

Commission should continue to approve the allocation of this expense based on that same factor.  

IIEC’s recommendation that the expense should be allocated in large part based on distribution 

plant should be rejected. 

b. Minimum Distribution System 

AIC proposes to allocate the electric distribution costs for FERC Accounts 364 through 

367 on the basis of demand.  This is the allocation method previously approved by the 

Commission in AIC’s last three rate cases.  IIEC, however, proposes a new allocation consisting 
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of demand and customer components.  IIEC claims that it has used AIC-specific data to estimate 

the costs of the Minimum Distribution System (MDS).  The theory behind IIEC’s proposed 

allocation is that AIC incurs a minimum amount of costs by adhering to the safety standards of 

the National Electrical Safety Code (NESC).  These minimum costs, IIEC claims, should be 

allocated by a customer count allocation factor because they are incurred regardless of demand 

whenever AIC constructs its distribution network.  The result of IIEC’s allocation is significant 

shifting of costs from primary and high voltage customers in the DS-2, DS-3 and DS-4 classes to 

the residential DS-1 customers.  (Compare IIEC Ex. 2.2 with IIEC Ex. 2.5.) 

The Commission did not adopt IIEC’s NESC-based MDS adjustment in AIC’s 2007 rate 

case.  Order, Docket 07-0585 - 0590 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 280.  Nor did it require AIC to 

incorporate any MDS methodology into its ECOSSs in future rate cases.  (Id.)  And, as Staff 

notes, the Commission rejected outright IIEC’s NESC-based adjustment in Commonwealth 

Edison’s 2007 rate case, finding that “attempts to separate the cost of connecting customer to the 

electric distribution system from the costs of serving their demand remain problematic.”  Order, 

Docket 07-0566 (Sept. 10, 2008), p. 208.  IIEC has not identified a single state commission that 

has adopted an NESC-based MDS adjustment, much less a decision in Illinois that has endorsed 

this method.  This proceeding shouldn’t be the first.  The Commission should decline to adopt 

IIEC’s MDS methodology for the same reason it declined to adopt it in Commonwealth Edison’s 

2007 rate case – it overstates the customer-related costs of AIC’s distribution system that 

reasonably should be borne by AIC’s small usage customers. 

AIC agrees that its electric distribution network must be built to NESC safety standards.  

(Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 6.)  AIC agrees that a distribution system has certain customer-related 

components.  (Id.)  AIC even agrees that the MDS approach has theoretical merit.  But that does 
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not mean that IIEC’s particular NESC-based MDS methodology is an appropriate method to 

apply to the costs Ameren Illinois incurs in constructing its electrical distribution network.  IIEC 

witness Mr. Stowe admits that the use of NESC standards is the “significant difference” between 

his approach and more traditional MDS analyses.  (IIEC Ex. 6.0, p. 8.)  The issue in this 

proceeding isn’t whether it is plausible and appropriate to identify AIC’s “minimum” system.  

The issue is whether it is appropriate to rely on an NESC-based MDS method to accurately 

identify a subset of customer-related costs.  It is not.  IIEC depicts its NESC-based MDS as 

entirely customer driven.  This variation of MDS, however, has the ability to carry a significant 

amount of electrical demand.  (Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev. (Schonhoff Sur.), pp. 6-8.)  IIEC’s failure 

to account for the portion of class demands within each rate class that could be supported by this 

hypothetical MDS results in a misallocation of costs to Ameren Illinois’s small usage customers.  

(Ameren Exs. 49.0 Rev., pp. 10-12; 32.0 Rev. (Schonhoff Reb.), pp. 15-17.) 

IIEC contends that the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners 

(NARUC) manual endorses an NESC-based approach to determining a utility’s MDS.  (IIEC Ex. 

6.0, pp. 8-9.)  IIEC suggests that, because the NARUC manual identifies “minimum size 

necessary to meet safety requirements” as one factor for a cost analyst to consider when 

weighing the minimum-size method, “the MDS has been quantified by one or more regulatory 

commissions as the minimum size necessary, most of which are defined in the NESC.”  (Id., p. 

9.)  But the NARUC Manual does not identify any state commissions that have actually adopted 

an MDS method based on safety requirements, much less a method based on NESC standards.  

Nor could IIEC identify any such prior approval of an NESC-based MDS method by a state 

commission.  (Ameren Ex. 49.2.)  The passage in the NARUC Manual cited by IIEC witness Mr. 

Stowe doesn’t even imply that safety requirements are always (or ever) the determining factor of 
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a minimum distribution system.  (Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 7.)  In fact, the NARUC Manual also 

states: 

Cost analysts disagree on how much of the demand costs should be allocated to 
customers when the minimum-size distribution method is used to classify 
distribution plant.  When using this distribution method, the analyst must be 
aware that the minimum-size distribution equipment has a certain load-carrying 
capability, which can be viewed as demand-related cost. 

(Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 8 (quoting The National Association of Regulatory Utility 

Commissioners, Electric Utility Cost Allocation Manual, p. 95 (1992).)  Thus, the NARUC 

Manual recognizes AIC’s own concern: the NESC-based minimum costs classified by IIEC as 

purely customer-related include a demand-related cost component proportionate to the load 

carrying capability of the hypothetical minimum distribution system.  (Id., p. 8.)  When these 

minimum costs are allocated to classes based solely on customer count, these embedded demand-

related costs are improperly shifted to customer classes that have low demand per customer and 

larger number of customers.  

IIEC notes that Ameren Missouri presents an MDS analysis as part of its ECOSS to the 

Missouri Public Service Commission.  (IIEC Ex. 6.0, p. 12.)  But importantly, Ameren Missouri 

does not use an MDS method based on minimum safety requirements; it uses a zero-intercept 

MDS.  (Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 8)  The major distinction between the minimum-size and zero-

intercept methods is that the minimum-size system has a demand carrying capability; the zero-

intercept method does not.  That Ameren Missouri may use an entirely different MDS method – 

a method without the specific concern identified by AIC – does not support IIEC’s proposal. 

IIEC has developed an MDS that carries a significant amount of demand.  (Ameren Exs. 

49.0 Rev., pp. 10-12; 32.0 Rev., pp. 16-17.)  IIEC’s methodology, however, allocates the 

remaining non-minimum size distribution costs in these accounts based on class demands.  (Id.)  
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Thus, IIEC’s method results in a double allocation or second layer of demand costs to small 

usage customers.  (Id.)  IIEC’s failure to revise its demand allocators to account for the 

misallocation of demand-related costs in its proposed allocation renders its NESC-based MDS 

approach unreasonable.  (See Ameren Ex. 49.4.)  Accordingly, IIEC has not justified the 

dramatic shifting of distribution costs in these accounts from primary and high voltage DS-2, 

DS-3 and DS-4 customers to residential DS-1 customers.   

IIEC has not provided any evidence that its NESC-based MDS methodology has been 

accepted by any other state commission.  IIEC cannot even point to an authoritative source that 

has endorsed its particular NESC-based method as an accurate measure of the minimum costs 

that a utility incurs in providing electric distribution service.  This Commission previously has 

declined to adopt IIEC’s NESC-based method twice before.  It should do again so here.  It is 

reasonable for Ameren Illinois to continue to allocate the electric distribution costs on the basis 

of demand.  Staff and AG/CUB concur.  The Commission should not require AIC to incorporate 

IIEC’s NESC-based MDS adjustment into its electric ECOSSs for purposes of setting rates in 

this proceeding. 

c. Single/Dual-Phase v. Three-Phase 

Ameren Illinois’s electric ECOSSs segregate demand-related distribution plant into 

various voltage levels.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0E Rev. (Schonhoff Dir.), p. 10.)  For primary voltage 

distribution lines, AIC allocates costs based on the Coincident Peak (CP) allocator required by 

the Commission in AIC’s last rate case.  (Id.)  That allocation method is not a contested issue in 

this proceeding.   

IIEC, however, proposes an adjustment to AIC’s electric ECOSSs to further segregate the 

costs of primary voltage distribution lines based on the “phase” of the circuit.  (IIEC Ex. 2.0, pp. 
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35-47.)  Ameren Illinois currently allocates the aggregated costs of single, dual and three-phase 

circuits to secondary, primary and high voltage customers on the basis of the class and subclass 

demand.  (Id., p. 35.)  IIEC contends though that all costs of single- and dual-phase circuits 

should be allocated to just secondary voltage customers (DS-1, DS-2 and DS-5 classes).  (Id.)  

IIEC’s basis for the adjustment is that AIC’s use of these circuits in serving its primary voltage 

customers is de minimis.  (Id.)  In advocating this adjustment however, IIEC does not propose a 

different allocation for three-phase primary circuits; under IIEC’s proposal, three-phase circuit 

costs would continue to be allocated to all classes and subclasses on the basis of class demand.  

The result of IIEC’s proposal is a shifting of costs from the DS-3 and DS-4 subclass primary 

voltage customers to DS-1, DS-2 and DS-5 customers.  (Compare IIEC Ex. 2.5 to IIEC Ex. 2.8; 

Tr. 738-49.) 

In previous rate filings, AIC has not broken out and allocated circuit costs at the level of 

granularity now proposed by IIEC.  (Ameren Ex. 32.0 Rev. (Schonhoff Reb.), p. 19.)  Nor have 

any recent changes occurred in construction of the distribution system or in AIC’s operating 

practices related to the use of single and multi-phase lines.  (Id.)  As IIEC notes, AIC in the past 

has grouped all primary circuit costs as “shared” because those circuits all operate at the primary 

voltage level.  (IIEC Ex. 2.0, p. 35.)  IIEC has not provided the appropriate demand studies 

necessary to accurately allocate costs nor has IIEC addressed its false assumptions related to the 

complexity of the system.  (Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev. (Schonhoff Sur.), pp. 13-16.)  Ameren 

Illinois’s grouping and allocation of the aggregated primary circuit costs thus remains the more 

reasonable method for the Commission to adopt here. 

In Commonwealth Edison’s most recent rate case, the Commission rejected the same 

adjustment proposed by IIEC to segregate and assign the costs of single- and dual-phase primary 
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circuit costs to secondary customers.  Order, Docket 10-0467 (May 24, 2011), pp. 176-177.  The 

Commission found that single-phase and three-phase costs “do not appear to be as neatly and 

(fairly) segregable,” as IIEC suggested.  Id., p. 176.  Staff witness Mr. Lazare expresses the same 

concerns here that he did in the ComEd proceeding, namely that IIEC’s limited adjustment fails 

to take into account that secondary customers are paying for three-phase circuits erected to serve 

primary voltage customers.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, pp. 29-30.)  Mr. Lazare claims that the 

limitations primary voltage customers placed on the utility’s flexibility in installing single-phase 

lines does not justify reducing their allocation of the utility’s distribution costs.  (Id.) 

AIC may not share Mr. Lazare’s specific concern.  But the Company shares his general 

concern that the adjustment in isolation is not justified.  IIEC’s proposed allocation of primary 

circuit costs by phase, as presented here, is too narrow and overlooks the complexities inherent 

in the distribution systems of the Illinois legacy utilities.  (Ameren Ex. 32.0 Rev., p. 20.)  

Varying construction practices and circuit configurations make discerning the appropriate cost 

allocation of distribution assets amongst customer classes difficult given the limited data 

available.  (Id.)  Quantifying sub-functional costs by type of asset, such as phase installations for 

primary circuits, in a consistent manner presents an even greater challenge.  (Id.)  Identifying the 

true cost split of circuits by phase for each class and each voltage level would require further 

study.  (Id.; Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 14.)  Accurately segregating these costs at the level of 

granularity IIEC wants requires more analysis that simply calculating cost percentages based on 

the number of circuit miles.  (Ameren Ex. 49.0 Rev., p. 15.)  Moreover, the allocation of costs 

for one particular type of asset to (or away from) a particular class or subclass should not be 

performed in a vacuum; that level of granularity in cost allocations should be evaluated for all 

distribution line costs, not just primary voltage lines.  (Id.)   
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It is appropriate to refine a utility’s cost of service study where justified, but not without 

sufficient evidence that the allocation method provides a more reasonable, accurate and 

appropriate assignment of costs.  IIEC’s proposed refinement to AIC’s electric ECOSSs is not 

justified in light of the errors that have been identified.  The Commission should reject IIEC’s 

proposal until more convincing evidence can be presented that it is appropriate to shift these 

costs to secondary customers in isolation without other adjustments.   

VI. REVENUE ALLOCATION 

A. Overview 

B. Resolved Issues 

1. Gas 

a. Allocation of Revenue Requirement Across Rate Zones and 
Customer Classes 

On direct, Staff witness Mr. Rukosuev recommended that the Company’s gas ECOSS by 

Rate Zone (Rate Zone ECOSS), submitted in response to the ALJ’s deficiency letter, not be used 

for determining proposed class revenue allocations or designing rates.  (ICC Staff Ex. 15.0, p. 

10.)  Mr. Rukosuev identified concerns regarding FERC account level cost allocations, which 

impacted class revenue allocations within each Rate Zone.  (Id., p. 12.)  Mr. Rukosuev did find, 

however, AIC’s “cost allocations to be consistent with the Ameren approach that the 

Commission approved in Docket 09-0306 - 09-0311 (cons.) and Docket 07-0585 - 07-0590 

(cons.)” and therefore, that AIC’s choice of allocators for its as ECOSSs is acceptable for 

ratemaking purposes.  (Id., p. 11.) 

 In response to Staff’s concerns, AIC developed revised ECOSSs by Rate Zone in rebuttal 

(“Corrected ECOSS”).  (Ameren Exs. 33.0 (Althoff Reb.), pp. 3-11; 33.1 – 33.3; 33.6; 33.7.)  
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The Corrected ECOSSs were revised to realign the individual FERC account balances by Rate 

Zone to address Staff’s concerns.  Mr. Rukosuev’s primary concern was with the accuracy of 

plant balance data at the FERC account level (he was not concerned with the data at the general 

functional category level).  The adjustments made to the Rate Zone FERC account balances that 

reflected in the Corrected ECOSSs are in alignment with balances at September 30, 2010 

immediately before the merge of the three legacy companies.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0, p. 4.)  Staff 

witness Rukosuev found the Corrected ECOSS to be an improvement over the ECOSS provided 

in AIC’s initial filing and the gas Rate Zone ECOSSs provided in response to the ALJ’s 

deficiency letter.  Mr. Rukosuev stated, “The changes delineated in the testimony of Mr.  

Stafford and Ms. Althoff address the concerns presented in my direct testimony.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 

31.0, p. 6.)  (Staff’s concerns regarding the timing of the ECOSS are addressed in Section 

V.C.1.)  

 With respect to allocation of the revenue requirement to rate zones and customer classes, 

on rebuttal, Staff recommended that the Commission accept its proposal to move half the 

distance from equal percentage, across-the-board increases to full cost-based revenue allocations 

for AIC’s Rate Zones, but also accept the Company’s proposed modification to move individual 

rate classes toward cost based rates subject to a constraint that no class exceeds an increase of 1.5 

times the overall average increase allocated to the respective rate zone.  (ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, pp. 

1-2.)  Thus, the first step in the revenue allocation method calculates the overall average 

percentage increase to AIC (total percentage increase for all Rate Zones).  The second step 

examines the individual cost-based revenues for the three Rate Zones.  The revenue allocation 

moves proposed revenues for the three Rate Zones half the distance from an across-the-board 

(step 1) to a fully cost-based approach (step 2).  (ICC Staff Ex. 15.0, p. 22.)  In Rebuttal, AIC 
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witness Ms. Althoff modified Staff’s proposed revenue allocation methodology to extend to 

individual rate classes, subject to a constraint that no class exceed an increase of 1.5 times the 

overall average increase allocated to the respective Rate Zone.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0, pp. 11-12.)  

Staff agreed with this modification.  (ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 13.)  Thus, Staff’s position is the 

same as AIC’s rebuttal proposal on cost allocation.  (Ameren Ex. 50 (Althoff Sur.), pp. 4-5.)  It is 

not contested by any party.  Therefore, this issue is resolved.  

C. Contested Issues 

1. Electric 

a. Allocation of Revenue Requirement Across Rate Zones 

There is general agreement that the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs are the starting point to 

establish Rate Zone revenue allocation.  It is the proper ending point where parties diverge.  AIC, 

IIEC, Kroger and the Commercial Group concur, at least in principle, that the Commission could 

use the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSS to move rates toward full cost.  Staff does not.  On rebuttal, 

AIC embraced Staff’s Rate Zone revenue allocation to offer a compromise Staff could have 

accepted.  Staff did not (for electric rates).  Now Staff stands alone asking the Commission to 

adopt an overall electric revenue allocation plan that is the least cost-based.  The Commission 

should not.  It may be appropriate for the Commission to apply Staff’s Rate Zone revenue 

allocation to smooth out electric bill impacts across zones.  But it would not be appropriate to 

ignore entirely the results of the Rate Zone ECOSSs when allocating revenue responsibility 

across classes.   

Staff treats AIC’s Rate Zones ECOSSs like the proverbial red-headed stepchild.  It gives 

lip service to their improvements as presented on rebuttal, but still rejects them outright as a 

means for establishing class costs and revenues.  It finds them useful for “gauging the overall 
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performance of the three rate zones in recovering their respective costs,” but then doesn’t rely on 

them exclusively to establish rate zone revenues.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, pp. 14-15 (“they provide a 

sufficient basis for determining how each of the rate zones recover costs on an overall basis 

under current and proposed rates”).)  Staff’s end product is a two-stage revenue allocation that 

doesn’t support a transition to full cost-based rates across zones and classes. According to Staff, 

an equal percentage, across-the-board increase to each class is the most reasonable and fair 

approach, in the absence of a useful cost foundation. 

Regarding Rate Zone revenue allocations however, Staff and Ameren Illinois have 

reached a marriage of convenience, based on differing motivations.  Staff proposes rates in each 

Rate Zone be moved halfway between an equal percentage across-the-board increase and the 

zone’s actual cost of service.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 18.)  For Staff, this approach is the first step 

in an across-the-board increase necessitated by its claim of a lack of viable ECOSSs.  For AIC, 

there is merit in Staff’s approach only in mitigation of bill impacts across rate zones.  (Ameren 

Exs. 31.0 (Jones Reb.), p. 4; Ameren 48.0 (Jones Sur.), p. 7.)  Staff also notes its approach 

advances AIC’s eventual goal of uniform rate levels across zones.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 20.)    

Interveners, however, criticize this approach as unnecessary given that rebuttal Rate Zone 

ECOSSs have been provided.  (IIEC Ex. 5.0, p. 4.)  Other parties complain it blurs lines of 

legacy utility cost responsibility and creates subsidies across zones.  (Kroger Ex. 2.0, pp. 1, 3; 

Commercial Group Ex. 2.0, p. 3.)  Depending on the Final Order’s required revenue and rate 

moderation, further progress towards cost-based rates may take precedent over the need to 

smooth bill impacts across rate zones.  (Ameren 48.0, p. 15.) 

Despite Staff’s misgivings, the Rate Zone ECOSSs presented on rebuttal provide an 

adequate basis for assigning revenue to rate zones and customer classes.  The Commission can 
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use the ECOSSs to move toward full cost-based rates, subject to any rate mitigation judged 

necessary.  The Commission should accept Staff’s proposed Rate Zone revenue allocation, not 

because the ECOSSs are not viable, but because it mitigates the overall increase that any one rate 

zone receives.  If the Commission considers movement to cost-based rates to be a higher priority 

however, it can side with Interveners and rely on the ECOSSs to set Rate Zone revenue. 

b. Allocation of Revenue Requirement Across Customer Classes 

Granted, AIC may have compromised with Staff on the allocation of Rate Zone revenue 

as a way to mitigate bill impacts.  But there is no such agreement on the allocation of the electric 

revenue requirement across customer classes.  All parties except Staff believe that the rebuttal 

Rate Zone ECOSSs provide the most reasonable basis for allocating revenue among customer 

classes.  Staff, however, continues to advocate for class allocations of the electric revenue 

requirement that are not cost-based, as if AIC never addressed Staff’s concerns or corrected its 

own models.  Staff’s justification for an equal percentage, across-the-board allocation to classes 

of rate zone revenue is illusory; AIC did not provide viable ECOSSs in an untimely manner; nor 

was Staff prejudiced in its review.  An across-the-board revenue allocation may be easy to 

implement, but it ignores available evidence and the Commission’s stated desire to maintain and 

set cost-based rates.  The Commission should adopt AIC’s approach for class revenue allocation: 

set the target revenue requirement for each class according to the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs.  

 On direct, Staff rejected the ECOSSs as a basis for establishing customer class revenue 

targets because of concerns with the allocation of FERC account balances across rate zones.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, pp. 18-20.)  On rebuttal, Staff did not change its tune for electric rates, even 

though AIC corrected the FERC balance allocations, satisfied Staff’s concerns and improved the 

studies.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, p. 7.)  Instead, Staff continues to push for a class allocation of base 
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rate revenues (excluding Distribution Tax charges) on an equal percentage, across the board 

basis.  According to Staff, this is the fairest and most reasonable approach for allocating class 

revenues without a viable cost foundation.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 22.)  There just isn’t enough 

time, Staff says, to determine if the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs can provide that reasonable cost 

foundation.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, p. 11.) 

Staff’s claimed prejudice – a lack of time to review AIC’s ECOSS models and allocations 

– doesn’t hold water.  The corrections to the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs improved the models 

and resolved Staff’s concerns, as Staff itself admits.  Staff had ample time to review the initial 

models and class allocators before filing direct.  It had ample time to review the corrections to 

the inputs to the models before filing rebuttal.  And it had ample time to review changes in 

revenue allocation.  The only differences between the Rate Zone ECOSSs filed with the 

deficiency response and those filed on rebuttal were (i) changing an allocation factor to split 

functional cost data into FERC account detail in response to Staff; and (ii) a modification 

regarding FERC account 362 to reassign the cost of certain distribution assets in response to 

IIEC.  The only change in the revenue allocation methodology was to adopt Staff’s own proposal 

for Rate Zone revenue allocation.  Staff was not prejudiced by the length of time it had to review 

the evidence presented by AIC.  And despite Staff’s complaints about the time available to 

review the rebuttal ECOSSs, it did review them and deem them a significant improvement. 

 For class revenue allocations, AIC proposes to allocate the target revenue requirement for 

each Rate Zone according to the electric ECOSSs.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 4.)  

Specifically, the relative percentage relationship between class cost of service to total cost of 

service within each Rate Zone, multiplied by the total Rate Zone revenue target, should be set as 

the revenue target for each class.  (Id.)  Finally, increases to individual rate classes should not 
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exceed 1.5 times the overall percentage increase allocated to any Rate Zone, or 10%, whichever 

is greater.  (Id.)  The minimum mitigation constraint of 10% allows greater progress towards 

cost-based rates in the event of a small overall rate change for any zone.  (Id., pp. 4-5.)  Subject 

to certain proposed modifications, this general approach is favored by every other party to this 

proceeding except Staff.  (Id.)  This is also the same general approach accepted by Staff for 

allocation of class gas revenues.  (See Sec. VI.B.1.a.)  In stark contrast, Staff continues to 

propose to allocate electric base rate revenues on an equal percentage, across-the-board basis 

based on the false premise that there is not a viable cost foundation to use to allocate revenue.  

(ICC Staff Exs. 30.0, p. 7; 14.0, p. 18.)  Staff’s approach should be rejected.  The Rate Zone 

ECOSSs provide the appropriate basis for the allocation of class electric revenues.   

c. Rate Moderation 

The Commission “generally supports rates designed to reflect the cost of service” and 

considers “the elimination of inter- and intra-class subsidies” in AIC’s rates to be a “priority.”   

Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 260.  But its strict adherence to the 

principle of cost causation in designing rates can be tempered by a need to maintain gradual rate 

increases and avoid rate shock in certain situations.  Id., p. 295.  In Ameren Illinois’s last rate 

case, the ICC approved an electric rate mitigation plan that (i) included the bill impact of 

Distribution Tax charges and (ii) implemented Staff’s proposed 150% increase limit at the 

subclass level.  Id.  IIEC recommends continuation of that same rate moderation plan in this 

proceeding.  (IIEC Ex. 5.0, p. 2.)  Staff, on the other hand, doesn’t propose or endorse a rate 

moderation plan in conjunction with its recommended across-the-board increase; rather, Staff 

and AG implicitly support exclusion of the impact of Distribution Tax charges from the rate 

mitigation methodology altogether.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 19; AG/CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 5.)  Neither 
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approach provides the proper balance between meaningful movement towards cost-based rates 

and mitigating bill impacts.  AIC’s approach, however, does.  As recommended by Ameren 

Illinois and supported by Kroger, the Commission should include the Distribution Tax within the 

revenue allocation methodology, but not apply the constrained revenue allocation approach on a 

“subclass” level.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 29.) 

(i) Application of Rate Moderation at Rate Class and 
Subclass Levels 

During AIC’s transition from fully bundled to restructured rates (separate delivery, 

transmission and power rates), the Commission has implemented measures to mitigate the bill 

impact of rate changes to customers.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 13.)  In the 

last three delivery service proceedings, the Commission has affirmed its goal of implementing 

costs-based rates, but has chosen not to move completely to full cost rates.  (Id.)  In AIC’s last 

rate case, the Commission implemented a revenue allocation cap equal to 1.5 times the overall 

average increase for any one class in order to minimize the bill impacts on customers.  (Id.)  In 

this case, Ameren Illinois proposes to move toward full allocated costs of service as well, but 

also with revenue constraints to minimize bill impacts.  (Id.)   

In line with the approach adopted by the Commission in AIC’s last rate case, the 

Company’s revenue allocation approach constrains movement to full class cost of service for any 

one class to 1.5 times the overall average rate increase allocated to any Rate Zone, or 10%, 

whichever is greater.  (Id., p. 8; Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 4.)  It also includes the bill impact of 

the Distribution Tax charges within the overall revenue allocation proposal.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 

2nd Rev., p. 8.)  The difference, as IIEC notes, is that Ameren Illinois does not propose any 

“subclass” revenue constraint for the DS-4 supply voltage subclasses (or the DS-3 subclasses).  
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(Id., p. 14.)  Such a constraint is unwarranted for the DS-3 class since the rate changes proposed 

for DS-3 are minimal and DS-3 customers are already paying the full average Distribution Tax 

rate established in the prior case.  (Id.; Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 30.)  As for DS-4, constraining 

rate changes based on a customer’s supply voltage prevents a meaningful increase for 

Distribution Tax rates for this class, in particular the High Voltage and +100 kV supply voltage 

classes.  (Ameren Exs. 13.0E 2nd Rev., pp. 14-15; 31.0 Rev., pp. 30-32; 48.0 (Jones Sur.), pp. 

15-17.)  Subclass revenue constraints would allow the subsidy from smaller customers to DS-4 

customers to persist practically indefinitely, in particular for those DS-4 customers served from 

+100 kV supply voltage.  (Id.)  

IIEC claims that AIC’s proposal to apply its rate moderation plan only at the class level is 

“in violation of the Commission’s directive” in the Company’s last rate case.  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, p. 8, 

ll. 199-200.)  It recommends that the Commission apply the same rate moderation plan applied in 

the last rate case.  (Id., p. 10.)  If it was reasonable then, IIEC contends, it must be reasonable 

now.  (Id.)  As in the last rate case, IIEC says, “there is ‘no reason why Staff’s proposal based on 

a 150% increase limit could not be applied at the subclass level, as suggested by IIEC.’”  (Id., pp. 

11-12 (quoting Order, Docket 09-0306 – 090311 (cons.), p. 295).)   

But the Commission did not issue a mitigation “directive” or impose a moderation 

standard that Ameren Illinois had to comply with in preparing the current rate filing.  The rate 

moderation method used in one case may be different from that used in the next, and it should be 

based on the facts presented.  And in this case, Ameren Illinois has offered a “reason” why it 

would be unreasonable for the Commission to apply the rate moderation plan at the “subclass” 

level – a reason not considered by the Commission in AIC’s prior rate case.  Constraining the 
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revenue allocated at the subclass level does not result in meaningful progress towards 

eliminating the DS-4 class Distribution Tax subsidy existing at the expense of smaller customers.   

As shown by Ameren witness Mr. Jones, limiting the +100 kV DS-4 group to a 13.5% 

increase, for example, would only permit the +100 kV Distribution Tax rate to increase from 

$0.00010/kWh to $0.0001413kWh.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 30.)  The price would increase 

from 7.7% of the full average Distribution Tax rate of $0.0012936/kWh to only 10.9%.  At 

IIEC’s preferred pace, it would take nearly 28 more iterations of this step for that DS-4 subclass 

to reach the average rate and eliminate the subsidy.  By no one’s definition could that be 

meaningful progress towards elimination of the subsidy and transition to cost-based rates.  And 

to claim that length of transition and series of steps would be reasonable gradualism or necessary 

to avoid rate shock is simply not credible.   

In AIC’s last rate case, the Commission noted that a “widely held ratemaking policy” was 

to design rates “to reflect cost causation, maintain gradualism, and avoid rate shock.”  Order, 

Docket. 09-306 – 09-0311 (cons.), p. 295.  That implies the Commission applies a balancing test 

when designing a rate moderation plan; it may not be appropriate to transition to full cost of 

service overnight in certain cases.  IIEC witness Mr. Stephens, however, claims based on his 

“experience” that “the Commission believes, that rate stability and avoidance of rate shock is an 

overarching goal that, in the presence of conflicting goals, ‘trumps’ other revenue allocation and 

rate design criteria.”  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, pp. 12-13.)  IIEC argues, “[AIC’s] call for ‘meaningful 

progress’ should not take precedence over the fundamental rate design concept of rate 

moderation and avoidance of rate shock.”  (IIEC Ex. 5.0, p. 26.)  In other words, adhering to 

gradualism and avoiding rate shock defeats meaningful progress towards full cost of service.  

That is not the proper balance.  That is not any sort of balancing whatsoever.  Avoiding rate 
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shock and adhering to gradualism does not mean that the Commission should implement a 

moderation plan that essentially strings out minimal rate increases for decades until cost-based 

rates are attained.  The Commission should continue to balance its ratemaking goals, not have 

one “trump” another. 

The Commission recognized in AIC’s last rate case that the allocation of PURA Tax 

expense by kWh sales would result significant rate increases for AIC’s DS-4 customers.  The 

Commission found that it was appropriate to include Distribution Tax charges in the rate 

moderation plan when assessing and mitigating the bill impact of the overall increase to the DS-4 

class.  But in this case, Ameren Illinois has demonstrated that the bill impact of Distribution Tax 

charges will be relatively negligible for certain DS-4 subclasses if subclass mitigation is allowed 

to continue.  At some point, the subsidy to the DS-4 class must be eliminated.  The issue is not 

whether it should be removed, but when and how best.  To both include Distribution Tax charges 

within class revenue constraints and apply those restraints at the subclass level is not the proper 

balance.  The approach put forth by Ameren Illinois and supported by Kroger eliminates that 

subsidy in a reasonable amount of time.  The approach advocated by IIEC does not.  The 

Commission should reject IIEC’s subclass mitigation proposal. 

(ii) Inclusion of PURA/Distribution Tax in Rate 
Moderation 

As noted above, the Commission’s Order in Docket 09-0306 – 0311 included the effect 

of the Distribution Tax charges within the revenue allocation and rate mitigation methodology.  

Ameren Illinois proposes to similarly include Distribution Tax charges with the rate moderation 

approved in this proceeding.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 5.)  The Company supports Staff and 

AG’s belief that there must be movement toward equal cost recovery on a cents/kWh basis.  (Id., 
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p. 6.)  It just believes that movement should occur at a more gradual pace.  On the one hand, 

Staff and AG urge the Commission to cut straight to an average rate.10  On the other hand, IIEC 

asks the Commission to approve an uncertain and perhaps chronic continuation of the subsidy for 

decade.  Neither approach provides the proper balance.  The AIC class mitigation proposal, 

coupled with the three-step phase-in plan for Distribution Tax charges (discussed below in Rate 

Design), provide the proper balance between movement to full cost recovery and mitigating bill 

impacts, giving consideration to rate gradualism.  (Id.)  If the Commission accepts Staff and 

AG’s proposal to exclude Distribution Tax charges from rate moderation, each of AIC’s DS-4 

subclasses would be well below the rate mitigation threshold. 

VII. RATE DESIGN  

A. Overview 

B. Resolved Issues 

1. Electric/Gas 

a.  Billing Units 

Staff witness Mr. Brightwell reviewed AIC’s electric and gas forecasts for customers and 

usage and concluded they appear to be reasonable.  (ICC Staff Exs. 18.0, p. 2; 33.0, p. 1.) 

 

 

 

                                                 

10  Staff argues that a move to full recovery of Distribution from all ratepayers in this docket through an equal 
per-kWh charge would be consistent with the methodology approved by the Commission in Commonwealth 
Edison’s recent rate case.  That is true.  But ComEd’s large usage customers had previously been allocated 
Distribution Tax costs based on kWh delivered; the cents/kWh charge just had not been unbundled from the $/kW 
charge.  Thus the customer impacts were not starting from a position where very little Distribution Tax costs had 
been allocated to large usage customers.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 6.) 
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2. Electric 

a.  BGS-1/BGS-2 Pricing 

The Commission’s Rate Redesign Docket (Docket 07-0165) restructured power prices 

available to AIC’s residential customers.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), pp. 28-29.)  

BGS-1 is the fixed power service AIC offers its residential customers, including “space-heat” 

(also referred to as all-electric) customers.  (Id., p. 32.)  In its last AIC rate order (Docket 09-

0306 (cons.)), the Commission stated that in subsequent rate proceedings, as subsidies for BGS-1 

customers are reduced, AIC should continue to analyze market based prices and alternative rate 

design for this “all electric” residential customer subclass.  Order (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 252.  In this 

rate proceeding, AIC proposes to restructure BGS-1 prices to (i) create summer prices uniform 

across Rate Zones, (ii) set summer rates at cost; (iii) create uniform non-summer initial block 

charges for the first 800kWh of monthly usage, and (iv) continue the process of removing the 

subsidy to space-heat customers begun in the last rate case by reducing the level of discounts 

provided to certain residential customer groups for non-summer usage above 800 kWh, up to a 

level where the combined effect of changes in the delivery service and supply service rates did 

not exceed 10%.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev., pp. 32-34.)  AIC also proposes to eliminate non-

summer trail block rates for BGS-2 charges in Rate Zones I and III and to set uniform prices for 

the summer and non-summer periods.  (Id., pp. 35-36.) 

In its direct case, Staff agreed with AIC’s proposal to create uniform summer and non-

summer BGS-1 rates for the first 800 kWh and set summer rates at cost, but proposed 

modifications to AIC’s proposals to slowly reduce the subsidies to non-summer rates for usage 

above 800 kWh.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 19.)  Staff specifically recommended 

that the Commission bring all non-summer tail block rates to at least 50 percent of its cost-based 
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valued and offered proposed BGS-1 charges based on customer usage profiles.  (Id.)  Staff also 

recommended adoption of AIC’s proposal concerning BGS-2 charges.  (Id., p. 28.)   

On rebuttal, AIC offered three modifications to Staff’s BGS-1 counterproposal out of 

concern for bill impacts.  Specifically, AIC proposed to (i) add three high non-summer usage 

profiles to the profiles in Staff’s customer usage analysis; (ii) in addition to restricting movement 

to no more than 10% for annual BGS-1 prices for the customer usage profiles, perform a second 

analysis examining present and proposed DS-1 and BGS-1 rates to ensure no more than a 7.5% 

increase for the total bill; and (iii) invite a Commission review period for adjustment to non-

summer prices after each annual Illinois Power Agency (IPA) or procurement event.  (Id., p. 22-

27.)  AIC agreed with Staff’s proposal to use June 1 as the date to make adjustments to BGS 

rates with no additional movement towards cost-based rates for the June 1, 2012 filing, given 

that rate changes from this proceeding will go into effect in mid-January 2012. 

Staff, on rebuttal, did not object to AIC’s suggestion to add three additional “high use” 

customer profiles.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), p. 12.)  Staff also did not object to an annual 

review period for adjustments to BGS-1 pricing.  (Id., p. 13.)  Staff, however, proposed to cap 

the total bill impact for any of the 12 customer profiles at 10 percent at the conclusion of this 

proceeding.  (Id., p. 12.)  AIC agrees.  Ameren Exhibit 48.1 provides a revised redline/strikeout 

of Rider PER - Purchased Electricity Recovery for Commission approval with changes necessary 

to accommodate provisions agreed to by Staff and AIC. 

b.  Rebalancing DS-3 + 100kV/High Voltage Delivery 
 Charges 

The parties disagree in general on the appropriate electric rate design for AIC’s customer 

classes, whether the Commission should apply and across-the-board increase to all charges in 
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each zone or set target class revenue based on the results of the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs.  See 

Sec. VII.C.1.a.  In particular, AIC noted that Staff’s proposed across-the-board change would not 

permit the rebalancing of DS-3 Distribution Delivery Charges for +100 kV customers.  (Ameren 

Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), pp. 10-11.)  Although Staff continues to recommend its proposed 

rate design, Staff has accepted Ameren’s proposal to realign distribution delivery charges for 

DS-3 +100kV customers in Rate Zones I and III.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, p. 15.)  AIC still objects 

in general to Staff’s proposed across-the-board increase, but to the extent that the Commission 

adopts Staff’s proposed electric rate design, DS-3 Distribution Delivery Charges for +100 kV 

customers should be rebalanced.  In Rate Zone I, the +100 kV Distribution Delivery Charge is 

proposed to be $0.20/kW.  (Ameren Exs. 13.0 2nd Rev., p. 43; 31.2, p. 3.)  In Rate Zone III, the 

same charge is proposed to be $0.25/kW.  (Id.)  The values would not change in AIC’s 

compliance filing, unless rate mitigation/moderation is applied at the voltage subclass level. 

c.  DS-3/DS-4 Rate Limiter 

The DS-3 and DS-4 tariffs contain Rate Limiter provisions that ensure the monthly 

charges for the sum of Distribution Delivery and Transformation Charges are limited to no more 

than a set cents per-kWh if 20% or less of the customer’s annual usage occurs in the summer 

months of June through September.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 43.)  The 

Commission is committed to eliminating the Rate Limiters at the earliest opportunity.  (Id.)  The 

underlying reasons for implementing the Rate Limiter provisions, however, still exist today: the 

rate increase from transitioning from legacy bundled rates to unbundled rates has caused some 

customers undue bill impacts.  (Id., p. 44.)  As a result, AIC proposes to maintain the Rate 

Limiter provisions within the DS-3 and DS-4 tariffs, but have increased the Limiter for each rate 

zone to reduce the subsidy provided by other DS-3 and DS-4 customers.  (Id.)  The Rate Limiter 
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provision within DS-3 and DS-4 has been set at price levels that permit a 20% reduction in 

overall credits.  (Id.)  The Rate Limiter calculation should be updated when rates are conformed 

to the final revenue requirement, subject to a constraint to reduce the Rate Limiter credits by 

20%.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 12.)  GFAI agrees with the retention of the Rate 

Limiters and does not object or propose modifications to AIC’s proposed increases for the Rate 

Zone Limiters.  (Id., p. 36.)  No other party objects to AIC’s proposed Rate Limiters. 

3. Gas 

a. Increase for Charges (except GDS-1 and GDS-5) 

Staff and AIC agree that AIC’s gas rate design and increase for charges, other than GDS-

2 and GDS-4 (as discussed in resolved sections VII.B.3.c and 3.d), and the GDS-1 customer 

charge and GDS-5 (as discussed in contested section VII.C.2), should utilize Staff’s proposal on 

direct as modified by AIC’s proposal on rebuttal.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0, pp. 4-6; ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, 

pp. 1-2.)  Revenue allocations to rate zone and customer classes are also agreed, as discussed in 

Section VI.B.1.a.   

b. Single PGA/Rider PGA 

AIC proposes to adopt a single PGA tariff covering its service area, now that it is one 

legal entity and a single utility.  (Ameren Ex. 15.0G (Seckler Dir.), p. 5.)  Staff supports adoption 

of the single PGA.  (ICC Staff Exs. 6.0, p. 5; 17.0, pp. 3-6; Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev. (Seckler Reb.), 

p. 3.)  GFA also supports adoption.  (GFA Ex. 1.0G, p. 2.)  No other party opposes 

implementation of the single PGA.   

With respect to the 12-month time frame proposed by AIC for the disposition of the 

under/over recovered balances in connection with the adoption of a single PGA tariff, Staff 

witness Ms. Jones recommends that, within the 12-month time frame, AIC continue the 
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disposition process until the respective rate per therm cannot be set to four decimal places (i.e., is 

less than .01 cents per therm).  (ICC Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 7.)  AIC agrees with this proposal.  AIC 

also agrees with Ms. Jones’ recommendation that when a rate can no longer be set because of the 

remaining balance, or at the end of the 12-month period, such balance should be rolled into the 

single PGA charge as an “Other Adjustment” on Schedule II of the respective PGA charge.  

(ICC Staff Ex. 6.0, p. 7.) 

Ms. Jones further recommends, if it is necessary to continue the process of over/under 

recovery longer than two months, then, beginning the third month, rates should be calculated at 

two-month intervals. AIC agrees with Ms. Jones recommendation as clarified in Staff's response 

to data request AIC-Staff 8.06.  (Ameren Exs. 35.0 Rev., p. 4; 35.2.) 

Staff witness Ms. Jones recommends, if a single PGA tariff is approved by the 

Commission, Rider PGA should contain language that describes how the over/under recovered 

balances on the effective date of the single PGA will be refunded to or collected from customers. 

AIC agrees.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev., p. 5.)  AIC also agrees with Staff’s recommendation that if 

a single PGA tariff is approved by the Commission, Rider PGA should contain language that 

addresses the disposition of potential over/under recoveries (Factor O’s) that may be ordered by 

the Commission subsequent to implementation of a single PGA for prior reconciliation periods. 

(Id.)   

Staff also recommends, whether a single PGA tariff is approved by the Commission, 

Rider PGA should contain language describing the type of costs included in the calculation of 

the DGC, similar to the language that describes the type of costs included in the calculation of 

the Commodity Gas Charge and the Non-Commodity Gas Charge. AIC agrees.  (ICC Staff Ex. 

6.0, pp. 9-10; Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev., p. 5.)  
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c. Conformity of GDS-2 Customer Charge—600 Therms 

AIC proposed to conform the GDS-2 rate structure of Rate Zone III to the rate structure 

of Rate Zones I and II. Currently, Rate Zones I and II have two Customer Charges – one for 

Customers that use less than or equal to 600 therms per year and a second for Customers who use 

more than 600 therms per year. Conversely, Rate Zone III has one Customer Charge, regardless 

of annual use. Ameren proposes that Rate GDS-2 in Rate Zone III would also have two 

Customer Charges based on annual use.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0G (Althoff Dir.), p. 15; ICC Staff Ex. 

31.0, p. 14.) 

Staff recommends that the Commission approve the changes to GDS-2 to conform the 

GDS-2 Customer Charge rate structure for Rate Zone III to that of Rate Zones I and II, as the 

Company’s rate design proposal, which is to conform the GDS-2 Customer Charge rate structure 

for Rate Zone III to that of Rate Zones I and II, is in the best interest of its customers.  (ICC Staff 

Ex. 31.0, p. 16.)  AIC agrees. 

d. Conformity of GDS-4 Demand Charge—MDCQ 

AIC proposes a number of changes to the GDS-4 rate class to make the rate zones more 

uniform. The Company proposes that Customer Charges for all rate zones be based on Maximum 

Daily Contract Quantity (“MDCQ”).  (Ameren Ex. 13.0G (Althoff Dir.), p. 19.)  According to 

Ameren, use of MDCQ provides a closer approximation of the design load that gas planning 

engineers estimate is required to serve a customer, which in turn provides a closer link to cost of 

service.  Also, for Rate Zone I, delivery charges for both Rider S and Rider T customers will no 

longer be distinguished by pressure.  Finally, demand charges for Rate Zone I have been added 

and will be distinguished by operating pressure for both Rider S and Rider T customers.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 18.)  The approach to rate design for the GDS-4 customer class was developed 
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as a step toward rate structure uniformity.  (Ameren Exs. 13.0G; p. 19; 13.7G.)  The Company’s 

proposed changes can be found on 2nd Revised Sheet Nos.14.000 through 14.007.  Staff 

recommends that the Commission approve the changes to GDS-4.  Mr. Rukosuev states, 

“Ultimately, I believe that the Company’s rate design proposal for the GDS-4 customer class is 

in the best interest of its customers and therefore, I do not object to its implementation.”  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 21.) 

C. Contested Issues  

1.  Electric 

a. Increase for Charges in General 

The choices for electric rate design are stark.  On the one side stands the Utility (AIC) 

and its Customers (IIEC, AG/CUB, Kroger, GFAI and the Commercial Group).  They generally 

support an approach to electric rate design that seeks to (i) establish cost-based class rates and 

(ii) maintain existing uniform charges across rate zones.  On the other side stands Staff.  It 

supports a rate design that seeks neither.  Instead, it favors an across-the-board increase for all 

charges that, by Staff’s own admission, steers away from uniformity and cost-based rates.   

Staff claims that such a radical approach must be adopted because AIC has failed to 

provide the Commission with a viable and timely cost foundation.  Staff is wrong.  The rebuttal 

Rate Zone ECOSSs provide that foundation.  Staff’s own review of the cost models ensured that.  

And the Commission’s Order in Docket 10-0517 ensures that AIC will continue to provide that 

cost foundation in future rate filings.  AIC has affirmed that again here.  Staff’s electric rate 

design of last resort should be rejected.  It is needed neither to establish rates in this proceeding 

nor to incentivize AIC to provide Rate Zone ECOSSs in future proceedings.  It is a means whose 
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only end is to deny customers from receiving rates that are cost-based and remain uniform. The 

ICC should decline to adopt Staff’s across-the-board increase for all charges for these reasons.    

In AIC’s past rate cases, the Commission has espoused two broad rate design goals: (i) 

rates should eliminate subsidies and reflect the customer’s cost of service subject to bill impact 

concerns; and (ii) charges and tariffs should be uniform across the legacy utilities to the extent 

prudent.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (Apr. 29, 2010), pp. 228, 260; Order, Docket 07-

0585 – 07-0590 (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 280; Order, Docket 06-0070 – 06-0072 (Nov. 21, 2006), p. 

151.  AIC’s electric rate design proposal is in keeping with those goals.  The present customer 

class pricing structure would be maintained.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 25.)  

Meter charges for DS class rates would retain uniformity across rate zones with cost-based levels 

that were developed using the same process used in recent rate cases.  (Id., pp. 25-28.)  Customer 

Charges also would retain uniformity, and be a continuation of straight fixed variable design 

suggested by the ICC in previous cases for DS-1 and DS-2, and a transition towards cost-based 

rates for DS-3 and DS-4.  (Id., pp. 31-32, 38.)  Transformation and Reactive Demand Charges 

would remain constant.  (Id., pp. 39-41.)  Differences in Fixture Charges across rate zones for 

DS-5 would be reduced.  (Id., pp. 46-47.)  Subsidies would be reduced in Distribution Tax rates, 

BGS pricing and Rate Limiter levels.  (Id., pp. 20-23, 29-34, 43-44.)  The Distribution Delivery 

Charge for DS-1 through DS-4 would remain the component to adjust to final rates.   

Staff, however, rejects AIC’s proposed electric rate design outright.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, 

pp. 26-31.)  Instead, Staff offers an alternative ratemaking approach:  an across-the-board, equal 

percentage increase for all classes within each individual rate zone to produce its proposed 

revenue increase for the rate zone as whole.  (Id., p. 28.)  Staff recognizes that its proposal can 

neither establish class cost-based rates nor maintain uniformity across rate zones.  (Id., pp. 29-31; 
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see also Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev., pp. 10-11.)  But Staff says that isn’t its problem; it’s the 

Company’s problem for failing to give the Commission reliable cost information upfront to 

assess AIC’s rate design proposals.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, pp. 30-31.) 

The problem though isn’t the reasonableness of AIC’s rate design proposals, it’s the 

reasonableness of Staff’s own proposal.  Staff cobbles together a handful of reasons why the 

Commission should approve a non-uniform, non-cost-based approach to electric rate design; 

none are convincing.  Staff initially complained the Rate Zone ECOSSs didn’t provide a viable 

cost foundation.  (Id.)  AIC addressed Staff’s concerns and Staff realizes that the models are 

significantly improved.  Now Staff complains the updated studies, thought improved, are 

untimely.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, pp. 5, 11.)  Staff’s own testimony, however, shows that not to be 

true.  Staff had time to review (and accept) the class allocators used in the ECOSSs, as well as 

the adjustments to the entered data in the Rate Zone ECOSSs presented on rebuttal in response to 

its concerns.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 8-9; ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, pp. 2-5.)   

Staff agrees the Rate Zone ECOSS “provide a reasonable foundation for ratemaking,” but 

says there isn’t enough time to figure out whether they “provide a reasonable cost foundation.”  

(ICC Staff Ex. 30.0, p. 11.)  Both assertions cannot be true, and they aren’t.  The changes to the 

allocated balances used in the Rate Zone ECOSSs were (i) relatively straight-forward and minor, 

(ii) made directly in response to Staff’s testimony, (iii) considered an improvement on earlier 

inputs, (iv) given to Staff in plenty of time to review during this case and (v) actually reviewed 

by Staff before it filed its rebuttal.  Staff’s claims that AIC has not provided the Commission 

with a reasonable and timely cost foundation for rate making are overstated.  They should not be 

the basis for rejecting AIC’s rate design proposals. 
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Staff is left to argue that the Commission should accept its rate design to send a signal to 

Ameren Illinois.  (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 31.)  AIC, Staff argues, should incur “meaningful 

consequences” to ensure it has the proper “incentive” to provide reasonable and timely Rate 

Zone ECOSSs in future rate filings.  (ICC Staff Ex. 30, p. 12.)  Adopting its proposed rate 

design, Staff claims, will impose proper consequences and sufficient incentive.  (Id., p. 13.)   

But even if Staff’s suggested punishment fit AIC’s purported crime (and it doesn’t), such 

punitive measures simply are unnecessary.  The Commission’s Final Order in Docket 10-0517 

provided not only the guidance AIC was seeking for future rate filings, but also the incentive to 

provide Rate Zone ECOSSs in future delivery service rate cases.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), 

p. 10.)  AIC has acknowledged the same in this proceeding and affirmed that future filings will 

be accompanied with Rate Zone ECOSSs until uniform pricing is achieved.  (Id.)  There is no 

reason to believe that the Rate Zone ECOSSs will not be part of AIC’s next direct case filing.  

The real party harmed by the consequences of Staff’s proposal is not the Company; it is the 

customers who are denied the benefits of cost-based, uniform rates.  (Id.)  Staff weakly claims 

rate uniformity is a non-issue for ratepayers (ICC Staff Ex. 14.0, p. 30); the Commission, 

however, has shown in prior rate orders that it feels much differently.  Nor Staff could credibly 

claim that its proposal somehow benefits customers from a cost causation perspective.    

The radical departure from the Commission’s prior efforts to transition to uniform, cost-

based rates, suggested by Staff, is unjustified.  AIC has presented the Commission with a viable, 

reasonable and timely cost foundation that supports its proposed revenue allocation and rate 

design proposals.  The Rate Zone ECOSSs give consideration to historic legacy utility costs, as 

the Commission requested.  And Staff’s review resulted in improved cost models that better 

align allocated Rate Zone test year costs with historical balances. AIC doesn’t deserve to be 
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punished.  Nor does it need further incentive for future filings.  The process by which the rebuttal 

Rate Zone ECOSSs came about is not cause for assigning blame.  If anything, the process should 

be lauded; viable ECOSSs were presented to the Commission and the lessons learned will 

provide a starting point for further refinement in rate zone and class allocations in future filings.   

The Commission should adopt AIC’s proposed rate design.  The Meter, Customer, 

Transformation and Reactive Demand Charges should be established based on values set forth in 

AIC’s direct case.  DS-1-DS-4 Delivery Service and DS-5 Fixture Charges should be adjusted to 

meet the Commission’s final revenue requirement. And the rebuttal Rate Zone ECOSSs should 

provide the basis for setting rates.  Resorting to an across-the-board increase is unwarranted. 

b. Treatment of PURA/Distribution Tax Expense 

AIC’s proposed treatment of Distribution Tax Expense strikes the appropriate balance.  It 

moves toward full cost recovery on a cents/kWh basis.  It gradually eliminates a subsidy.  And it 

gives customers sufficient time to adjust to bill impacts.  The Commission should include 

Distribution Tax charges within the class revenue mitigation plan.  And the Commission should 

adopt AIC’s proposed three-step phase-in to uniform Distribution Tax rates.  Staff and AG’s 

approach eliminates the subsidy too quickly.  IIEC’s approach eliminates the subsidy too slowly.   

AIC also proposes to keep the Distribution Tax charge as a separate line item on 

customers’ bills as per kWh charge, given prior Commission decisions in AIC and ComEd’s rate 

cases.  AIC, however, would not oppose putting the Distribution Tax charge back into base rates. 

(i) Phase-in of PURA/Distribution Tax Expense 

AIC’s DS-1, DS-2, DS-3 and DS-5 classes presently contribute 89% of Distribution Tax 

revenue.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 19.)  AIC’s DS-4 class, however, provides 

only 11% of Distribution Tax revenue, even though it represents 40.3% of AIC’s kWh sales.  
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(Id.)  This disparity is even wider when one views the relative contributions within the DS-4 

class: DS-4 customers served from Primary, High Voltage and +100kV Supply Voltage represent 

7.8%, 17.4% and 15.0% of total kWh sales, yet contribute only 3.8%, 5.6% and 1.1% of 

Distribution Tax revenue.  (Id.)  At proposed Distribution Tax rates, these percentages produce 

an aggregate shortfall from present Distribution Tax rates of approximately $15 million,  (Id.)  

Elimination of the DS-4 subsidization thus becomes a matter of rate equity to other customer 

classes; they should not have to pay the taxes for another class any longer than necessary.  IIEC 

claims that some of the percentage increases are “exorbitant.”  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), p. 

13.)  But when certain DS-4 subclasses are currently paying such a minuscule percentage of the 

average Distribution Tax rate, even relatively minor cents per-kWh increases will result in high 

percentage changes.  (Id., p. 14.)  Staff, AG/CUB and AIC agree that Distribution Tax rates for 

DS-4 customers are too low and are being heavily subsidized by other classes.  This subsidy 

can’t be removed without DS-4 customers receiving material increases to Distribution tax rates. 

The elimination of the DS-4 Distribution Tax subsidy is not just a matter of rate equity; it 

is also a matter of revenue equity.  The current DS-4 Distribution Tax rates are below the 

marginal Distribution Tax cost to AIC.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0 2nd Rev., p. 23.)  All other things 

constant, each incremental kWh provided to a DS-4 customer costs AIC more than the revenue 

received.  (Id.)  And for DS-4 customers served from +100 kV supply voltage, incremental 

Distribution Tax cost is greater than incremental revenue, even if incremental billing demand is 

registered. (Id.)  Thus, AIC loses money on each kWh sold to +10 kV DS-4 customers.   

It is not a question of whether the subsidy should be eliminated; it is a question of how 

quickly.  In AIC’s prior rate case, the Commission expressed concern about immediately 

assessing DS-4 customers the full average Distribution Tax rate; thus, it included Distribution 
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Tax charges in the rate moderation plan.  But the Commission also considered that the 

elimination of inter- and intra-class subsidies a priority in AIC’s next filing.  To balance those 

concerns, AIC proposes a three-step phase in to reach average Distribution Tax rates.  (Ameren 

Ex. 13.0 2nd Rev., pp. 18-24.)  AIC’s phase-in proposal proactively eliminates the DS-4 inter- 

and intra-class subsidies, while giving customers more time to adjust to bill impact than if the 

Commission ordered a transition to full cost recovery in rates effective with this proceeding, as 

Staff and AG/CUB recommend. 

As set forth in the direct testimony of Ameren witness Mr. Jones, AIC proposes to phase 

in movement to the equalized rate over the next three years.  (Id., p. 20.)  The first step would be 

implemented at the end of this proceeding and modestly moves Distribution Tax rates closer to 

average.  (Id.)  DS-1, DS-2, DS-3 and DS-5 customers within each Rate Zone would pay the 

same average rate, which would include an amount greater than the AIC average Distribution 

Tax per kWh expense, to pay for the subsidization of the DS-4 class.  (Id., p. 21.)  The second 

step, implemented in February 2013, removes 50% of the subsidy provided to DS-4 customers 

and rebalances Distribution Tax rates for all other customers on a revenue neutral basis.  (Id.)  

The third step, implemented in February 2014, removes the remaining subsidy to the DS-4 class 

and equalizes the Distribution Tax prices among all customer classes and Rate Zones.  (Id.) 

AIC agrees with Staff and AG/CUB in principle that the DS-4 Distribution Tax subsidy 

should be eliminated.  In the AIC’s last case, the Commission, out of concern about bill impacts, 

rejected AIC’s argument that Distribution Tax charges should be excluded from any rate 

moderation to transition to full cost recovery in rates.  Unless the Commission feels sufficient 

time has passed and all customer classes should pay the same cents per-kWh Distribution Tax 

rate at the conclusion of this proceeding, a gradual transition to full cost recovery still seems 
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appropriate.  The AIC phase-in plan provides the proper balance between movement to full cost 

recovery and mitigation of bill impacts, while giving consideration to rate gradualism.  The 

Commission should approve AIC’s electric rate mitigation and phase-in plan. 

(ii) Exclusion of PURA/Distribution Tax Expense from 
Base Rates  

In AIC’s last rate case, the Commission excluded Distribution Tax charges from base 

delivery service rates.  Order on Rehearing, Docket  09-0306  –  09-0311 (cons.) (Nov. 4, 2010), 

p. 83.  Distribution Tax charges currently are recovered through AIC’s Tax Additions Tariff.  

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), pp. 16-17.)  AIC acknowledges that Distribution Tax 

charges were included in ComEd’s base delivery service rates in its most recent rate case, Docket 

No. 10-0467, and does not oppose the reintegration of Distribution Tax charges into its own base 

rates.  (Ameren Exs. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), pp. 37-38; 48.0 (Jones Sur.), p. 19.)  AIC defers to 

the Commission on how best Distribution Tax charges should recovered. 

(iii) Collection of PURA/Distribution Tax Expense as 
Separate Per kWh Charge on Bill 

 In AIC’s last rate case, the Commission also found that AIC should recover Distribution 

Tax charges as a separate volumetric line item charge on bills.  Final Order, Docket Nos. 09-

0306 – 0311, Apr. 29, 2010, p. 295.  The Commission believed that ratepayers should be aware 

of pass-through taxes for which they are being charged by the utility.  Id.; Order on Rehearing, 

Docket Nos. 09-0306 – 0311, p. 83.  Distribution Tax charges currently are recovered as a 

separate per-kWh charge on customers’ bills.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 16.)  

In ComEd’s most recent rate case, Docket No. 10-0467, the Commission adopted ComEd’s 

proposal to also modify its rate design to provide a separate volumetric charge for the recovery 

of Distribution Tax charges.  Final Order, May 24, 2011, p. 285.  AIC is not proposing to remove 
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the separate line item charge from customers’ bills.  If however the Commission reintegrated the 

expense into base rates, Distribution Tax charges could be encompassed in the variable 

Distribution Delivery Charges for AIC’s DS-1, DS-2, and DS-5 classes.   

c. DS-1 Customer Charge 

AIC proposes to increase the DS-1 Customer Charge from $12.28/month to 

$15.55/month.  (Ameren 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), p. 31.)  Coupled with its proposed DS-1 

Meter Charge ($4.45/month), this represents a $3.00 increase to $20.00/month.  (Id., pp. 26, 31.)  

Under proposed rates, the proposed DS-1 Customer and Meter Charges recover approximately 

47% of the residential revenue requirement.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 42.)   

AG/CUB, however, contends that there shouldn’t be any increase to the DS-1 Customer 

Charge, regardless of the revenue increase.  (AG/CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 12.)  AG/CUB claims that the 

existing DS-1 Customer Charge “already exceeds by a substantial amount the customer-related 

cost under Ameren’s proposed revenue requirement.”  (Id.)  But fixed Customer Charges are not 

designed to recover only those distribution costs that are allocated by customer count; they are 

designed to recover a percentage of the utility’s fixed costs.  AIC’s current DS-1 Customer 

Charge does not exceed the fixed costs incurred to provide residential delivery service; nor does 

the proposed DS-Customer Charge.  The Commission should reject AG/CUB’s recommendation 

that there should not be any increase to the DS-1 Customer Charge.   

AG/CUB claims the existing DS-1 Customer Charge “already greatly exceeds the cost of 

service” because it exceeds AIC’s “customer-related” costs.  (Id., p. 12.)  But contrary to 

AG/CUB’s contention, AIC’s existing and proposed Customer Charges are cost-based charges.  

(Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 42.)  The majority of AIC’s cost of serving its customers are fixed, 

more than just the costs that are allocated to classes based on customer count.  AIC’s delivery 
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system is designed and built to serve expected demand and use.  Once the distribution facilities 

are installed, the costs do not vary based on the customer’s monthly usage.  (Id.)  Equipment is 

not added or removed from the distribution network based on monthly variations in use; these 

costs are sunk.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones Sur.), p. 20.)  Nor does the cost of operating and 

maintaining distribution lines and substations change with monthly kWh sales.  (Id.)  That a 

portion of costs allocated based on demand is recovered through a fixed charge does not mean 

that the fixed charge exceeds the cost of service for that customer class.  (Id., p. 23.)  On the 

contrary, recovering fixed costs through fixed charges better reflects cost causation. 

The Commission has recognized “the importance of recovering fixed costs predominantly 

through fixed charges.”  Commonwealth Edison, Order, Docket 10-0467 (May 24, 2011), p. 232.  

It also has recognized that one of the most important steps in aligning rate design with cost is “to 

properly align the fixed and variable portions of [a utility’s] delivery rates with the fixed and 

variable costs [the utility] incurs to provide delivery service.”  Id.  In that recognition, it has 

decided to either decouple or move towards a “Straight Fixed Variable” (SFV) design in rate 

cases filed by every major Illinois gas and electric utility.  Id.  In AIC’s last rate case, the 

Company modified the amount of allocated delivery service charges recovered through the DS-1 

Customer and Meter Charges to move towards a SFV approach that better aligned fixed charges 

with fixed costs.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311(cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 283.  AIC’s 

proposed DS-1 Customer and Meter Charges in this proceeding maintain that approach.  By way 

of comparison, ComEd now recovers 50% of its residential delivery service requirement through 

fixed charges.  Order, Docket 10-0467, p. 232.  AIC’s proposed rate design is no different. 

With a lower Customer Charge, revenue must be recovered from somewhere else, i.e. a 

higher cents per-kWh Distribution Delivery Charge.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev., p. 42.)  Under that 
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scenario, a customer who consumes more kWh will pay more, even though the fixed costs of 

serving that customer has not changed.  AG/CUB complains that, even though investments are 

fixed, the costs to place them in service are incurred to meet demand, and rates should reflect 

those changes in customer demand.  (AG/CUB Ex. 5.0, pp. 8-9.)  But current rate design relies 

heavily on kWh use to collect class revenue, in contrast to how costs are incurred.  (Ameren Ex. 

48.0, p. 20.)  AIC is not ignoring customer demand in establishing cost-based rates.  And to the 

extent expected demand increases and requires additional investment in the distribution network, 

the demand-related costs of that investment will be assigned to customer classes in future rate 

case.  Customer and Meter Charges are designed to recover a class’s fixed as opposed to variable 

costs; they are not designed to segregate, within a class, customer-related and demand-related 

costs.11 

The Commission should approve AIC’s revenue allocation and rate design for its DS-1 

customer class, including its proposed increases for the DS-1 Customer and Meter Charges.  

AG/CUB’s claims that not only the proposed Customer Charge, but also the existing Customer 

Charge, somehow doesn’t reflect the cost of serving the residential class ignore that AIC’s fixed 

charges of providing service to the DS-1 class are greater than just the “customer-related” costs 

allocated to the DS-1 class.  The Commission got it right in AIC’s last rate case when it 

approved AIC’s SFV approach and DS-1 Charges.  And it got it right when it approved ComEd’s 

SFV and residential charges in its last rate case.  The same treatment should be afforded here. 

                                                 

11  A lower DS-1 Customer Charge just doesn’t mean potentially a larger variable charge for AIC’s DS-1 
customers; it means larger bill impacts for the DS-1 class, as subsidies within BGS-1 non-summer supply prices are 
reduced.  (Ameren Exs. 31.0 Rev., p. 43; 48.0, pp. 22-23.)  The Commission has encouraged movement towards an 
SFV design in part to help address the issue of subsidized BGS-1 non-summer tail block rates.  (Id.)  Reverting back 
to move heavily weighted variable pricing will impede progress in reducing those subsidies.  (Id.) 
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d. DS-3/DS-4 Seasonal Rates 

AIC’s Rate Limiters were implemented through the Rate Redesign Order in Docket No. 

07-0585.  Their singular purpose was simple: to create a narrowly-tailored subsidy for certain 

DS-3 and DS-4 customers that would limit their monthly charges for the sum of Distribution 

Delivery and Transformation Charges to no more than a set number of cents per-kWh value, as 

long as 20% or less of their annual usage occurred during the summer months of June through 

September.  Since that time, GFAI members have received the benefit of these subsidies at the 

expense of other DS-3 and DS-4 customers.  And since that time, the Commission has been 

committed to eliminating these subsidies at the earliest opportunity.   

In the AIC’s last rate case, the Commission adopted AIC’s Rate Limiter proposal because 

it was a step toward the goal of eliminating the Rate Limiters.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 

(cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), p. 313.  GFAI’s proposal, on the other hand, the Commission found, 

essentially maintained the status quo.  Id.  In this case, AIC has taken another step in reducing 

the amount of the subsidy provided by other DS-3 and DS-4 customers due to the Rate Limiters.  

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E 2nd Rev. (Jones Dir.), pp. 43-44.)  GFAI doesn’t offer modifications or 

object to AIC’s proposal.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 46.)  They likely see the 

writing on the wall – it is only a matter of time before the ICC eliminates the Rate Limiters 

entirely.  Instead, GFAI suggests (again) that AIC should implement a different type of subsidy 

altogether: seasonal demand rates for DS-3 and DS-4 customers.  GFAI, however, hasn’t offered 

any evidence to justify or allow for the implementation of such seasonal class rates.  GFAI hasn’t 

even offered a specific rate design proposal in this proceeding.  The Commission should approve 

AIC’s proposed Rate Limiters, that’s all.  No other “seasonal” pricing proposals are offered. 
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In the last rate case, GFAI argued that AIC should price its distribution delivery service 

charges, excluding monthly fixed charges, higher during the summer and lower during the non-

summer months, since the load for non-residential classes as a group tends to peak in the 

summer.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.), p. 267.  AIC pointed out that substations and 

primary lines are designed to serve the maximum demand expected, regardless of the season.  Id.  

In addition, AIC contended that specific circuits serving seasonal non-residential customers can 

peak outside of the summer months.  Id.  AIC, however, agreed to examine a sample of circuits 

serving DS-3 and DS-4 customers (i) to confirm that their non-summer seasonal use can drive 

local circuit peaks and (ii) to evaluate their revenue contribution relative to cost responsibility.  

Id.  The results of the study confirmed AIC’s belief:  circuits serving non-residential customers 

with large seasonal loads can peak outside the summer period.  (Ameren Exs. 13.0E 2nd Rev., 

pp. 37-38; 13.6E.)  In addition, the study showed that the sample feeders, because of their usage 

patterns, did not contribute revenue corresponding to their cost responsibility.  (Id.)   

The sample circuit study satisfied the Commission’s directive from the last rate case and 

demonstrated that non-residential seasonal usage can peak outside of the summer months.  It did 

not support GFAI’s position that DS-3 and DS-4 delivery rates should be higher in the summer.  

GFAI, however, now complains that the circuit study was flawed and incomplete, largely 

because it didn’t examine cost responsibility on a seasonal basis and didn’t look at substation 

peak data.  (GFA Ex. 2.0E, pp. 1-3.)  If only the Commission had ordered AIC to examine either 

issue.  But there wasn’t a need to examine them.  The Commission directed AIC to examine a 

sample of circuits to evaluate whether seasonal customers can drive local peak during non-

summer months.  As it turns out, AIC was right in its belief; they can drive local peak in the fall 

and winter.  The circuit study was never intended to examine substation load data or seasonal 
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cost of service.  (Ameren Ex. 31.0 Rev. (Jones Reb.), pp. 46-48.)  As AIC pointed out, 

substations and primary distribution lines are designed and built to meet expected demand, 

regardless of the season in which peak demand occurs.  (Id.)  And circuits are not designed 

differently if their peak demand occurs in the summer or non-summer months.  (Id., p. 50.)  The 

distribution network is built based on long-term load projections for any given area, not on 

seasonal load.  (Id.)  GFAI’s complaints that AIC “intentionally” limited the scope of the sample 

circuit study should fall on deaf ears.  (GFA Ex. 2.0E, p. 2.)  AIC’s study was framed by the 

scope of the Commission’s directive and the parties’ positions in the last case. 

The Commission directed AIC to examine a sample of circuits, not the load data of every 

circuit and substation that services a feeder.  The purpose of the circuit study was to confirm that 

circuits servicing feeders can peak outside of the summer months, not to somehow segregate and 

assign DS-3 and DS-4 distribution costs on a seasonal basis.  AIC was not asked to undertake a 

seasonal rate segmentation study or seasonal cost of service study.  (Ameren Ex. 48.0 (Jones 

Sur.), pp. 25-29.)  And GFAI has not identified a workable seasonal cost allocation method that 

would allow AIC to conduct such a study.  (Id.)  But in any event, that type of study, even if 

feasible, is not warranted.  The circuit study investigated and confirmed what AIC believed (and 

what the Commission wanted to know), namely that implementation of seasonable delivery rates 

is neither simple nor justified.  That GFAI now may not like the study’s scope or its results does 

not mean that the study was flawed or incomplete.  There is no basis in the record to implement 

seasonal DS-3 and DS-4 pricing.  There is not even a basis to require AIC to conduct further 

analysis of the load data of AIC’s distribution assets.  The Commission should find that no 

further action on AIC’s part is necessary at this time to study GFAI’s hypothetical seasonal rates. 
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2. Gas 

a. GDS-1 Customer Charge 

In AIC’s 2007 rate case, Docket Nos. 07-0585 – 07-0590 (Cons.), the Commission 

directed AIC to modify its monthly customer charges for the GDS-1 and GDS-2 classes so that 

80% of delivery services costs were recovered through the customer charge.  Order, Docket 07-

0585 – 07-0590 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 237.  It further ordered “that the approved ratio of 

fixed costs recovered from the customer charge and volumetric rate must remain in place until at 

least December 2012.”  Id., p. 238.  The Commission affirmed that rate design in AIC’s 2009 

rate case.  Order, Docket 09-0306 – 0311 (cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), pp. 260-61.  Recently, it also 

approved recovery by Nicor Gas Company of 80% of its costs through the customer charge.  

Nicor Gas Co., Order, Docket 08-0363 (Mar. 25, 2009), pp. 90-91 (relying on Order, Docket 07-

0585 – 07-0590 (cons.).  The Commission has also consistently supported, as a policy matter, the 

recovery of a greater portion of fixed costs through the customer charge.  See Illinois-American 

Water Co., Order, Docket 07-0507 (July 30, 2008), p. 122; Illinois-American Water Co., Order, 

Docket 09-0319 (Apr. 13, 2010), p. 169; Commonwealth Edison Co., Order, Docket 10-0467 

(May 24, 2011), p. 232.  Consistent with that directive and Commission policy, AIC has been 

recovering 80% of its residential class revenue requirement through the customer charge since 

2008.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0 (Althoff Sur.), p. 8.)  Its proposal in the instant proceeding is the same: 

AIC proposes to continue recovering 80% of the class revenue requirement for the GDS-1 and 

GDS-2 customer classes through the customer charge.  (Ameren Exs. 13.0G Rev. (Althoff Dir.), 

pp. 14, 18; 13.7G.)  Staff accepts this proposal.  (See ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 16.)  The 

Commission should approve it. 
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AIC witness Karen R. Althoff explained the reasoning behind this proposed continued 

recovery.  As Ms. Althoff testified, the vast majority of AIC’s gas costs of service—over 97%, in 

fact—are “fixed” in nature in that they do not vary with usage.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev. (Althoff 

Reb.), pp. 17-19.)  This is best understood by breaking those costs down into two categories—

“capacity” related costs and “customer” related costs.  (Id.)  “Capacity” related costs of service 

are those costs tied to the tangible assets necessary to provide gas utility service to customers, 

such as gas distribution mains and gas storage facilities.  (Id., pp. 17-18.)  The costs of these 

assets, once installed, do not vary with monthly customer usage and so are fixed.  (Id.)  

“Customer” related costs are similarly “fixed” costs.  “Customer” related costs are based on the 

number of customers served by AIC and include the costs of meter installations, services, 

customer administration and billing, and meter reading, among others.  (Id., p. 18.)  Like the 

“capacity” related costs of service, these costs do not vary with usage.  As Ms. Althoff explained, 

it is appropriate to recover costs such as these which do not vary with usage, and thus are 

“fixed,” through a corresponding pricing mechanism—a fixed customer charge.  (Id., pp. 17, 19.)   

AG/CUB characterize 45% of AIC’s costs as “demand” costs (AG/CUB Ex. 2.0, p. 19), 

but these costs are more properly categorized as “fixed” costs because they are capacity-related.  

They must be incurred to make the gas system available to customers: even if a customer uses no 

gas, the system is still available to provide that customer with gas.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev., p. 24.)  

Ms. Althoff explained that customers expect that the system will be available to deliver gas when 

they demand it.  That availability has a cost, irrespective of usage.  (Id.)  For this reason, 

AG/CUB’s characterization of these costs as “demand” costs is incorrect.  (Id.)     

Despite the Commission’s established policy and prior directive to AIC (and other 

utilities) to recover 80% of its delivery services costs through a fixed customer charge, AG/CUB 
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oppose AIC’s proposal to do just that.  At the outset, AG/CUB take issue with AIC’s 

classification of the majority of its costs of residential gas service as “fixed.”  AG/CUB 

submitted the testimony of Scott J. Rubin on this issue.  Citing what he terms “the standard 

economic definition of a ‘fixed’ cost,” Mr. Rubin contends AIC’s costs of service should be 

evaluated over the long run, and, when so evaluated, they are in fact not “fixed” costs.  

(AG/CUB Ex. 2.0, pp. 13, 15-18.)  Yet, Mr. Rubin’s (lengthy) recitation of economic theory is 

misplaced in the regulatory context.  As Ms. Althoff explained, costs traditionally considered by 

economists as “variable,” such as labor and customer service costs, in fact do not change in the 

utility setting with short-term fluctuations in load.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev., p. 20.)  The 

Commission recently rejected the same argument presented by AG/CUB in Docket 10-0467.  

See Commonwealth Edison Co., Order, Docket 10-0467 (May 24, 2011), pp. 231-32.  It should 

reject that argument here. 

AG/CUB also take the position AIC’s proposed residential customer charge adversely 

impacts low use customers.  AG/CUB witness Mr. Rubin argues AIC’s proposed level of 

residential class customer charge raises rate discrimination and social welfare concerns.  

(AG/CUB Ex. 5.0, p. 10.)  With respect to the “social welfare” concern, AIC witness Ms. Althoff 

provided two analyses that demonstrated that there is no connection between usage volume and 

income status for gas users.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev., pp. 20-23.)  Mr. Rubin responded that his 

“social welfare” concern had nothing to do with customers’ income levels or other 

socioeconomic characteristics. (AG/CUB Ex. 5.0, p. 10.)  Mr. Rubin contends instead that AIC’s 

proposal shifts costs from high-use customers to low-use customers, but does nothing to improve 

the overall efficiency of service.  (Id.)  He further argues AIC’s proposal “could lead to 
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inefficient consumption decisions because consumers would not receive a price signal reflecting 

the true cost of meeting customers’ demands for energy services.”  (Id.)   

Mr. Rubin’s argument in this regard is flawed.  He provided no basis for his assertion that 

the alleged cost shift does nothing to improve the efficiency of service.  (Ameren Ex. 50., p. 7.)  

The opposite is true: because AIC’s cost to distribute gas services are primarily fixed, the cost to 

provide such service to low-use customers differs little from the cost to provide such service to 

high-use customers.  (Id., pp. 8-9.)  AIC’s proposal sets the proper pricing signal for customers 

with respect to those costs by establishing fixed charges for such fixed costs.  (Id., p. 9.)  

Moreover, as Ms. Althoff explained, fixed distribution charges comprise only a small portion of 

a residential customer’s bill.  (Id.)  A significant portion of their bill is comprised of the 

customer’s gas commodity charge. (Id.)  Because that charge is tied to therm usage, it sends the 

appropriate pricing signal regarding the customer’s gas consumption.  (Id.)  AG/CUB’s concern 

is meritless. 

 Moreover, Mr. Rubin failed to explain why his alleged cost shift poses any concern.  As 

Ms. Althoff noted, it could just as easily be argued that recovery of costs through a higher 

volumetric charge, as apparently championed by AG/CUB, could result in a subsidy of low-

volume customers by high-volume customers.  (AG/CUB Ex. 5.0, p. 7.)  Such a shift clearly 

would decrease the efficiency of service about which AG/CUB are concerned.  Indeed, Mr. 

Rubin acknowledges low-income customers receiving LIHEAP assistance likely are high-

volume customers.  (Id., p. 10.)  Thus, AG/CUB’s position would penalize those customers 

because, under AG/CUB’s proposal, they would pay more than their appropriate share of the 

fixed costs to serve them.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0, p. 8.)   
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Further, in alleging in an inappropriate “cost shift,”  AG/CUB ignore that, as stated, AIC 

has been recovering 80% of its residential class revenue requirement through the customer 

charge since the Commission’s directive that it do so in AIC’s 2007 rate case.  (Id.)  Thus, there 

is no “shift” as compared to previous pricing structures.  (Id.)   

Next, AG/CUB argue certain of the “capacity” related costs AIC considers “fixed” in 

nature are, in fact, not “fixed” at all.  (AG/CUB Ex. 5.0, p. 11.)  Mr. Rubin points specifically to 

the cost of gas storage fields, which he contends are “variable.”  (Id.)  As Ms. Althoff explained, 

the cost of service for underground storage fields is tied to tangible assets including land and 

land rights, structures and improvements, wells, non-recoverable natural gas necessary for the 

fields to operate, lines, and storage equipment, and to the expense incurred to operate and 

maintain those facilities.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0, p. 10.)  Therefore, storage costs are fixed. 

Over 97% of AIC’s costs of gas service are “fixed” costs.  They do not vary based on gas 

consumption.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev., p. 17.)  To recover such costs through variable charges 

sends consumers the wrong pricing signal.  (Id., p. 25.)  When proper pricing signals are utilized, 

ratepayers’ consumption decisions will be based on the actual cost of delivery service.  (Id.)  

AIC’s proposal to continue recovering 80% of the class revenue requirement for the GDS-1 and 

GDS-2 customer classes through the customer charge, as approved by the Commission in the 

Company’s last two rate cases, should be approved.   

b. GDS-5 Expansion of Rate Class Availability 

AIC’s current GDS-5 rate is a seasonal service that allows customers to avoid Demand 

Charges provided they consume gas only on days when the average temperature exceeds 25 

degrees Fahrenheit.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev. (Althoff Reb.), p. 27.)  AIC proposes retaining the 
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GDS-5 temperature based customer class structure in its current form, and proposes no changes 

to the GDS-5 tariff.  (Ameren Ex. 13.0G Rev. (Althoff Dir.), pp. 16, 22.)   

The GDS-5 tariff is the tariff most applicable to Intervener the Grain and Feed 

Association of Illinois’ (“GFA”) members.  (ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 25.)  GFA also “supports 

utilization of the current temperature based GDS-5 rate [because it] achieves maximum 

utilization of and revenues from use of the distribution system during the winter month, while 

protecting system integrity” and it “awards customers for interrupting use.”  (GFA Exs. 1.0G, p. 

3; 2.0G, p. 1.)  However, GFA proposes incorporating into the GDS-5 rate design additional tiers 

of customer charges applicable to small and intermediate customers of the GDS-2 and GDS-3 

size.  (GFA Ex. 1.0G, p. 4.)  It further proposes revising the GDS-5 tariff accordingly.  (GFA Ex. 

1.01G.)  Although GFA witness Jeffrey Adkisson testified that all customers are eligible to 

receive the GDS-5 rate if they are willing to curtail their gas usage on certain days, he argues, as 

a practical matter, that rate is only available to large consumers because the GDS-5 customer 

charges are comparable to those for GDS-4 Large General Service Customers.  (Id., p. 3.)  He 

claims AIC’s GDS-5 rate design does not send the appropriate pricing signals to small and 

intermediate GDS-2 and GDS-3 customers.  (Id.)  Therefore, Mr. Adkisson contends (in a 

statement unsupported by any evidence of actual customer behavior) “[a] typical small to 

intermediate size grain dryer would never be expected to utilize the GDS-5 rate because of the 

proposed high monthly fixed charges and may opt to use propane instead.”  (Id.)  GFA takes the 

position that a broader range of customer charges within the GDS-5 rate equal to that proposed 

for the GDS-3 rate would encourage greater off peak usage by those customers.  (Id., p. 4.)  GFA 

asserts, in this way, the Company’s tariffs can encourage more efficient use of its distribution 

system.  (Id.) 
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GFA’s proposal should be rejected.  Significantly, it overlooks that the Company must 

properly assess charges to recover the costs necessarily incurred to provide service to its 

customers.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0 (Althoff Sur.), p. 12.)  In this regard, GFA’s proposal ignores the 

basis for the respective customer charges incorporated into the GDS-3 and GDS-5 rate designs.  

GDS-5 rate customers who consume gas on days when the temperature is at or below 25 degrees 

Fahrenheit incur a demand charge based on that day’s use.  (Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev. (Althoff 

Reb.), p. 27.)  Thus, the GDS-5 rate structure requires interval metering based on discrete 

incremental measurements of gas consumption.  (Id.)   In contrast, the GDS-3 rate structure does 

not assess demand charges.  (Id.)  As such, relative to the metering equipment necessary for 

GDS-5 consumption, GDS-3 metering equipment is more simplistic and less costly.  (Id.)  As Ms. 

Althoff testified, the average installed cost of a GDS-3 meter for AIC is approximately $5,400.  

(Id., p. 28.)  The average installed cost of a GDS-5 meter, in comparison, is $10,800.  (Id.)  

Those figures do not include the cost of regulators or interval metering equipment necessary for 

GDS-5.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0, p. 14.)  Because the design of the GDS-5 rate tariff offers a price 

break for seasonable usage to GDS-5 customers, meter reading and billing, too, are more 

complex and, as a result, more costly for GDS-5 grain drying customers relative to small or 

intermediate GDS-2 and GDS-3 general use customers.  (Id., p. 13.)  GFA’s proposal fails to 

account for such cost differences. 

If GDS-3 customers were to switch to the GDS-5 rate, AIC would be required to install 

this more costly demand metering equipment for those customers, and incur related costs, but 

those customers would not be assessed the appropriate customer charge under GFA’s proposal.  

(Ameren Ex. 33.0 Rev., p. 28.)  The result would be cross-class subsidization; in other words, 
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GDS-2 or GDS-3 customers using the seasonal rate would not pay enough to cover the 

associated costs, which would then have to be borne by other customers.  (Id.)   

Nevertheless, GFA contends the installed cost of meters and regulators capable of 

recording discrete hourly and daily demands as required by the GDS-5 rate schedule are 

available and can be installed for less than $5,000.  (GFA Ex. 2.0, p. 4.)  It estimates the installed 

meter cost for a GDS-2 or GDS-3 size customers taking service under the optional GDS-5 rate, 

and provides sample invoices from metering equipment suppliers to support its contention.  (See 

GFA Exs. 2.01G; 2.02G.)   

GFA’s analysis is inaccurate.  GFA’s estimation of the equipment necessary to serve 

GDS-2 and GDS-3 customers under the GDS-5 rate structure focuses on therm usage and ignores 

other service criteria.  Therefore, it is incomplete.  (Ameren Ex. 50.0, p. 14.)  Moreover, the 

equipment suggested by GFA and identified on GFA Exhibits 2.01G and 2.02G would not be 

appropriate for GDS-5 customers.  Further, the regulator cost estimated by GFA is too low for 

the volumes of gas used by most grain dryers; such volumes require larger and more expensive 

regulators.  (Id.)  Moreover, the labor cost estimated by GFA to install GFA’s proposed 

equipment is too low given that GDS-5 meter sets are greater in size, complexity and installation 

time, than GDS-3 meter sets.  (Id.)  In sum, the cost estimated by GFA to install a GDS-5 

capable meter set for a GDS-2 or GDS-3 customer is inaccurate and unquestionably low.   

GFA’s proposal also should be rejected in light of the admission that AIC would 

experience revenue erosion if a significant number of GDS-2 and GDS-3 customers switched to 

the GDS-5 seasonal rate, as GFA recommends.  (GFA Ex. 1.0G, p. 4.)  For that reason, GFA is 

not proposing the incorporation of an additional customer charge for GDS-2-size customers at 

this time.   (Id.)  Rather, it claims there are 12 grain dryers’ accounts which would be eligible to 
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switch from the GDS-3 to the GDS-5 seasonal rate under its proposal.  (Id., pp. 4-5.)  GFA states, 

if all 12 were to switch, the revenue erosion to AIC would be approximately $20,000 annually, if 

the Commission approved 100% of the Company’s requested rate increase.  (Id., p. 5.)  

Apparently, GFA finds this level of revenue erosion acceptable.  It is not.   

GFA also overlooks the additional, significant potential revenue erosion that would result 

if eligible GDS-3 customers other than those identified by GFA were to switch to the GDS-5 rate.  

AIC has over 80 other grain drying customers served under the GDS-3 rate structure.  (Ameren 

Ex. 33.0 Rev., p. 28.)  If all were to switch rate classes, the revenue erosion and cost 

subsidization resulting from the difference in cost between GDS-3 and GDS-5 metering 

equipment discussed above would be significant.  (Id., pp. 28-29.)  As Staff witness Philip 

Rukosuev testified, “GFA’s proposal would add ambiguity for rate administration, which would 

result in financial uncertainty for the recovery of a utility’s approved revenue requirement.”  

(ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 27.)  For this additional reason, GFA’s proposal should be rejected. 

GFA concedes it has not fully considered the ramifications of its proposal.  As Staff aptly 

notes: 

GFA fails to address the impact that its proposal may have on customers; it fails 
to provide any substantive analysis of the rate or bill impacts of its proposal on 
the Company, on its membership, or on any other customers. Despite proposing 
entirely new GDS-5 tier provisions for all three Rate Zones, Mr. Adkisson 
provides no analysis of the effects (i.e., rate design, cost allocation, bill impact 
analysis, customer rate migration, revenue instability, or cost analysis) of his 
proposed recommendation.   

(ICC Staff Ex. 31.0, p. 26.)   

Put simply, GFA’s “simplistic proposal seems to have no place in a case where the 

Commission is expecting all of the parties to work through complex cost-of-service 
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determinations.”  (Id., p. 29.)  GFA’s proposal should be rejected.  AIC’s GDS-5 rate design and 

tariff should remain unchanged, as proposed by AIC. 

VIII. PROPOSED RIDERS/TARIFF CHANGES 

A. Overview 

B. Resolved Issues 

1. Electric/Gas 

a. Combined Billing of Multiple Meters 

In AIC’s last rate case, the Commission directed AIC to work with IIEC, Staff and any 

other interested parties to develop tariffs on combined billing of multiple meters.  In this case, 

AIC is proposing a modification to the Standards and Qualifications to allow the combined 

billing of multiple meters on the same premises.  The proposed modifications, shared with Staff 

and representatives of the IIEC, is shown in AIC’s proposed tariffs provided in Part 285 

Schedules E-1 and E-2. In anticipation of approval of the proposed language, AIC’s proposed 

Billing Demands and kWh sales for the High Voltage supply voltage category was reduced by 

about 206,000 kW (about 17.2 MW/month) and 396,350,000 kWh for Rate Zone III due to the 

expected application of the proposed language on a large customer. The reduced volumes were 

taken into account when developing proposed revenue, including Distribution Tax revenue levels.  

(Ameren Ex. 13.0E Rev. (Jones Dir.), pp. 48-49.) 

Staff reviewed the proposed change and recommends adopting the proposed language 

changes for Sheet 4.019 and Sheet 4.023.  (ICC Staff Ex. 15.0, p. 44.)  IIEC also recommends 

approval of the tariff provisions.  (IIEC Ex. 1.0, p. 3.) 
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b. Rider PER 

A Supply Cost Adjustment for each Rate Zone is applied to Customers billed under Rider 

PER for recovery of certain costs for procurement, working capital, and uncollectibles.  AIC 

included its calculation of Supply Cost Adjustments applicable to Rider PER in its direct filing.  

(Ameren Exs. 2.0E Rev. (Stafford Dir.) pp. 44-46; 2.5.)  Staff proposed adjustments to the 

uncollectibles base rates percentage, which is also used to calculate the Supply Cost Adjustment.   

(ICC Staff Exs. 3.0. pp. 6-8; 21.0, pp. 8-12.)  In rebuttal, AIC modified its uncollectibles 

percentage used for the Supply Cost Adjustment.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 8-

12.)  Both AIC and Staff agree that the correct percentage to apply to the Supply Cost 

Adjustment will be determined through resolution of the uncollectibles expense issue discussed 

in Section III.C.1. above.  In rebuttal, Staff also proposed an adjustment to the Supply 

Procurement adjustment amount.  (ICC Staff Ex. 21.0, p. 18).  AIC in its surrebuttal agreed to 

reflect Staff's recommended adjustment for supply procurement in its calculation of base rates 

operating expenses and included these costs in its modified calculation of the supply 

procurement adjustment.  (Ameren Exs. 40.0 Rev. (Stafford Sur.), pp. 23-24; Ameren Ex. 40.11).  

Ameren considers the supply procurement adjustment applicable to the calculation of operating 

expenses and Rider PER to be resolved.  As noted above (Sec. VII.B.2.a.), Staff and AIC have 

also agreed to tariff changes for Rider PER to reflect the parties agreement concerning 

modifications to BGS-1 pricing. 

c. Pension Benefits Rider 

In the interest of narrowing the number of issues in the case, AIC has withdrawn its 

request for a pension rider.  (Ameren Ex. 21.0 2nd Rev. (Nelson Reb.), p. 24.) 
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d. Uncollectibles Rider (if Switched to Net Write-offs) 

If the Commission agrees with Staff’s recommendation to adopt a net write off 

methodology, which it should not as discussed in section  III.C.1 above, tariff changes are 

necessary for Riders EUA and GUA.  As AIC witness Mr. Jones explained (Ameren Ex. 31.0 

Rev. (Jones Reb.), p. 16), presently, both Riders EUA and GUA state that the incremental 

uncollectible adjustment amounts reflect the difference between the actual uncollectible expense 

amounts for Account 904, and the uncollectible amounts included in the utility’s rates that were 

in effect for such reporting year.  If a switch is made, pursuant to 220 ILCS 5/16-118.8 for 

electric utilities and 220 ILCS 5/19-145(a) for natural gas utilities, the switch must be “made 

effective at the beginning of the first full calendar year after the new rates approved in such 

proceeding are first placed in effect.”  Assuming this case concludes in January 2012, the first 

full calendar year after “new rates approved in such proceeding” would be 2013.  (Id.)  Thus, the 

first Rider EUA and GUA incremental adjustment amounts reflecting a net write-off basis would 

be in May 2014 for factors effective from June 2014 through May 2015, reflecting the difference 

between net write-offs and the amount included in rates for 2013.  (Id.)  A paragraph should be 

added to the “Incremental Uncollectible Adjustment” sections of both Riders EUA and GUA, 

and addresses the switch to the net write-off method for the 2013 reporting year, and subsequent 

reporting years.  (Id.)  Additional relatively minor tariff language changes would be needed to 

clarify that through the 2012 reporting year, Account 904 will be used, but that starting with the 

2013 reporting year, a net write-off method will be used.  (Id.)  No witness has opposed these 

changes.  
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C. Contested Issues 

1. Gas 

a. Rider TBS—Transportation Banking Service 

(i) Summary. 
 

In response to concerns raised in AIC’s prior rate case regarding AIC’s gas transportation 

banking service, Ameren Illinois has submitted alternative tariffs setting forth an unbundled, 

subscribable banking service - Rider Transportation Banking Service (Rider TBS).  AIC’s 

proposal allows transportation customers to individually choose the bank service level, up to 15 

days of bank, desired by the customer.  As such, it provides transportation banking customers 

greater banking service flexibility.  Rider TBS is a reasonable solution to the concerns raised in 

the last case and should be approved.   

Staff, however, proposes to “modify” AIC’s proposals by replacing much of the Rider 

TBS tariff with Nicor tariff banking provisions.  Staff’s proposal to apply Nicor tariff provisions 

to AIC, however, does not take into account AIC’s operational circumstances.  Staff admits there 

are operational differences between AIC and Nicor.  But Staff has failed to explain why Nicor 

provisions should nevertheless be applied to AIC despite the differences.  For this reason alone 

Staff’s proposed modification to Rider TBS should be rejected.  Further, Staff’s proposed 

modifications will cause AIC to incur increased costs, which will be born by sales customers, 

and expose AIC to operational difficulties.  Staff’s proposals should be rejected for these reasons 

as well. 
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(ii) AIC Has Proposed Reasonable Banking Tariff Provisions 
 in Rider TBS that Address the Commission’s Concerns 
 from the Prior Case. 
 

 In Docket 07-0585 (cons.) Ameren Illinois’s legacy utilities were ordered to implement a 

gas transportation banking program, known as Rider T, which became effective in 2008.  In 

AIC’s prior rate case, Docket 09-0306 (cons.), there was substantial disagreement between AIC, 

Staff, and several gas marketers regarding whether the total bank size should be significantly 

expanded. Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311(cons.) (Apr. 29, 2010), pp. 276-83.  Ultimately, the 

Commission did not order any changes to the banking provisions of Rider T.  Id., p. 283.  

However, the Commission did direct that workshops be held prior to AIC’s next gas rate cases 

for the purpose of discussing alternatives to AIC's current banking terms and conditions.  Id.  

The Commission required that AIC submit a tariff implementing the Nicor method for 

determining bank size, but allowed AIC to offer an alternative:  

AIU is also free, however, to raise at the workshops its concerns about adopting 
such banking provisions. AIU may submit in its next gas rates cases as an 
alternative to what Staff seeks tariffs implementing banking provisions that AIU 
believes are appropriate…The Commission expects all participants to take AIU's 
concerns seriously. By … also giving AIU the option to offer an alternative, the 
Commission preserves for itself flexibility in determining the most appropriate 
banking provisions under Rider T for AIU. 

 
Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-0311 (cons.), p. 283 (emphasis added). 

 Workshops were held on November 17, 2010 and December 13, 2010 at the 

Commission’s offices in Springfield, Illinois.  (Ameren Exs. 14.0G Rev. (Eggers Dir.), p. 4; 

14.1G.)  Based on the input received at the workshops, Ameren Illinois agreed to offer a 

subscribable bank, where transportation customers could select any number of days, from 0 to 22, 

that when multiplied by their MDCQ would determine their bank size.  (Id.) 
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 As required by the Docket 09-0306 (cons.) Order, in its initial filing Ameren Illinois 

provided tariffs containing the banking provisions resulting from the use of the Nicor and 

Peoples Gas/North Shore models.  Ameren Illinois calculated the number of days of bank that 

would result from the application of the Nicor and People Gas methods to its storage resources, 

which was 29 and 22 days, respectively.  AIC’s proposed tariff utilized the Nicor method, the 

more conservative of the two.  (Ameren Exs. 14.0G Rev. p. 6; 14.2G; 14.3G.)  However, as Mr. 

Eggers explained, the tariff utilizing the Nicor method was not workable for AIC.  (Ameren Ex. 

34.0 (Eggers Reb.), p. 7.)  

 Reflecting concerns AIC addressed in the workshops, and as authorized by the 

Commission in Docket 09-0306 (cons.), Ameren Illinois submitted alternative tariffs setting 

forth unbundled, subscribable banking service, presented in Ameren Illinois’s tariffs as Rider 

Transportation Banking Service (Rider TBS).  Ameren Illinois’s proposal also provides for the 

allocation of on-system storage costs to Rider T customers, unsubscribed bank cost recovery 

language in Rider S, an election process that allows Rider T customers to subscribe to their 

preferred bank size between 0 and 22 days times their MDCQ (AIC now proposes to establish a 

15 day times MDCQ limit for individual bank size as part of the Bank Election Process, as 

discussed below), and other implementation and service management provisions. AIC’s proposal 

provides transportation customers with the flexibility to individually choose the bank service 

level desired by the customer.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0G Rev., p. 7.)  The proposed tariffs are 

reasonable and should be approved. 

 As part of AIC’s proposal, AIC proposes a banking service limit (BSL) of 10 times the 

total aggregate MDCQ bank capacity of transportation customers.  As Mr. Eggers explained, this 

5.48 Bcf bank capacity represents 21% of the total nameplate capacity of Ameren Illinois’s on-
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system storage.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0G, p. 6.)  AIC’s proposed allotment of storage capacity is 

reasonable because Ameren Illinois’s transportation service does not impose on its users the 

requirement to bank gas in the summer and empty banked gas in the winter as required by the 

Nicor and People Gas/North Shore tariff.  By not having these features, transportation customers 

have added flexibility. However, to operate its on-system storage fields in the manner necessary 

to meet sales customers’ peak day needs and consistent with good engineering practice, Ameren 

Illinois must cycle on-system storage to the maximum extent possible. (Id., p. 17.)   

AIC also proposes to recover 50% of storage costs through a Deliverability Charge and 

50% through a Capacity Charge in Rider TBS.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev. (Eggers Sur.), p.16.)  As 

Mr. Eggers explains, a proper allocation of on-system storage costs includes a deliverability 

component reflecting a transportation customer’s access to their banks on a peak day and a bank 

capacity component reflecting the overall size of a customer’s bank.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0G 

(Eggers Dir.), p. 9.)  Stated differently, there is a cost associated with a customer’s daily access 

to a bank and a cost associated with the size of the customer’s bank.  This concept has been 

termed the “Equitable Method” for developing storage rates.  See e.g., Tennessee Gas Pipeline 

Company, 56 FPC 120, 160 (1976), reaffirmed by Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 

Opinions, Orders and Notices in Equitable Gas Company, Docket CP85-876-000 (1986).  The 

“Equitable Method” allocates 50% of fixed storage costs to peak delivery rights (PDD) and 50% 

of fixed storage costs to overall storage capacity, also called Maximum Storage Volume (MSV).  

On rebuttal, the Nicor method calculation was corrected, producing a bank limit for each 

individual customer of 15 times their MDCQ (instead of 22 times) and a proportional share of 

Ameren Illinois’s on-system storage of 8.22 Bcf (32%).  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p.16.)  In light of the 

correction, AIC proposes adoption of an individual bank limit of 15 days, with the BSL 
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remaining at 10 days.  Unsubscribed capacity will be offered to those customers wanting more 

than 15 days, so customers who want additional storage capacity receiving more than 15 days 

under the election process.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 23.)  Should the Commission adopt the 15 

days of bank for the overall BSL, as calculated under the Nicor Method, AIC recommends that 

the Commission reject the rest of Mr. Sackett’s proposed Nicor-based tariff modifications to 

AIC’s Rider TBS.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 14.) 

(iii) Staff’s Proposal to Impose Nicor Tariff Provisions on 
 AIC Should Be Rejected Because Nicor and AIC Are Not  
 Operationally  Comparable. 

 
 Staff witness Sackett took the position that Rider TBS should be approved, but with 

modifications.  (ICC Staff Ex. 29.0, pp. 10-34.)  These proposed “modifications”, however, so 

materially alter AIC’s Rider TBS proposal as to essentially gut AIC’s proposal.  Further, as 

demonstrated below, Staff’s “modifications” affect the collective sales customers' rights to 

storage.  Stated differently, sales customers are the backstop for transportation customers, and 

are adversely impacted by Staff’s proposal, despite the fact that Staff agrees sales and 

transportation customers should be fairly assigned the same rights.  (Tr. 524.)   

Staff’s proposed “modifications” to AIC’s proposal are based on what Staff calls the 

“Nicor Method”. However, there is a distinction between the “Nicor Method,” utilized in past 

Nicor rate proceedings to determine the number of days of bank, and the numerous other Nicor 

transportation tariff provisions that Mr. Sackett seeks to impose on AIC.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., 

p. 3.), Staff appears to be advocating that the Commission approve not just the Nicor method for 

establishing days of bank, but apply to AIC certain Nicor tariff provisions as well.  In particular, 

Staff seeks to impose the following other Nicor transportation tariff provisions on Ameren 

Illinois in this case: an injection target provision, the 2.2% of customer bank access on a Critical 
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Day (CD) provision, and the on-system storage cost allocation and Rider TBS - Transportation 

Balance Service (Rider TBS) rate derivation.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 4.)  Staff's application 

of the Nicor Method based on its proportionality position - a simple mathematical allocation of 

certain ratios - is seriously flawed. It is the proverbial round peg in a square hole. Because Staff 

does not establish that Ameren Illinois’s and Nicor’s systems are operationally comparable, 

however Staff fails to establish that application of Nicor’s tariff provisions is appropriate for 

Ameren Illinois.   

 The concept of “comparability” in establishing utility rates and tariffs with reference to 

other utilities is well established under Illinois law.  The Commission should not “afford any 

appreciable weight or reliance on” a comparison of utility rates, costs or tariffs to those of 

entities not shown to be “comparable.”  See Antioch Milling Co. v. Public Serv. Co. of N. Ill., 4 

Ill.2d 200, 210 (1954) (holding that evidence on the rates charged by other utilities should be 

disregarded where the party proffering the evidence failed to show “that the [utilities’] conditions 

of service were comparable”); Citizens Util. Co. of Ill., Docket 94- 0481, 1995 WL 612576, *16-

20 (Sept. 13, 1995) (declining to rely on a Staff depreciation analysis comparing utility to other 

utilities, where no showing of comparability to those utilities was made).  Thus, specific 

operational differences between AIC and Nicor should be considered before applying the Nicor 

method and tariff provisions.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 6.) Consider the application of storage 

rights.  No two storage fields operate in the same manner. Their size, geology, weather, 

proximity to pipelines among other factors make their operation distinct from each other. Yet 

Staff’s proposals implicitly assume they do all operate the same way.  Further, no two 

distribution systems are the same. Pressure, distance from the pipeline, size of the pipe, and end 

use load characteristics all play a vital part in managing the operations of the systems. These 
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differences, too, are not accounted for by Staff.  In this case, however, Staff has not done this 

analysis.  Rather, Staff is advocating a one-size-fits all approach to transportation banking for 

utilities that are not the same “size”, operationally speaking.  

As Mr. Eggers explains, Nicor provides service to over two million natural gas customers 

in a geographic area roughly half the size of Ameren Illinois’s service territory, which serves less 

than 900,000 customers. Nicor's transmission and distribution networks have a much greater 

degree of interconnection and integration, offering greater flexibility in moving gas across its’ 

entire system (as Staff witness Sackett admits (Tr. 528-29.)).  Nicor's Chicago area service 

territory is also home to one of the largest natural gas transmission hubs - another material 

difference between the Nicor and AIC systems.  Indeed Mr. Sackett agreed taking gas from the 

Chicago hub presented operational difference for customers taking gas in the Chicago area as 

compared to downstate customers.  (Tr. 529.)  Further, Nicor owns and operates eight storage 

fields with an annual capacity of nearly 135 Bcf while Ameren Illinois owns and operates 12 

fields with a capacity of only 25 Bcf.  Thus, Nicor has 2.5 times the number of customers with 

over five times the storage capacity.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 3.)   

By contrast, six of Ameren Illinois’s smaller storage fields are largely constrained by the 

distribution system to serve only a small subset of its gas customers.  (Id.; Tr. 535-37.)  Many of 

Ameren Illinois’s customers are served by distributions systems with no access to any Ameren 

Illinois storage field. Further, approximately 80% of AIC’s supply is provided by two pipelines, 

Natural Gas Pipeline (NGPL) and Panhandle Eastern (PEPL).  This places AIC at a significant 

risk if either of these pipelines fail or have significant capacity restrictions. In short, AIC’s gas 

system is less interconnected and is not integrated.  (Tr. 529.)  Staff witness Mr. Sackett agreed 

the Ameren Illinois legacy distribution systems were not planned as one system, that each was 
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built to provide service needs in its service areas only, that the systems are not integrated, and 

that there are captive systems. (Tr. 531.)  These operational differences hamper AIC’s ability to 

move gas supplies.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 6.)  This matters because some Nicor tariff 

provisions, suitable for an interconnected system, might not be suitable for a less interconnected 

system. 

 AIC’s proposed Rider TBS banking provisions take into account AIC’s own operational 

circumstances.  Staff’s proposal to apply Nicor tariff provisions to AIC, however, does not take 

into account AIC’s operational circumstances.  Staff has failed to either (1) demonstrate a 

comparability between AIC’s operations and Nicor’s (which, as discussed above, it cannot), or (2) 

explain why Nicor provisions should nevertheless be applied to AIC despite the differences.  For 

this reason alone Staff’s proposed modification to Rider TBS should be rejected. 

(iv) Staff’s Proposed Modifications to Rider TBS Are Each 
 Flawed and Should be Rejected 

 
Staff’s First Modification to Rider TBS – Critical Day Withdrawal Rights – Should Be Rejected 
Because It Imposes Costs and Operational Concerns on AIC. 
 
 Staff asserts that Rider TBS should be modified to reflect CD withdrawal rights (2.2% of 

the transportation customer’s bank limit) set for all transportation customers based on their 

subscribed storage capacity.  This proposal should be rejected.  The Commission should 

maintain CD withdrawal rights as proposed by AIC—the level approved by the Commission in 

the last two AIC rate proceedings.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 12; Order, Docket 09-0306 – 09-

0311 (cons.), p. 257; Order, Docket 07-0585 – 07-0590 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 312-14.)  As 

Mr. Eggers explained, Staff’s proposal provides transportation customers with greater access to 

banks on a CD than a normal day, which defeats the purpose of declaring a CD.  (Ameren Ex. 
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51.0 Rev., p. 12.)  Expanding transport services on a CD eliminates the very protections a CD 

declaration is supposed to provide.  (Id.) 

 Further, to provide transportation customers these rights on a CD, the Company would be 

forced to purchase additional leased storage and pipeline capacity assets at a significant cost to 

sales customers.  (Id.)  Whatever additional resources Mr. Sackett’s designates to be used to 

serve transportation customers must be replaced by Ameren Illinois to continue to serve its sales 

customers, who were the previous beneficiaries of the transferred resources.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, 

p. 11.)  Assuming the additional resources would be contracted on Panhandle Eastern Pipeline 

Company (PEPL), one of Ameren Illinois’s largest interstate pipeline suppliers, the additional 

resources would cost approximately $8 million per year. (Id., p. 12, Table 2; Ameren Exs. 51.0 

Rev., p. 21;  34.0, p.12.) 

 Moreover, Mr. Sackett admits the 2.2% CD withdrawal rights works a perverse outcome 

when applied to his proposed number of bank days. On a CD, he would allow the transportation 

customer to take 32% of its bank (2.2% x 15 days)—this at a time when the system's operational 

integrity is at stake. Under this scenario, the sales customers would have the remaining 68%. (Tr. 

526.)  Mr. Sackett admitted, though, if transportation customers only took 20% and sales 

customers took 40%, sales customers would be responsible for the costs associated with the 

difference, 40%. Indeed Mr. Sackett admits "Any portion of that bank that’s not utilized by 

transportation customers by default gets picked up by sales customers." (Tr. 527.)  No 

explanation is offered as to why this is fair. Though Staff wants transportation tariffs to put 

transportation customers on equal footing with sales customers (Tr. 524), the fact is the latter are 

being taken advantage of.   
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 Staff does not dispute that AIC could be required to incur additional cost. Rather Mr. 

Sackett simply claims that it is unknown whether AIC would have to incur costs to obtain 

additional resources – but AIC would need to re-evaluate its peak day portfolio if the 

Commission ordered them to offer proportional rights on the peak day. (ICC Staff Ex 29.0, p. 10.)  

Mr. Sackett acknowledged that  if AIC did require more assets, sales customers would pay less 

than they currently do for on-system storage and more for off-system assets, but states the net 

effect is unknown. (Id., p. 11.)  The uncertainty of the cost impacts of Mr. Sackett’s proposal is, 

by itself, a reason to reject his proposal.  See Abbott Laboratories, Inc. v. Illinois Commerce 

Comm’n, 289 Ill. App. 3d 705, 712 (1st Dist. 1997) (operational integrity of public utility should 

not be compromised by forcing utility to incur costs to obtain gas as a result of transportation 

customer actions.) 

Staff’s Second Modification to Rider TBS – a Proposal to Raise the BSL - Should be Rejected. 
 
 Staff recommends giving transportation customers proportional maximum storage 

capacity based on adoption of Nicor tariff provisions.  This would raise the BSL from AIC’s 

proposed level of 5.48 Bcf to 8.22 Bcf.  This proposal should be rejected.  The bank service limit 

under Ameren Illinois’s method appropriate because as Mr. Eggers explains: “The core reason 

for our bank service limit (BSL) is to allow Ameren Illinois to fill and cycle its on-system 

storage resources on a consistent schedule that protects the operational integrity of its fields.” 

(Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 15.)  Aquifer storage field operations require inventory minimums - a fact 

that Staff never mentions.  Ameren must follow certain injection and withdrawal parameters to 

maintain the integrity of the storage fields.  The 90% fill requirement in Staff’s proposal provides 

only a minor incentive for transportation customers to fill its bank, as the only penalty is slightly 

reduced Critical Day withdrawal rights. Since Ameren Illinois has not called a system wide 
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Critical Day in over 10 years, a transportation customer would have very little incentive to fill 

their bank to the levels required to maintain the operational characteristics of our storage fields.  

(Id., p. 16.) 

 There are two key issues with the tariff aggregate BSL proposed by Staff.  The first is a 

system integrity issue. Mr. Sackett's proposal grants transportation customers up to 8.22 Bcf of 

capacity.  Since CD rights are a percentage of bank capacity (which is a core tenet of his 

proposal), this automatically places a much larger aggregate obligation to serve CD bank 

withdrawals.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 14.)  AIC’s proposed BSL is an important limit to this 

increase to CD obligations.  The second issue is a stranded asset issue. The risk stems from the 

variability of CD rights from year to year that is inherent to Staff's proposal.  Mr. Sackett's 

proposal allows transportation customers to elect from very little to 8.22 Bcf of bank capacity.  

In years with very good storage economics AIC would expect the entire capacity to be elected.  

In years, with very poor storage economics, capacity of 2 or 3 Bcf might be elected.  Since CD 

rights are directly tied to bank capacity elected, the amount of gas that AIC’s is obligated to plan 

for will change year to year.  Specifically, AIC risks acquiring assets to meet its obligations in 

years with high bank elections that are then stranded in a following year with low bank elections.  

(Id., p. 15.) 

Staff’s Third Modification to Rider TBS – A Proposed Injection Target Methodology - Should be 
Rejected. 
 
 Staff proposes implementing a fall injection target like that used by Nicor Gas, Peoples 

Gas and North Shore Gas.  However, just having a fall injection target is not enough to protect 

the integrity of storage fields, particularly if the target has very limited consequences if missed.  

(Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 15.)  Aquifer storage fields must be fully cycled. (Id.)  AIC believes 
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that, for its operations, an injection target is meaningless without a withdrawal target.  Ameren 

Illinois will make up any difference from planned injections and withdrawals that result from the 

actions or inactions of transportation customers, with sales customer activity.  (Id.)  Under AIC’s 

current tariffs, sales customer gas is used to facilitate the necessary injections and withdrawals to 

maintain field integrity, and therefore AIC requires no bank fill or empty targets under its’ 

proposed BSL. 

Staff’s Fourth Proposed Modification to Rider TBS – to Change the Cost Allocation Method For 
Gas Transportation - Should be Rejected. 
 
 As discussed above, AIC has proposed a reasonable cost allocation method.  Staff, 

however, proposes to set a single rate to recover on-system storage costs based on Critical 

 Day withdrawal rights that is linked to storage capacity.  (ICC Staff Ex. 13.0, p. 4.)  This ignores 

the daily balancing provided by Ameren Illinois’s banking service and only focuses on the 

capacity portion. (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 17.) 

 Ameren Illinois daily balancing service effectively utilizes both capacity (bank size) and 

deliverability.  The flexibility of AIC’s bank service to cover daily imbalances significantly 

reduces the amount of gas that a transportation customer might have to cashout.  (Id.)  AIC’s 

bank service allows injections in the winter and withdrawals in the summer and provides a 20% 

balancing tolerance before cashing out.  Any balancing before cashout should be a base rate 

recovery issue because it is part of the tariff bank service (base rates) and any balancing done by 

cashout is a PGA recovery issue.  Given the cashout premiums paid by transportation customers, 

it is clear that the balancing provided by AIC offers a tangible benefit to transportation customers.  

(Id., p. 18.)  Even a single day of bank provides balancing and full CD rights under AIC's tariffs.  

Only the cost of capacity should change based on the number of days selected.  (Id.)  Ameren 
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Illinois’s proposal appropriately allocates costs to transportation customers based on the service 

provided to them. 

 Staff also takes the position (ICC Staff Ex. 29.0, p. 22) that if the Commission rejects the 

proposal to link CD withdrawal rights, annual capacity and storage costs to the peak day through 

the MDCQ, then in lieu of such a tariff change, the Commission should allocate those costs 

based on 20% of the average historical peak DCN during the past two years, i.e. 42% of their 

MDCQ.  AIC disagrees.  Transportation customers should be allocated costs based on the 

contracted service level between the Company and the customer, the MDCQ. (Ameren Ex. 51.0 

Rev., p. 18.)  Each transportation customer has the right to 20% of DCN on a CD. Each customer 

can nominate their entire MDCQ. That gives each transportation customer the right to 20% of 

their MDCQ on a CD. The Company must plan for the full utilization of the rights it affords to 

customers and retain assets accordingly.  Therefore, AIC’s allocation based on MDCQ is 

appropriate and should be adopted by the Commission. (Id., p. 19.) 

Further, Mr. Sackett's concern that AIC’s proposal will “drive customers away” from 

transportation is completely unsupported by any study or analysis on his part.  No quantification 

of the cost differences has been provided, nor has any analysis been done of the impact of 

differences in costs on the economics of a customer’s decision to take transportation service.  

(Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 21.)  Staff did not perform any study or analysis to support the assertion 

that “such a selection [no bank] might end up depriving large transportation customers of their 

access to any banks.”  (Id., p. 23.) 

(v) IIEC’s Position Should be Rejected. 

IIEC has three concerns with AIC’s banking provisions.  First, Mr. Gorman does not 

agree with maintaining the 22 times MDCQ allocation following the corrected bank days 
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calculation.  As discussed above, AIC will accept, a maximum of 15 days times MDCQ for an 

individual customers’ subscribable bank election as Mr. Gorman suggests, provided the 10 day 

BSL is not exceeded.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 23.) 

Second Mr. Gorman rejects AIC’s proposed 10-day BSL and instead, based on the 

revised 15 day bank calculation, recommends that each transportation customer be allowed to 

subscribe to a maximum 15 days of storage, based on Nicor method (i.e. with a BSC of 15 days).  

For the reasons discussed above with respect to Staff’s position, AIC supports the BSL at 5.482 

Bcf which is based on 10 days of bank.  (Id., p. 24.) 

 Third, IIEC witness Mr. Gorman takes issue with AIC’s proposed cost allocation 

methodology.  For the reasons explained above, AIC’s proposal is reasonable and should be 

adopted.  Mr. Gorman’s position should be rejected for the same reasons Staff’s position should 

be rejected.   

(vi) Unsubscribed Bank Capacity Charge. 

 Staff witness Ms. Jones recommended that the formula to calculate the Unsubscribed 

Bank Capacity Charge (UBCC) and language providing for an annual reconciliation be included 

in Rider S - System Gas Service.  ( ICC Staff Ex 6.0, (Jones Dir.), p. 12-14.)  AIC accepted the 

recommendations to include the formula to calculate the UBCC and language that provides for 

an annual reconciliation in a section that the Company added to Rider S – System Gas Service 

regarding its proposed UBCC. (Ameren Exs. 34.0, p. 31; 34.7, p. 2.) 

b. Rider-T—Cashout Provisions 

AIC has proposed to modify the current cashout provisions in Rider T-Transportation 

Service in order to provide better protections to its sales customers and incentivize transportation 

customers to better manage their accounts.  (Cashout provisions are tariff provisions that require 
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transport customers to settle imbalances by purchasing or selling gas from sales customers.)  The 

proposed cashout provisions are enhanced to provide recovery of costs related to managing 

imbalances caused by transportation customers for over or under delivering.  (Ameren Ex. 14.0G 

Rev. (Eggers Dir.), p. 21.)  Currently, cashouts are charged at a market price.  The cashout 

volume is either purchased from (for under deliveries), or sold to, sales customers (for overages).  

(Id., p. 20.)  Under AIC’s proposal, the transportation customer will be charged the market or 

PGA cost, whichever is higher, to buy gas from sales customers in the case of under deliveries, 

and in turn, the transportation customer can sell excess deliveries at the lower of the market price 

or PGA.  (Id.)  This price proposal represents a common sense measure to ensure that 

transportation customers pay the highest price amounts when they under deliver gas and AIC 

pays the lowest price when transport customers over deliver.  The Commission should approve 

AIC’s proposed tariff modifications. 

The Commission has recently recognized the concern with adverse impacts on sales 

customer of cashout provisions that may allow arbitrage opportunities by transport customers.  In 

Mid-American Energy Co., the Commission found that “sales customers have, at times, 

shouldered financial responsibility for the consequences of that arbitrage.”  Order, Docket 09-

0312 (Mar. 24, 2010), pp. 40-41.  The Commission went on to approve a cashout pricing 

proposal that “charge[s] transportation customers the highest daily price among the three indices 

to cover their delivery shortfalls, and use the lowest daily price among the indices to buy excess 

delivered gas”  Id.., p. 41 (finding that the utility’s “proposed high/low cash-out solution is 

rationally and proportionally aimed at curtailing the arbitrage, and associated subsidy”).  

AIC has proposed a similar “high/low” solution here, and the Commission has approved 

similar cashout language to AIC’s proposal in the tariff of legacy utility AmerenCILCO and in 
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Nicor’s tariff.  (Ameren Exs. 34.0 (Eggers Reb.), p. 29; 34.6.)  The evidence provided in this 

proceeding shows that Ameren Illinois’s current cashout mechanism is failing to perform its 

intended purpose to “protect sales customers”, as Staff averred they should when Rider T was 

authorized in Docket 07-0585 (cons.).  Order, Docket 07-0585 – 0790 (cons.) (Sept. 24, 2008), p. 

303.  Accordingly, a new proposal is warranted.  

a. Current cashout provisions do not allow AIC to recover the 
costs of managing imbalances.   

The total cost for the services required to cover daily balanced customer imbalances is 

$2.3 million annually.  (Ameren Exs. 51.0 Rev. (Eggers Sur.), p. 21; 51.1.)  Imbalances are 

managed in real time, using adjustments to on-system storage, leased storage, pipeline deliveries 

and linepack.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, pp. 26-27.)  When imbalances occur, AIC’s system is impacted 

through adjusted injections or withdrawals from on-system storage and leased storage, changes 

in linepack, and gas loaned to or borrowed from pipelines.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0 (Eggers Reb.), p. 

27.)  Sales customers incur a cost from all of these, except linepack.  (Id.)  Charges under the 

balancing agreements with the pipelines are paid only by sales, not transportation customers.  

(Id.)  Any extra withdrawals or injections incur fuel charges from the pipelines that are paid for 

by the sales customers.  (Id.)  Any no-notice storage fees are also paid for by the sales customer.  

(Id.)  Where such costs are incurred by sales customers, appropriate penalties should be adopted.  

Abbott Laboratories, Inc. v. Illinois Commerce Commission, 289 Ill. App. 3d 705, 712 (1st Dist. 

1997).  Furthermore, managing transportation customer imbalances with adjustments to on-

system storage injection and withdrawal plans affect the ability to store or withdraw the desired 

amount of supply for sales customers.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 27.)   
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Staff incorrectly assumes that the penalty revenues from transportation customer cashouts 

adequately cover these costs.  (ICC Staff Ex. 29.0, pp. 32-33.)  However, the $2.3 million in 

costs are far in excess of the $583,000 average in premiums paid by transportation customers, 

through the cashout mechanism.  AIC’s cashout proposal is designed to bring cashout premiums 

more in line with balancing costs. (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 21.)   

Currently, AIC’s transportation customers pay for banking rights, but pay nothing for on-

system and off-system storage used to manage cashout imbalances.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 27.) 

However, these imbalances rely upon system supply resources which are paid for by the sales 

customers.  (Id., pp. 26-27.)  AIC’s banking service allows transportation customers to access up 

to 20% of their nominations from their bank to cover any differences between their deliveries 

and usage at no cost premium.  (Id., p. 26.)  Under AIC’s current tariff, after a transportation 

customer utilizes its bank, it can then cashout up to an additional 20% of its nomination without 

penalty.  (Id.)  Put another way, this additional 20% cashout acts like overdraft protection for 

transportation customers.  If the banking service does not provide enough gas to cover an under-

delivery, they can access a savings account - sales customers - to cover the spread and are not 

charged a fee up to 20% of their nomination.  AIC’s proposal mitigates these impacts on sales 

customers.  Cashout revenues would continue to be credited to the sales customers through the 

PGA mechanism to offset the costs incurred to maintain cashout imbalances.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, 

p. 37.)  

b. AIC’s current cashout provisions do not adequately protect 
sales customers. 

 A negative cost consequence to sales customers can occur under the current cashout 

provisions when, for example, a transport customer under delivers.  The shortfall is made up with 
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sales customer gas (ie, PGA gas), and AIC pays the transport customer a market price which is 

lower than the PGA price.  AIC provided evidence of such negative cost consequences to sales 

customers from 2009 and 2010 where the cashout revenue was insufficient to avoid a negative 

cost consequence.  (Ameren Exs. 34.0, p. 26; 34.4.)  Therefore, AIC’s proposed pricing 

mechanism, by using of the PGA prices as a baseline, is more reasonable than market price, 

which is the current baseline. 

Staff’s opposition to AIC’s cashout mechanism is based on at least two flawed 

assumptions.  First, Staff assumes AIC can simply buy market priced gas to make up cashout 

imbalances. This is incorrect. Every AIC purchase flows through the PGA.  All supplies AIC 

provides to its distribution system are priced at the PGA price.  When buying gas from 

transportation customers, the sales customers should never have to buy it at a price greater than 

their supply, the PGA, as a result of transportation customer activity.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 20.)   

 Second, Staff believes “net purchases are realized during the gas day by a drop in system 

pressure and AIC responds by buying more gas - at the market price, not the PGA.”  (ICC Staff 

Ex. 29.0, p. 30.)  AIC does not respond to a drop in pressure by buying gas - flexible storage 

resources are most often used.  (Ameren Ex. 51.0 Rev., p. 20.)  AIC can only purchase and 

nominate gas for the first 8 hours of a gas day due to North American Energy Standards Board 

(NEASB) rules for nominations on the interstate pipeline system, leaving insufficient time to 

respond to pressure drops with gas purchases.  (Id., pp. 20-21.)  Even if AIC could purchase gas 

beyond the first eight hours of a day, it would still be purchased through the PGA.  (Id.)  

Therefore, Staff’s concerns are unfounded and should be rejected. 
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 c. AIC’s proposed cashout provisions provide better incentives for better account  
  management. 

AIC’s proposed cashout mechanism provides an incentive for transportation customers to 

better align nominations to load.  The Commission has recognized that high/low cashout 

proposals such as AIC’s “creates incentive for transportation customers to accurately balance 

their daily supply and demand.”  Order, Docket 09-0312 (Mar. 24, 2010), p. 41.  Illinois courts 

have also recognized that “[gas] transportation customers should be encouraged to engage in 

efficient operational planning” through appropriate tariff penalties.  Abbott Laboratories, Inc., 

289 Ill. App. 3d 705 at 712 (1st Dist. 1997) (approving an unauthorized use charge for gas 

transport customers.)  IIEC witness Mr. Gorman accurately concludes that PGA prices still 

routinely exceed market clearing prices, at levels as high as 206% of the market price.  (IIEC Ex. 

8.0, p. 9.)  As already stated, transportation customers have a 20% free margin of error on their 

nominations.  Such wide latitude does not provide any incentive for a transportation customer to 

better maintain their accounts if they can continue to buy and sell at market price and take 

advantage of any price differences.  AIC’s cashout proposals will provide the incentive to 

transportation customers to minimize or eliminate their cashout imbalances.   

Also, AIC’s current cashout provisions do not deter transportation customer behavior that 

might impair the system.  The 20% of the DCN permitted to be cashed out at the Chicago market 

price can often be less than the transportation customer is paying for their gas supply, so a 

transportation customer would be incented to under-deliver and purchase from Ameren Illinois’s 

sales customers at the market price.  (Ameren Ex. 34.0, p. 28.)  The 10% penalty imposed on 

imbalances greater than 20% DCN after banking offers little deterrent for transportation 

customers to minimize imbalances.  (Id.)  That the current cashouts are not minimizing 
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imbalances is evident from the fact that transport customers consistently under-deliver: there is a 

net of approximately 20,000 therms of average daily under-delivery on the total system.  (See 

Ameren Ex. 34.5; ICC Staff Ex. 29.0, p. 33.)  These imbalances occur every day.  (Ameren Ex. 

51.0 Rev. p. 22.)  They must be balanced every day.  (Id.)  This imposes costs on sales customers 

every day, as discussed above.  (Id.)  AIC’s proposed cashout provisions will provide incentives 

to reduce these imbalances.   

IX. PROPOSED SMALL VOLUME TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM  

 Mr. Crist, on behalf of the Retail Gas Suppliers (“RGS”), recommended that the 

Commission direct Ameren Illinois to develop a natural gas choice program in the Company’s 

service territory.  In response, Ms. Seckler testified Ameren Illinois did not oppose a residential 

gas customer choice program subject to the following criteria: (1) There are identifiable 

customer benefits; (2) The cost of implementing such a program are reasonable, and; (3) Should 

the Commission approve such a program, Ameren Illinois would be entitled to recover all 

prudently incurred costs in a timely manner.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0 Rev. (Seckler Reb.), p. 11.) 

RGS responded to Ms. Seckler and other interested witnesses with an additional proposal.  

RGS witness Mr. Crist has recommended that within one month of the entry of the final order in 

this docket, Staff and interested parties would begin a six-month workshop process by which the 

parameters of a gas choice program would be developed as well as the related tariffs for 

Commission approval.  The results of the workshop would be presented in a separate proceeding 

and not necessarily in Ameren Illinois’s next gas rate case.  (RGS Exhibit 2.0, p. 22.) 

Ameren Illinois is not opposed to workshops per se, although AIC witness Ms. Seckler 

noted some concerns with such a process.  (Ameren Ex. 52.0 (Seckler Sur.), pp. 6-7.)  However, 

as is noted by Staff witness Dr. David Rearden, the Office of Retail Marketing and Development 
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(“ORMD”) is statutorily obliged to prepare a report that investigates the state of retail gas 

competition in Illinois, the barriers to development of retail competition, and other relevant 

information.  See 220 ILCS 5/19-130.  Part of this process requires gathering input from all 

interested parties for the report.  Dr. Rearden testified the ORMD process presented a better 

opportunity for RGS to advance its recommendations, rather than in the instant rate case.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 34.0, pp. 5-6.)   

What Ameren Illinois does not want is an obligation to conduct workshops, only to then 

have to repeat the process in the context of the ORMD process discussed above.  The 

redundancy is all too obvious.  It may be premature to assume that a workshop process could 

adequately address all the issues prescribed by law for review in the ORMD process.  Further, at 

least in the judgment of Ameren Illinois and Staff, as a practical matter, rate cases are not the 

best vehicles by which to design new and different services.  (Ameren Ex. 52.0, p. 5.)  Ms. 

Seckler testified, as did others, there is not sufficient information to design and implement a 

program based on the record evidence in this proceeding.  (Id., pp. 5, 7.) 

Among other apparent infirmities, there is not sufficient data in this record to advise the 

Commission as to what the cost of such a program would be.  In 2009, Ameren Illinois prepared 

a high level, analysis of the cost of modifying IT systems supporting the billing and customer 

information processes for a gas choice program.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0, p. 12.)  AIC estimates that 

the minimum cost to modify AIC’s IT systems alone for a gas residential choice program would 

be $2.7 million.  (Id.)  However, billing is only one aspect of a full program design and 

implementation effort.  Cost data associated with customer communications, customer switching 

protocols, and ARGS interface with the Company, are just a few of the program design features 

to be analyzed.  
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The issue for the Commission comes down to whether the Commission believes Ameren 

Illinois should be required to complete a workshop process,  when a similar process that would 

involve all Illinois stakeholders is still required under the specific requirements of the ORMD 

process statute  AIC and Staff believe it should not.  Certainly the Commission and stakeholder 

resources should to be taken into consideration in deciding if now is the right time, based on the 

record evidence, to proceed to a mass market gas choice program.  On the record in this 

proceeding, RGS’s proposal is premature and redundant, and should be denied 

X. OTHER 

A. Rate Zone Schedules in Future Rate Filings 

Through the time of hearing, AIC and the Staff disagreed as to whether the Order in this 

case should expressly require AIC to provide cost of service data by rate zone in future rate 

filings.  Since the hearing, AIC and the Staff have agreed that the Order should reflect the 

following finding: 

The Commission notes AIC's acknowledgment that AIC is required to provide 
separate rate base schedules, operating income schedules, and embedded cost of 
service studies for each of the separate rate zones with its rate case filings as long 
a separate rate zone pricing exists. The Commission further notes AIC's 
commitment to do so in future rate cases.  

(Ameren Exhibit 21.0 2nd Rev. (Nelson Reb.), p. 9.) 

B. Original Cost Determination 

AIC sought original cost determination because certain requirements for preservation of 

records are associated with or related to an original cost determination.  (Ameren Ex. 2.0E Rev. 

(Stafford Dir.), p. 46.)  AIC recommends the Commission conclude and make a finding in the 

Order in this proceeding that AIC’s plant balances as of December 31, 2009 reflected on Ameren 

Illinois Electric Schedule B-5 and Ameren Illinois Gas Schedule B-5 is approved for purposes of 
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an original cost determination.  (Id.)  On rebuttal, Staff agreed with AIC that AIC plant balances 

as of December 31, 2009 should be used, but suggested making the determinations separately by 

rate zone.  (ICC Staff Ex. 2.0R, pp. 16-18.)  AIC witness Stafford recalculated Staff’s adjustment 

to correct for some of the amounts shown on Electric Rate Zone I and to adjust amounts to the 

correct line number on Gas Rate Zone III.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 33-34.)  

This issue is resolved.  (ICC Staff Ex. 20.0, p. 3.) 

C. Depreciation Rate Study  

Staff recommended the Commission order AIC to prepare depreciation studies and file 

the studies with the Commission within 6 months of the date of the order in this proceeding 

consistent with the rate zones established by the Commission in setting rates in this case.  (ICC 

Staff Ex. 5.0, pp. 1-8.)  Staff proposed the depreciation studies should be conducted prior to 

Ameren’s next rate case.  (Id.)  The Commission last established deprecation rates for the former 

operating utilities in Docket 07-0585 – 07-0590 (cons.) based upon depreciation studies for 

individual plant accounts within each of the former Ameren Illinois companies: AmerenCILCO, 

AmerenCIPS, and AmerenIP.  (Id.)  These rates were not necessarily uniform for the same 

account across each operating utility.  (Id.)  Prior to the merger, Ameren filed a petition on 

August 23, 2010 for approval to change to combined, weighted average rates for the combined 

entity’s gas operations.  (Id.)  Also, on August 23, 2010, Ameren filed a statement under Section 

5-104(c) of the Act to notify the Commission of its intent to change its electric depreciation rates.  

(Id.)  AIC concurs new electric and gas depreciation studies are needed, and have reached 

agreement with Staff that AIC be allowed nine months from the date of the order in this case to 

conduct and file the studies with the Commission.  (Ameren Ex. 22.0 Rev. (Stafford Reb.), pp. 

17-18.)  Nine months from the date of the order in this proceeding is needed to allow AIC 
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sufficient time to compile and review study data based on AIC utility plant and depreciation 

reserve balances and related retirement and net salvage experience through year end 2011 

utilized in the determination of new depreciation rates.  (Id.)  Furthermore, the AIC electric and 

gas depreciation studies will establish depreciation rates by ICC account or subaccount for AIC's 

electric and gas operations that will allow for calculation of depreciation expense and allocation 

of expense to rate zones in a manner very similar to the approach used by AIC and Staff in the 

current rate case.  (Id.) 
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